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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
The Digital Media and Learning Conference 2011 is the second annual event organized by the Digital Media and 
Learning Hub at the University of California, Irvine. The conference is designed to be an inclusive, international 
and annual gathering of scholars and practitioners in the field, focused on fostering interdisciplinary and partici-
patory dialog and linking theory, empirical study, policy, and practice. 

The second annual Digital Media and Learning Conference is sponsored primarily by the MacArthur Founda-
tion. The Pearson Foundation is sponsoring the showcase of award-winning digital media learning products. 
The Mozilla Foundation and Microsoft Research also contributed to the conference. The MacArthur Foundation 
launched its digital media and learning initiative in 2006 to explore how digital media are changing the way 
young people learn, play, socialize and participate in civic life and what that means for their learning in the 21st 
century. More information on the digital media and learning initiative is available at www.macfound.org/educa-
tion.

The Digital Media and Learning Research Hub is an international center at the University of California, Irvine 
established to explore how digital media and the Internet are impacting young people, and to analyze digital 
media’s potential for transforming education, learning, and participatory politics. Co-directed by David Theo 
Goldberg and Mizuko Ito, the Research Hub hosts a website highlighting thought leadership and best prac-
tices - www.dmlcentral.net, facilitates workshops and working groups to bring together researchers, practitio-
ners, policymakers, and industry leaders. Funded through a grant from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation, the Research Hub is expected to help schools, libraries, museums and other entities and individuals 
engaged in teaching and learning better prepare youth for 21st century learning, working, and living.

ABOUT THE THEME: DESIGNING LEARNING FUTURES 
In the twenty-first century a profound shift is underway. Digital media are central in almost every aspect of daily 
life, most notably in how we learn, communicate, reflect, (co-) produce, consume, create identities, share knowl-
edge, and understand political issues. Corresponding with this increasing accessibility of digital and networked 
tools, we see new forms of public and private collectives which serve as seedbeds for user-driven innovation, 
the prevalence of many-to-many distribution models and the large-scale online aggregation of information and 
culture. This increased access to information, knowledge, and platforms has prompted new learning ecologies 
that possess the potential to support the kinds of situated, learner-driven, socially inflected, participatory learn-
ing opportunities we know are possible today.

Alongside transforming how we create, access, and use knowledge, these changes raise a series of socio-tech-
nical concerns regarding the tools, technologies, and policies that underpin digital media practices and their 
related learning opportunities. These issues operate on both macro and micro levels. They range from processes 
and protocols shaping the flow and tracking of data in social network sites like Facebook or MySpace to reward 
and reputation systems in multiplayer online games, collaborative DIY communities like Instructable.com or de-
viantART, as well as to emergent problematic practices like sexting and cyberbullying. These are, in short, con-
cerns that give shape to both formal and informal learning ecologies and learning experiences. Developing an 
understanding of the impact of digital media experiences on learning, civic engagement, and professional and 
ethical development requires that we consider the implications of the design frameworks, institutional configura-
tions, social practices, and research methodologies at play in our connected world.

As Bruno Latour notes, “New innovation will be absolutely necessary if we are to adequately represent the con-
flicting natures of all the things that are to be designed.” Understanding the role of innovation in light of past 
and present digital media practices is thus central to imagining and designing learning futures. To this end, the 
conference will focus upon themes of understanding the types of processes, methods, collaborations, and insti-
tutional models required for innovation. We are also concerned with gaining insight into the roles contradicting 
stakeholders (disciplines, institutions, economies, etc.) may play. This includes designers of social network sites, 
games, or mobile applications and learning environments such as afterschool programs, schools and other sites 
of learning. It also includes social scientists studying youth engagement in interest or friendship-driven commu-
nities, those involved in developing profiles of participants in intergenerational learning environments, practitio-
ners looking to help integrate technology into learning environments, researchers studying the intersection of 
learning and socio-technical practices, and policy makers seeking to shape the future of connected learning, to 
name but a few possible participant profiles. From these diverse perspectives, we seek to address the following 
questions:

1.   What are the central concerns shaping learning within peer-based, participatory, open ecologies? What are 
the new collectives (including hybrid public institutional models) that are emerging in today’s open learning 
ecologies? How is learning happening in user-innovation communities? How does remix, mentorship, sharing, 
and exchange occur? How do issues such as cyberbullying, problematic content, and privacy shape partici-
pation in these ecologies? How is diversity shaping learning constituencies? What forms of identities become 
possible? What are the relationships between different stakeholders, such as learner-centered partnerships 



and collaborations between teachers, administrators, students, institutions, policy makers, researchers, and 
designers? What are the design-driven pedagogies and learning models we should explore? What is the role 
of embedded assessment in understanding learning? How do we understand flow and engagement?

2.  What is the knowledge base required of designers, researchers, and practitioners working on peer-based, par-
ticipatory, open learning ecologies today? What is missing? What new forms of knowledge need to be devel-
oped? What existing frameworks need to be rethought?

3.  What core socio-technical practices are shaping (or have the potential to shape) the future of learning? What 
practices may be impeding innovation or getting in the way of learning? How can and should knowledge 
about practices shape policy, design, and implementation of innovations?

We seek to support collective inquiry into the infrastructures and practices key to digital media and learning, 
whether research practices, learning protocols, assessment schemes, game design, or the creation of partici-
patory undertakings. This conversation welcomes those engaged in developing a critical understanding of the 
design and broader socio-technical concerns shaping learning futures, as well as in other well articulated issues 
key to comprehending the impact and possibilities of digital media for learning. All participants are encouraged 
to reflect on the implications of their work for social practice—to consider the impact of their own practice or 
research findings on how things are currently done or could be done differently.

Our panels have been developed around four sub-themes: Youth, Digital Media and Empowerment; Emerging 
Platforms and Policies; New Collectives and Digital Media and Learning. Members of the conference committee 
have conceptualized the themes. 

Youth, Digital Media, and Empowerment (YDME) 
This strand focuses specifically on young people’s participation in the digital media world. Youth participatory 
practices are influenced by a variety of social and contextual factors including distinct youth-driven interests 
and learning ecologies, adult mentoring, institutional infrastructures, creative partnerships, and cultural diversity. 
We are especially interested in panels, papers, and workshops that explore how new media technologies are 
leveraged to promote youth health and well-being, youth media production, and dynamic expressions of civic 
engagement. Moreover, what kinds of institutional infrastructures lead to programs and interventions that em-
power young voices, fortify social and knowledge networks, and develop the digital media skills and competen-
cies that invigorate young critical citizens? Also, how are creative partnerships, programmatic initiatives, and the 
widespread diffusion of social and mobile media platforms challenging the “participation gap?” How are socially 
stigmatized and marginal youth populations embracing social media to build networks for personal enrichment, 
communal empowerment, and social change? Finally, workshops and panels that discuss the art and science of 
interdisciplinary collaboration, design innovation, and programming offer the opportunity for vibrant discussion, 
planning and intervention. 

Emerging Platforms and Policies (EPP) 
The rise of Web2.0 has introduced numerous platforms into everyday life, from social network sites like MySpace 
and Facebook to media-sharing services like YouTube and uStream to blogging and microblogging tools like 
Tumblr and Twitter. These platforms have been leveraged by people of all ages to build community, share ideas, 
collaborate, and hang out. While many of these platforms were designed to enable “user-generated content,” 
there are often conflicts between what designers intend and what participants actually do on each site. In short, 
these platforms were not designed for the kinds of learning that often transpires on these sites.

The goal of this track is to explore the tensions between the design of emerging platforms and the practices that 
unfold on them, with specific attention given to the policy challenges that emerge. How does the technology 
respond practice and how do users repurpose technology? Who gets to set the community norms and how are 
these norms negotiated? How are values— like privacy, safety, and transparency—embedded in the technology 
and how does this shape socio-technical practices? What happens when conflicts emerge between the users and 
the creators? How does the tension between technical design and personal practices configure these spaces?

New Collectives (NC) 
The last 10 years have seen the rise of organizations and institutions that mash-up mission, market and mass 
participation. Organizations like Wikipedia, Mozilla and Creative Commons have shown that this hybrid model 
can shift whole industries—increasing how knowledge is shared and spread, promoting the wide adoption of web 
standards, making legally-backed knowledge sharing easy and widespread. Many have proclaimed that these 
new collectives can also transform education and learning for the better. The track will explore the ways that 
innovators in the learning world might tap into the power of these hybrid organizational models. We’ll ask ques-
tions like: What makes new collectives tick? Where are they getting traction in the world of learning? Where are 
they getting stuck? Can they challenge traditional approaches to accreditation, assessment and content creation 
in education? Or even shift the terrain of learning and education as a whole?

Digital Media and Learning (DML) 
This track focuses upon issues that address ongoing or innovative directions in research and practice relating to 
digital media and learning.



CONFERENCE CHAIR
Katie Salen is a game designer, Professor of Design and Technology, and Director of the Center for 
Transformative Media at Parsons the New School for Design. She is also the Executive Director of a 
non-profit called the Institute of Play that is focused on games and learning, as well as the founder 
and Executive Director of Design of Quest to Learn, a new 6-12th grade public school in New York 
City. The school uses a game-based learning model and supports students within an inquiry-based 
curriculum with questing to learn at its core. Katie is co-author of Rules of Play, a textbook on game 
design, The Game Design Reader, and editor of The Ecology of Games: Connecting Youth, Games, 

and Learning, all from MIT Press. She was an early advocate of the then-hidden world of machinima and contin-
ues to be interested in connections between game design and transformative modes of play.

She holds research grants from the Gates foundation, the MacArthur Foundation, the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation and Intel, and has been collaborating with David Birchfield and Mina Glenberg-Johnson from Arizona 
State University on a project focused on embodied play in mixed reality environments. Her non-profit runs an 
afterschool program focused on immersing middle school youth in game design, technology, and global collabo-
rations via physical and mobile computing expertise, and once co-designed a karaoke ice cream truck driven by a 
squirrel. Katie was lead designer on Gamestar Mechanic with Greg Trefry, and has been involved in the design of 
slow games, online games, mobile games, and big games in both the commercial and independent games sectors.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Student Volunteers Chair: Kimberly Austin 
Kimberly Austin is a doctoral candidate in the sociology department at the University of Chicago. 
Her most recent research examines the intersection of classroom practices and reform. Concurrent 
with her own research, Austin has worked as a researcher at the Urban Education Institute on in-
terdisciplinary projects related to technology and digital media use among teachers and students. 

Austin has presented at the annual conferences for the American Educational Research Association and the 
American Sociological Association. The American Educational Research Association and the National Science 
Foundation have provided support for Austin’s research.

Emerging Platforms and Policies Chair: danah boyd
danah boyd is a social scientist at Microsoft Research and a research associate at Harvard Univer-
sity’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society. In her research, she examines everyday practices 
involving social media, with specific attention to youth participation. Lately, she has been focused 
on issues related to privacy, publicity, and visibility. She recently co-authored Hanging Out, Messing 

Around, and Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning with New Media. She is currently co-directing the Youth and 
Media Policy Working Group, funded by the MacArthur Foundation. She blogs at www.zephoria.org/thoughts/
and tweets at @zephoria. danah also blogs at DML Central.  

DML Competition Liason Chair: Sheryl Grant 
Sheryl Grant is Director of Social Networking for the national and international HASTAC/MacAr-
thur Foundation Digital Media & Learning Competition, a community partner in the White House’s 
National Lab Day initiative. HASTAC (pronounced “haystack”; the Humanities, Arts, Science, and 
Technology Advanced Collaboratory) administers the competition, and is an international network 
of educators and digital visionaries committed to the creative development and critical under-

standing of new technologies in life, learning, and society. Follow tweets at @hastac and @dmlcomp. Sheryl is 
currently a doctoral student at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill’s School of Information and Library 
Science studying social participation and social media in the public sector. 

Local Organizing Committee Chair: Heather A. Horst 
Heather A. Horst is sociocultural anthropologist at the University of California Humanities Research 
Institute, University of California, Irvine interested in the relationship between place, space and new 
media. She is the co-author of The Cell Phone: An Anthropology of Communication (Horst and 
Miller, Berg, 2006) and Hanging Out, Messing Around and Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning 
with Digital Media (Ito, et. al. MIT Press, 2009) and is writing an ethnography that examines youth 

and family life in Silicon Valley. She is currently conducting research on the development of learning networks 
and ecologies in New York and Chicago as well as a project, funded by the Institute for Money, Technology and 
Financial Inclusion, exploring the Haitian monetary ecologies and the development of mobile money after the 
2010 earthquake.

Social Media Chair: Trebor Scholz 
Trebor Scholz teaches in the Department of Culture and Media Studies at Eugene Lang Col-
lege The New School for Liberal Arts in New York City. Over the last two years, Scholz’ work was 
comprised of writing, teaching, and conference organization. Dr. Trebor Scholz’ research interests 
focus on social media, especially in education, art, and media activism outside the United States 
and Europe. His artwork was shown at several Biennials and he has contributed numerous book 



chapters and articles in the area of Internet Studies. In 2004, he founded the Institute for Distributed Creativ-
ity (iDC). Its mailing list, which he moderates, is a leading discussion forum in network culture. Scholz convened 
several major conferences including Kosova: Carnival in the Eye of the Storm, Free Cooperation (with G. Lovink), 
Share Widely, and Situated Technologies (with M. Shepard and O. Khan) and The Internet as Playground and 
Factory (2009). He is currently working on a monograph and an anthology about digital labor. 

New Collectives Chair: Mark Surman 
Mark Surman is in the business of connecting things: people, ideas, everything. A community 
technology activist for almost 20 years, Mark is currently the executive director of the Mozilla 
Foundation, with a focus on inventing new ways to promote openness and opportunity on the 
Internet. On the side, Mark convenes conversations about ‘open everything‘ in his home town 
of Toronto and around the world. Before joining Mozilla, Mark was an open philanthropy fellow 

at the Shuttleworth Foundation in South Africa, he invented new ways to apply open source thinking to social 
innovation. Earlier, he was the founding director of telecentre.org, a $26 million effort to network community 
technology activists in countries around the world. Mark has also served as president of the Commons Group, 
Director of Content and Community at Web Networks and senior advisor to the Volunteer @ction Online grants 
program team. Mark’s first real job was training social activists to make their own documentaries in the early 
1990s. Website: http://commonspace.wordpress.com/about/

Youth, Digital Media and Empowerment Chair: S. Craig Watkins 
S. Craig Watkins studies young people’s social and digital media behaviors. He teaches in the de-
partments of Radio-Television-Film and Sociology and the Center for African and African American 
Studies. His latest book, The Young and the Digital: What the Migration to Social Network Sites, 
Games, and Anytime, Anywhere Media Means for Our Future (Beacon 2009), is based on survey 

research, in-depth interviews, and fieldwork with teens, young twenty-somethings, teachers, parents, and tech-
nology advocates. The Young and the Digital explores young people’s dynamic engagement with social media, 
games, mobile phones, and communities like Facebook and MySpace. Watkins has participated in the MacAr-
thur Foundation initiative on Youth, Digital Media and Learning a collection of scholars, visionaries, thought 
leaders, and practitioners from across the world that explores the intersection of digital media, everyday life, 
and learning. His work on this groundbreaking project has focused on the culture of gaming, the shifting con-
tours of the digital divide, and the social consequences of young people’s innovative uses of new media tech-
nologies. 

KEYNOTES AND PLENARY SESSION PANELISTS
François Bar, Plenary Panelist 
François Bar is Associate Professor of Communication in the Annenberg School for Communica-
tion & Journalism at the University of Southern California. He is a steering committee member 
of the Annenberg Research Network on International Communication. His research and teaching 
focus on the social and economic impacts of information technologies, with a specific concentra-
tion on telecommunication policy, user-driven innovation and technology appropriation. His most 

recent work examines the impact of information technology for development, in places ranging from East Africa 
to Latin America. His work has been published in books of collected studies, in policy reports, and in such jour-
nals as Information Technologies and International Development, Communications & Strategies, Telecommunica-
tions Policy, The Information Society, Media, Culture & Society, Organization Science, Infrastructure Economics 
and Policy, Communications & Strategies, Réseaux, and the International Journal of Technology Management. He 
is co-Editor in Chief of Information Technologies and International Development (ITID).

Muki Hansteen Izora, Closing Keynote 
Muki Hansteen Izora is the Senior Design Researcher and Strategist with the Product Research 
and Incubation division of Intel’s Digital Health Group. He is also the Intel lead and co-PI for the 
TRIL Centre’s Cognitive Function research strand. His research in exploratory and product focused 
technology applications involves a focus on strategic planning, ethnographic research, product 
conceptualization, design strategy.

Muki’s research interests are quite diverse, ranging from investigating the ways in which emerging economies 
might harness digital tools to improve health and well being, to more recently exploring technologies to sup-
port cognition in elderly populations and experimenting with how interactive media and gaming technologies 
might improve both cognitive and physical health. A primary emphasis of his work is on understanding the 
needs of individuals and the dynamics of health eco-systems that surround them: the network of cultural prac-
tices, social relationships, and institutions linked to wellness. Insights gathered from this research inform his 
efforts to conceptualise, design, prototype, and pilot novel interactive technologies that define Intel’s future ap-
plications in the health space.

Prior to joining Intel, Muki served as a lead researcher at Philips Research Labs focused on the development of 
prototype mobile devices and software applications for emerging markets. Muki holds an undergraduate de-
gree in Cultural Anthropology from the University of California at Santa Cruz and later completed his graduate 
training in Learning, Design and Technology at Stanford University. 



Mizuko Ito, Plenary Panelist  
Mizuko Ito is a cultural anthropologist of technology use, examining children and youth’s chang-
ing relationships to media and communications and is Professor in Residence and John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Chair in Digital Media and Learning at the University of 
California, Irvine, with appointments in the University of California Humanities Research Insti-
tute, the Department of Anthropology, and the Department of Informatics. Her work on educa-
tional software appears in Engineering Play: A Cultural History of Children’s Software. In Japan, 

her research has focused on mobile and -portable technologies, and she co-edited a book on that topic with 
Daisuke Okabe and Misa Matsuda, Personal, Portable, Pedestrian: Mobile Phones in Japanese Life. She has led a 
three-year collaborative ethnographic study, funded by the MacArthur Foundation, examining youth new media 
practices in the US, and focusing on gaming, digital media production, and Internet use. The findings of this 
project are reported in Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out: Youth Living and Learning with New 
Media. Continuing this work on informal learning with new media with the support of the MacArthur Founda-
tion, she is Research Director of the Digital Media and Learning Hub at UC Irvine. Her website is at
http://www.itofisher.com/mito.

Tara Lemmey, Plenary Panelist 
Tara Lemmey is Chairman of LENS Ventures, an innovation investment and development compa-
ny working with leading institutions, including American Express, Nokia, and the Lumina Founda-
tion in creating next markets. She is a leading expert in making both vast and disruptive inno-
vation happen. Along with private boards, Ms. Lemmey is on the Markle Task force on National 

Security, Commissioner on the Embassy of the Future, on the Faculty of the Center for Integrative Medicine at 
the University of Arizona, and Chairman of the Internet Keep Safe Coalition for children’s online safety.

Tara has been published in Wired, Business 2.0, Business Week, and the Harvard Business Review. She is an 
active participant at Fortune Brainstorm and Fortune Most Powerful Women Summits. She has been a visiting 
lecturer at Stanford, Harvard, MIT, Columbia, and UC Berkeley and is a commentator on public radio.

A serial entrepreneur, Tara has founded multiple start-ups in both the private and public sectors. Earlier in her 
career, Tara was president of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, where she worked on global initiatives in the 
areas of intellectual property, encryption, and privacy. She has also founded three technology companies that 
were trailblazers in new markets and was on the founding board of TRUSTe, a leader in online privacy. In addi-
tion, Lemmey is CEO of Net Power & Light; currently in stealth.

Alice Taylor, Opening Keynote 
Alice Taylor, Founder of Makieworld, has been working with internet-delivered content for enter-
tainment and education since 1995. Outgoing Commissioning Editor for Education at Channel 4, 
Alice spent the last three years commissioning award-winning digital products targeting teens 
and tweens. In December 2010, Alice announced her intention to leave Channel 4 in order to pur-

sue a 3D printed network-aware toymaking startup, called Makieworld.

Recent commissions at Channel 4: Channel 4 Education’s 2010 slate included the return of activism project 
Battlefront, as well as new playful originals The Curfew, a web game about civil liberties, Privates, a PC game 
about sexual health and Super Me, a collection of video, games and facts encouraging happiness and mental 
resilience. Bow Street Runner, C4 Education’s first game commission, won a Children’s BAFTA in 2008. In 2009, 
1066 won Best Online Game at the BIMAs, and Best Educational at SXSW. Routes won the Prix Jeunesse, as 
well as Best Online Content at the BIMAs, and Smokescreen won Best Game at SXSW. 2010 awards to date 
include 4 BIMAs for The Curfew, Privates and Battlefront.

About Makieworld: A startup entertainment company, producing socially-aware, networked and customisable 
dolls, games and play.

David Washington, Plenary Panelist  
Dr. David Washington is a philanthropy consultant based in Washington D.C. and Los Angeles over-
seeing “Partnerships for Purpose,” an initiative focused on leveraging the resources of government, 
philanthropy and business for pro-social change. Prior to this endeavor, he served as the interim CEO 
of “Change the Equation,” the science, technology, engineering and math non-profit inspired by Presi-

dent Obama and founded by the CEOs of Xerox, Kodak, Time Warner Cable and Intel, as well as the Carnegie 
and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundations. He is currently a Senior Fellow in the Marshall School of Business at USC.

Previously, Dr. Washington served President Obama as an Associate Director for the White House Office of 
Public Engagement where he assisted with public-private partnerships within the business and foundation 
communities. His White House duties also included serving as the point person for the children and families’ 
community and the transportation community, in addition to the sports and entertainment industries, regarding 
philanthropy and pro-social efforts. On the Presidential Transition Team, Dr. Washington worked as the Special 
Assistant to the Director of Intergovernmental Affairs & Public Liaison, a time period in which the strategies for 
public-private partnerships within the White House were developed. David also served as a senior advisor for 
the California Obama for America team beginning in February 2007. His primary duties revolved around mobi-
lizing Los Angeles’ young professional communities, local elected officials, the entertainment industry and the 
fundraising community.
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CONFERENCE INFORMATION
Wireless Internet: Wireless access will be open and free throughout the conference. Hilton guests will receive
a wireless code when they check in to the hotel. 

Twitter: #DML2011

DMLcentral: Conference highlights and reviews will be posted on the Digital Media and Learning Research 
Hub’s website, DMLcentral http://dmlcentral.net/

DML Competition Showcase @ DML2011:  
Designing Learning Futures: http://www.netvibes.com/dmlcomp#DML_Competition

Conference Website: http://dmlcentral.net/conference2011

Flip cams: Four Flip video cameras will be available at registration to check out for two-hour periods during 
the DML Conference, on a first-come, first-served basis. Presentation of a valid photo ID and a deposit of $20 
(cash or check only) is required for check-out. Deposits will be refunded on safe return of the camera/acces-
sories. Videos may be saved locally on your own computers OR you may download them on a laptop located at 
the registration desk. Please return the camera empty. Unfortunately we are unable to accommodate overnight 
check-out.

Audio of Keynotes and Plenary Session:  
Audio recordings of the keynotes and plenary sessions will take place during the conference. These will be 
placed on the DML2011 conference website shortly after the end of the conference.

Photography: A photographer will be taking photographs throughout the conference. These will be posted at: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dmlcentral/

Bibliography on Mendeley: If you would like to be involved in the development of the Designing Learning 
Futures bibliography on Mendeley, you can participate by adding titles and voting at: 
http://dml2011designinglearningfutures.uservoice.com/forums/98465-general 

Mailing List: The dmlhub-l discussion list is maintained by the Digital Media and Learning Hub, housed at the 
University of California Humanities Research Institute. It is intended to support researchers and practitioners in 
the DML field. It provides a community interested in sharing information, discussing key research interests and 
concerns, and networking with scholars from across disciplines and at all career levels and research environ-
ments. To join, please see: http://maillists.uci.edu/mailman/listinfo/dmlhub-l  

CONFERENCE RECEPTIONS AND GATHERINGS
Mozilla Foundation’s Science Fair (Thursday, March 3) 
We invite you to join us at the Mozilla Foundation’s Science Fair after the opening keynote on Thursday, March 
3rd for a wine and cheese reception sponsored by the Mozilla Foundation.

DML2011 Annual Reception (Friday, March 4) 
Please join us for our annual reception after the evening plenary session on Friday, March 4th. The reception will 
take place adjacent to the Catalina Room where you will be able to explore the DML Showcase winners and a 
range of other demos and exhibits. Light refreshments will be served and a cash bar will be available.

DML Emerging Innovators Happy Hour (Saturday, March 5) 
Kick back, discuss and network with early career scholars, designers and educators in the DML community. 
If you count yourself in one of these categories, join us from 4:30-5:30 on Saturday, March 5th at the Hilton 
Lounge on the lobby level on the last day of the conference. 

PRESENTATION FORMATS
This year the conference will feature a number of formats: 

Ignite Talks: An Ignite talk is a short presentation of 5 minutes where 20 slides are automatically advanced every 
15 seconds. Ignite talks are dynamic and focus on the speaker with visuals to back up the orated content. Ignite 
talks will be held on Friday, March 4th and Saturday, March 5th between 1:30 and 2:30 in International Ballroom III.  
Invited Panels: Curated by the conference committee, invited panels bring together in discussion four to five par-
ticipants representing a range of ideas, projects and perspectives aligned to one of the four subthemes of the con-
ference. Invited panels are scheduled for 90 minutes and will be held on Friday, March 4th and Saturday, March 5th.

Panels: Panels bring together in discussion four to five participants representing a range of ideas and projects. 
Panels are scheduled for 90 minutes and may include a mix of individuals working in areas of research, theory, 
and practice. Almost all panels will be held on Friday, March 4th and Saturday, March 5th.

Short Talks: In short talk panels, participants will present five to six short, ten minute talks where presenters 
speak for ten minutes on their work, research or a subject relevant to the conference theme and/or subthemes. 
Short Talks will be held Friday, March 4th and Saturday, March 5th.

Workshops: Workshops provide an opportunity for hands-on exploration and/or problem solving. They can be 
organized around a core challenge that participants come together to work on or around a tool, platform, or 
concept. Workshops are scheduled on Thursday, March 3rd for 120 minutes each and will be highly participatory. 
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WORKSHOPS SESSION I // Thursday, March 3 // 9:00–11:00 AM 
 
Performing Public 
Secrets 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-11:00 
 
ORGANIZER(S) 
Stephanie Hendrick 
(Umea 
University/HUMlab) 
  
 
THEME 
Emerging Platforms and 
Policies 
  
KEYWORDS 
social media 
performance 
identity 
 

The workshop, Performing Public Secrets, will examine youth’s 
use of selected cards from the PostSecret archive as they are 
performed across different media. PostSecret is a community 
art project run by one man, to whom people anonymously mail 
in secrets on a post card (http://www.postsecret.com/). A 
selection of these cards are uploaded to the PostSecret blog 
every Sunday. While the PostSecret project was meant to host 
all the secrets in one place, PostSecret has a strong and active 
following and this community will often repost the cards 
across different social media sites and host discussions of the 
secrets across social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Twitpic, 
and on PostSecret’s own discussion forum. The secrets range 
from the very tame, ‘I ate the chocolate’ to deep and 
disturbing tales of abuse, drugs and sorrow. 

In this workshop, participants will examine pre-selected 
PostSecret cards posted by those self-identifying as youth 
about abuse and domestic violence as they appear across 
Facebook, Twitpic, and YouTube. PostSecret cards about 
abuse and domestic violence as posted by youth will be used 
both because of the sensitivity of the secret, but also because 
youth are often not allowed a strong space in which to tell 
their secrets (In order to protect their privacy, the youth used 
in this workshop will be made anonymous). Secrets about 
abuse and domestic violence are often shrouded in shame, 
paralyzing the teller. PostSecret, however, is a space in which 
the victim becomes empowered through a transformation 
from victim to artist.  

Groups will be formed, and each will examine the secret as 
performed on one media site. Questions such as how the 
performance of the secret empowers (or doesn’t) the artist, 
how the site’s social set up allows for discussion, and how the 
performance does or does not conform to the intentions of the 
site will be discussed. The workshop will end with a final 
discussion about how these different media places allow for 
differences in discussion space, ‘spreadability’ of the secret, 
level of identity detection, and personal performance, as well 
as discuss what happens to the secret as it is performed 
across different social media sites. The workshop, Performing 
Public Secrets, is part of an ongoing research project about 
domestic violence and the Internet in Sweden 
(http://dvis.humlab.umu.se) funded by the Crime Victim 
Compensation and Support Authority of Sweden. 

 
 
Tangible 
Programming in 
Kindergarten: 
Revisiting 
Developmental 

This workshop explores the incorporation of new technologies 
into early childhood education to teach about our increasingly 
technological world. Participants in this workshop will build 
and program their own robots while learning about and 
discussing pedagogies that support the digital literacies of the 



 

Assumptions through 
Learning Robotics 

LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom II 

DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-11:00 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Elizabeth Kazakoff (Tufts 
University)  
 
Louise Flannery (Tufts 
University)  
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning  
 
KEYWORDS:  
Pedagogy 
Design 
literacies 
 

21st Century. We will use a developmentally appropriate 
tangible/graphical hybrid programming environment that is 
intuitive enough for a four-year-old to learn, yet still fun for 
adults! 

Every day children encounter new technologies that “know” 
what is going on – such as automatic paper towel dispensers - 
but very little is taught to young children about or with digital, 
electronic, and embedded technologies (Bers, 2008). In fact, 
there is increasing concern about the developmental impact of 
technological toys on young children. 

This workshop is based on the research of the 
TangibleK(indergarten) project, an interdisciplinary, NSF-
funded project to investigate the early childhood use of an 
innovative technology which allows children to create and 
program personal robotic objects rather than consume pre-
made content. The goal of the research is to expand 
definitions of what is developmentally appropriate for young 
children and to explore what children can accomplish with 
new technologies designed especially for them. 

The TangibleK project encompasses a 20-hour curriculum and 
a programming environment called CHERP (Creative Hybrid 
Environment for Robotic Programming), a hybrid 
tangible/graphical language for programming robots such as 
LEGO® Mindstorms™. CHERP programs are constructed using 
interlocking wooden blocks labeled with child-friendly icons 
and/or their corresponding on-screen counterparts. The 
curriculum has been tested in laboratory, camp, and classroom 
settings. 

This workshop will begin with an introduction to the TangibleK 
work. Then participants will work in teams to complete a 
robotics challenge from our curriculum, such as programming 
a robot to dance to a song. Teams will share their projects, 
and time will be allotted for discussion, feedback, and 
questions. 

We hope to see programs and pedagogies in the spirit of 
TangibleK implemented nationally. This workshop is an 
opportunity for conference attendees to think about ways of 
incorporating 21st century skills, materials, and attitudes into 
developmentally appropriate learning experiences for young 
children, as well as to engage in a thought-provoking and fun 
way of computer programming. 

 
Dialogue and 
Difference: New 
Directions in Youth 
Media 
 
LOCATION 
Atlantic I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 

In this round table discussion, veteran youth media 
practitioners and researchers engage in a dialogue about the 
opportunities, trends, fissures, and aims of the emerging field 
of youth media as literacy practices expand from print to 
analog to digital. Their diverse experiences with a range of 
media, cultures, and global audiences are connected by 
insights into the impact and design of contemporary learning 
environments for youth media programs. The panelists 
present current research and models related to learning 
environments and best practices for the design of virtual 
worlds, data visualization, network technologies, mobile 



 

TIME 
9:00-11:00 
 
ORGANIZER 
Kathleen Tyner 
(University of Texas at 
Austin) 
 
PARTICIPANTS  
Christian Raymond 
(Austin Film Society) 
 
Mindy Faber (Open 
Youth Networks, 
Columbia College) 
 
Meghan McDermott 
(Global Action Project) 
 
THEME  
Digital Media and 
Learning 
 
KEYWORDS 
youth, media, poverty 

devices, and digital production tools with high-poverty youth 
in traditionally underserved populations of marginalized and 
minority youth. In the process, they offer field-tested 
strategies for the design of learning opportunities that 
support artistic expression, civic engagement, social justice 
and workforce development across diverse, international 
populations of rural and urban youth.  
 
 
 

 
  
Exploring the 
Characteristics of 
Participatory 
Learning 
 
LOCATION 
Pacific I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-11:00 
 
ORGANIZER 
Vanessa Vartabedian 
(New Media Literacies, 
USC) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
Laurel Felt (NML/USC) 
 
Maura Klosterman 
(NML/USC) 
 
Ionana Literat 
(NML/USC)  
Andrew Shrock  
 
THEME 
Youth Digital Media and 

Teachers play a monumental role in facilitating opportunities for students to 
become critical thinkers, proactive citizens, and creative contributors to the 
world around them. In our rapidly shifting digital and social landscape, 
unequal access to experiences that help build the skills and knowledge 
necessary to contribute in these evolving environments can prevent youth 
from meaningful participation in them. This “participation gap”, we believe, 
cannot be wholly addressed when teachers are not afforded these same 
opportunities to grow and learn. 

New Media Literacies has recently started new research to build 
upon our professional development initiative for teachers. 
"Participatory Learning and You" (PLAY) is a participatory 
model of professional development focused on teachers as 
researchers. During this year-long program teachers are asked 
to personalize and integrate the new media literacies before 
integrating it into curriculum by rediscovering themselves as 
learners first. 

DML workshop asks participants to explore educational design 
from the inside out. The five characteristics of participatory 
learning are fundamental to PLAY!’s approach. Discovered 
through New Media Literacies’ action research with teachers, 
these characteristics encourage teachers to embrace practices 
that help create: 1. heightened motivation and new forms of 
engagement through play and experimentation, 2. authentic 
learning scenarios, 3. new forms of creativity with media, tools 
and practices, 4. a community where knowledge is distributed 
across all participants, and 5. a learning eco-system that 
addresses each learner holistically. 

In large and small group constellations, participants will: design 
participatory learning-rich activities; identify these activities’ 



 

Empowerment 
KEYWORDS 
professional 
development 
teachers, 
digital literacies 

potential contributions to teaching and learning; reflect upon 
their own pedagogical practice; and discover intersections and 
practicable take-aways.  

 

WORKSHOPS SESSION II // Thursday, March 3 // 11:30-1:30 PM  
 
Real World Games 
(for Civic Action 
Platforms) 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
11:30-1:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Benjamin Stokes (USC 
Annenberg/Games for 
Change Advisory) 
 
Mary Flanagan 
(Dartmouth 
College/Tiltfilter Lab) 
 
Susana Ruiz (USC 
Cinematic Arts/ Games 
for Change Advisory) 
 
THEME 
Emerging Platforms and 
Policies 
 
KEYWORDS 
design  
real world games 
civic action 

Emerging Platforms and Policies In this workshop, small groups 
will redesign traditional civic activities as if they were games. We 
call them real world games because they confront the physical 
world, and involve real civic action -- from volunteering to raising 
money. These controversial games are played on traditional civic 
platforms; for example, their mechanics must work within the 
donation systems of traditional nonprofits, or the volunteer 
management tools of political parties. 

Our methodology is deliberately accessible -- participants do not 
need prior design experience. Specifically, we will extend the 
Grow-A-Game system developed by Flanagan at the Tiltfactor 
Laboratory, which uses physical playing cards to walk groups 
through the game design process. The standard version of these 
cards has been well-received by games studies programs, and 
already emphasizes design around pro-social values like 
empathy. For this workshop, we are creating a special version to 
address real-world civic action. 

Culturally, games are in tension with the aesthetics of traditional 
civic platforms (and associated efforts to recruit “responsible” 
citizens to do their “duty”). Yet games can be built within that 
tradition: consider the Boy Scouts with their badge system, or 
the competitive fundraising of Walk-for-a-Cure. These 
established programs rarely admit to their game nature; 
conversely, the emerging field of “serious games” also stays in 
safe waters, but at the other end of the pool, where there is no 
direct civic action, and the learning of games is purely 
preparatory. 

The time is ripe to more directly repurpose the platforms of civic 
action. Most significantly, the rise of technology in civil society is 
allowing for new kinds of remix. For example, the same act of 
donating for Haiti relief can be tracked by a game system, and 
given points. (For more, see the original panel on “direct action 
games” from the 2010 Games for Change Festival -- 
http://vimeo.com/13582703.)  

This workshop is organized around a systems approach to civic 
contribution, with different civic activities considered in terms of 
their inputs, work done, and outputs. Each small group of 
participants will select the building blocks of their game, and use 
the Grow-a-Game cards under the supervision of experienced 
game designers. A main goal of the workshop is to explore how 
this systems approach may make it easier to break free of 
preconceptions about acceptable genres, and help to redesign 
civic engagement.  

 



 

Designing for 
Participation and 
Learning with New 
Media 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
11:30-1:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Daniel Hickey (Indiana 
University) 
 
Jenna McWilliams 
(Indiana University) 
 
Mary Beth Hines (Indiana 
University) 
 
Jennifer Conner (Indiana 
University /Purdue 
University Indianapolis) 
 
Adam Ingram-Goble 
(Indiana University) 
 
Rebecca Rupert 
(Bloomington New Tech 
High School)  
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning 
 
 
KEYWORDS 
assessment 
design principles 
innovation 
 

Attendees will learn to use Participation by Design (PBD) to 
support broad learning outcomes in a selected digital media 
learning context.  PBD extends the widely used Understanding 
by Design (UBD) that Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe 
introduced in the 1990s.  UBD uses cognitive and 
constructivist theories from the 1980s to design curricula that 
support individual understanding.  PDB embeds UBD in a 
broader “participatory” approach that embraces newer 
situative theories of learning and design-based research 
methods.  Attendees will learn to use the principles of PBD in 
design-based refinements to support participation in the 
practices that define a particular learning community. But they 
will learn to do so in ways that readily leave individuals with 
the enduring understanding of the knowledge associated with 
that community.  Attendees can also learn to support the 
kinds of participation that lead to levels of achievement that 
are sometimes made necessary by formal school contexts. 

Attendees can work with any digital learning context, but they 
should have some general ideas of learning outcomes they 
want to support and document with PBD. The workshop is 
organized around five design principles: reframe knowledge 
(by transforming skills and concepts into disciplinary tools 
used in contexts), scaffold participation (by embedding 
reflections that foster increasingly sophisticated discourse 
about the relationship between those tools and contexts of 
use), assess reflections (by having learners reflect on their 
creations as evidence of engagement), control accountability 
(by downplaying scoring rubrics and individual assessments 
and obscuring external tests), and iteratively refine (by 
continually refining reflections and assessments to continually 
improve participation, understanding, and achievement). 

The principles of PDB will be illustrated using networked 
“worked examples” from studies using (a) the Quest Atlantis 
immersive videogame for elementary science, (b) a Fan 
Fiction new media curriculum for secondary language arts, 
and (c) e-Learning Wikifolios for university instruction. These 
will be accessible as before, during, and after the workshop at 
www.workedexamples.org.   Attendees will collaborate in 
teams organized around the worked examples and led by one 
of the facilitators.  Given the limited time, the teams will focus 
on the third principle.  Each attendee will define a typical 
project artifact (i.e., blog post, remix, essay, game, etc.) in their 
DML environment and generate artifact reflection for 
supporting engaged participation.  This 60-minute segment 
will be preceded by 30 minutes on the first two principles and 
followed by 30 minutes on the last two.  Our ultimate goal is 
fostering an ongoing informal network that continues around 
the worked examples and participates in a more formal 
collective via a course at Peer to Peer University. 

 

Designing an Ecology 
for Collective Action 
to Support Adaptive 
Learning 
Technologies 

This session will engage participants in developing prototypes 
for an infrastructure to support the design, development, 
distribution, utilization, and evaluation of adaptive learning 
opportunities. Adaptive learning opportunities are materials, 
systems, or tools that take account of learner performance 
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3/3/2011 
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11:30-1:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Gary Natriello (EdLab at 
Teachers College, 
Columbia University) 
 
Hui Soo Chae (EdLab at 
Teachers College, 
Columbia University) 
 
Brian Hughes (EdLab at 
Teachers College, 
Columbia University) 
  
THEME 
New Collectives  
 
KEYWORDS: 
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adaptive learning 
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and adapt accordingly to maximize learning. Adaptive 
technologies are the subject of a large number of research 
projects in diverse fields, and they can be imbedded in a 
growing number of digital materials and online interactions, 
yet the spread and utilization of such technologies by learners 
has been limited. In this workshop we will engage participants 
in design exercises where they will create prototypes for an 
ecology to support adaptive learning technologies as major 
elements in the new learning landscape. 

The format for this workshop will be a design challenge 
organized in an arc of five activities: 

Collectivities Ice Breaker – An initial ice-breaker activity will 
engage participants in interactions modeled after a well 
known digital collective, e.g., an analog version of Facebook. 
(20 minutes) 

Role Study – Participants will be organized in role based 
groups representing the range of individuals to be involved in 
the adaptive learning ecology (designers, developers, 
distributors/publishers, educators, learners, researchers) 
where they will create a motivational map of the role to 
explain what it would take to generate sustained engagement. 
(20 minutes) 

Ecology Elements – Participants will be re-organized into 
multi-role design teams where they will develop a list of 
elements to be included in an ecology for adaptive learning 
(30 minutes) 

Mission Impossible – Participants will specify concrete plans 
for an infrastructure to support adaptive learning technologies 
(30 minutes) 

Prototype Sharing – Design teams for report on their 
prototype solutions (20 minutes) 

Relationship to Conference Theme/Subtheme: 

The overall conference theme highlights the active design of 
future possibilities. Participants in the workshop will be 
actively engaged as members of design teams focused on 
developing prototypes for an infrastructure to support 
adaptive learning technologies. The subtheme of new 
collectives highlights the need to understand how recently 
emerging collectives in the digital environment are engaging 
and organizing the efforts of individuals in diverse roles and 
institutional settings to create new ecologies to support 
serious and sustained educational and knowledge work. In the 
prototyping activities workshop participants will be drawing 
on models of new collective initiatives that have mobilized the 
efforts of large numbers to create virtuous circles of self-
reinforcing action.  

 

Distributed Identities 

LOCATION 

The concept of identity, how to explain it, what it is, how to 
define it, has occupied the minds of the finest thinkers. From 
Artistotle’s law of identity to more recent conceptualizations, 
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ORGANIZERS 
Andrea Zellner (Red 
Cedar Writing Project) 

Peter Kittle (Northern 
California Writing 
Project) 

Paul Oh (The National 
Writing Project) 
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the issue of identity has preoccupied thinking and 
philosophies. Popular culture has taken up these questions as 
well, evidenced in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series. In the 
final two books, the intrepid young wizard and his cohorts 
embark on the destruction of horcruxes created by Harry’s 
nemesis, Lord Voldemort. A horcrux, as Harry learns, is an 
object into which dark wizards have placed parts of their souls 
in an attempt at ensuring immortality. From the books’ 
perspective, the existence of horcruxes is a threat to the 
“natural” order. The books recreate a highly conventionalized 
concept of identity as the concrete embodiment of a 
monolithic, static ontology: Harry, with his stable and 
contained identity, is good, while Voldemort and his scattered 
horcruxes are evil. This simplistic perspective of identity, 
however commonsensical, is challenged by today’s constantly 
shifting landscape of the web spaces in which we find 
ourselves, forging new types of relationships in new types of 
communities. 

Twitter. Facebook. MySpace. LinkedIn. Ning. Wikispaces. 
Edublogs. Many of us maintain profiles across an ever-
increasing number of websites, effectively distributing our 
identities into discrete, albeit linked, chunks. As individuals, 
teachers, students, and organizations, these identities are 
shaped by the spaces we inhabit just as we shape the spaces 
through the ways we use them to express ourselves. What is 
the significance of spreading ourselves throughout online 
networks in this way? How do these different online 
incarnations serve our goals, from connecting with others to 
facilitating new learning and conversations? In this workshop, 
educators from the National Writing Project network will 
facilitate an inquiry into the implications of distributed 
identities for us as individuals in our personal and professional 
lives. Participants will consider their own online lives using 
theoretical frameworks of identity grounded in discourse. We 
will continue by examining research that focuses on the ways 
different populations interact in online spaces and 
interrogating various spaces and examples of the ways this 
territory is navigated. Finally, as part of this inquiry, we will 
together develop and define our own digital philosophies that 
may help us think strategically about using distributed 
identities to achieve particular purposes for specific audiences, 
with a specific focus on how these identities can support 
participatory learning.  

 

Mission Galaxy 
 
LOCATION 
Atlantic I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
11:30-1:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 

The Institute of Play is a non-profit organization that leverages 
games and digital media as critical contexts for learning, 
innovation, and change in the 21st century. As a founding partner 
of Quest to Learn, a New York City public school that opened it’s 
doors in 2009, the Institute of Play has developed an innovative 
curricula around 21st century skills; systems thinking and the 
design of games and digital media. At the core of this effort is 
MissionLab, a group of game and curriculum designers situated 
within the school who support teachers and students on a daily 
basis. 

At MissionLab, the design of game-based curricula relies on 



 

Chloe Varelidi 
(Institute of Play) 
 
Claudio Midolo (Institute 
of Play)  
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
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KEYWORDS 
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simple core values; structuring learning around specific goals, 
creating “a need to know” and developing opportunities for 
students to apply prior knowledge to new situations. Through 
this work, the Institute of Play argues that games provide the 
basis of learning that is both situated and engaging. 

In an effort to share some of the theories and practices that 
support the Institute of Play’s approach to game-like learning, 
Chloe Varelidi, Creative Director of MissionLab and Claudio 
Midolo MissionLab’s Senior Game Designer propose to lead a 
hands-on workshop in the design and creation of a simple, 
challenge-based curricular unit or “mission.” 

The Mission Galaxy workshop will explore the Institute of Play’s 
game and curriculum design process and have participants 
create their own “mission” by playing a mission-creation game 
called “Mission Galaxy.” Participants will work in teams, take on 
roles, use a set of game cards, graphics and prompts in order to 
create their own version of a ‘“mission”. The workshop will 
culminate with a share out session, as well as voting and awards 
ceremony for the best mission in the galaxy.  

 

Designing for 
Designers: Exploring 
Ways in Which Online 
Community Settings 
Support Young 
People's 
Participation as 
Digital Media 
Creators 
 
LOCATION 
Pacific I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
11:30-1:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Karen Brennan (MIT 
Media Lab) 
 
Andres Monroy-
Hernandez (MIT Media 
Lab)  
 
THEME 
Youth Digital Media and 
Empowerment  
 
KEYWORDS 
scratch 
community design 
identity 

Theories about communities of practice and situated learning 
give us ways of thinking about how community settings can 
support the learning of a practice – by providing learners 
access to others and opportunities to explore the activities, 
artifacts, ideals, and norms of the practice. In this workshop, 
we explore a central challenge: how can access and 
opportunity be cultivated through the design of online 
settings, to support young people's participation as digital 
media creators? 

Scratch (http://scratch.mit.edu) is a programming 
environment that enables young people to create their own 
interactive digital media (such as stories, games, animations) 
and then share their creations online. Using the Scratch online 
community as a central example, we will examine a series of 
questions about community, identity, and activities/artifacts 
from the perspectives of a new Scratch participant and a 
more-experienced Scratch participant. We will discuss the 
implications of these perspectives for design and study, also 
referencing other sites/communities where young people 
participate as digital media designers. 

The workshop, led by members of the MIT Scratch team, will 
be highly interactive, with attendees investigating the Scratch 
website and discussing case studies of community members' 
participation as digital media designers. To start, workshop 
attendees will explore the community from the perspective of 
a new Scratch participant through several hands-on activities. 
The activities and discussion will focus on three questions: 
How does a participant come to know what the community 
represents? What are the ways in which a participant can 
represent themselves to the community? How does a 
participant find people and content that they are interested 
in? 

Workshop attendees will then explore the community from 



 

 the perspective of a more-experienced Scratch participant 
through discussion of community participation case studies. 
The discussion will focus on three questions: How can a 
participant contribute to the shaping of a community's ideals 
and norms? How does a participant cultivate status in the 
community? How does access to other people and content 
support a participant's development as a digital media 
designer?  

 

WORKSHOPS SESSION III // Thursday, March 3 // 2:30-4:30 PM  
 
Remixing Human 
Rights: Rethinking 
Civic Expression, 
Safety, Privacy and 
Consent in Online 
and Mobile Video 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Sam Gregory (WITNESS) 
 
Elizabeth Losh 
(University of California, 
San Diego) 
 
THEMES 
Emerging Platforms and 
Policies 
 
KEYWORDS 
video 
civic engagement 
human rights 
 

Education on human rights abuses is an important form of 
online learning that can not only save lives but also promote 
civic education, participatory culture, and civil society in first-
world democracies. Knowledge about life in repressive 
situations is also useful for understanding and making relevant 
classroom subject matter in critical thinking domains such as 
geography, history, politics, religion, and law. 

People who document and disseminate information about 
human rights violations must become more effective learners 
as well. In order to get their messages out they must master 
reaching and persuading audiences and must learn about new 
technologies, new media, authentication, anonymity, and 
distributed networks. 

As co-creators, these two groups might seem to be very 
different kinds of learners from young people in K-12 
classrooms or in after-school centers, but there are a number 
of ways that knowledge transfer about human rights violations 
is applicable to students and teachers in many different 
situations with digital media and learning. 

Based on the experience of the human rights organization 
WITNESS and others in the field of video activism, this 
interactive workshop will explore practical approaches for 
understanding how issues of privacy, safety, security, dignity 
and consent, as well as practical questions of effective 
expression of civic activism, can be further embedded in youth 
engagement with increasingly ubiquitous human rights video. 

Human rights culture is concerned for the dignity and integrity 
of victims and survivors, ethical witnessing and the 
preservation of the intentionality of the original creators of 
material as well as the original indexical value of the material 
as documentation of human rights crises. Recognizing the 
radical potential of youth participation in video activism the 
workshop will focus on how we balance differing ethical 
responsibilities to victim, survivor and the original intention 
with the potential of remix and aggregational approaches to 
speak to the personalization and creativity that generate 
activism in a younger digitally-literate generation, and produce 
creative, effective and individualized advocacy videos. 

The workshop will be structured around video examples used 
as foci for discussion on questions outlined above – including 
remix videos on police brutality, online participatory projects 



 

on YouTube, art videos incorporating human rights content, 
and video work from/about sites of mass atrocity, as well as 
tools of aggregation such as video walls and mapping 
approaches. We will emphasize on practical solutions, 
including approaches based in licensing approaches that focus 
on intentionality and context, as well as media literacy 
approaches, and appropriate tools.  

 

The New Co-viewing: 
Supporting Learning 
Through Joint Media  
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Lori Takeuchi 
(Joan Ganz Cooney 
Center)  
 
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning 
 
KEYWORDS 
research and design 
methods 
adult mediation 
co-participation 
 

This workshop will draw together conference participants for a 
structured, interactive discussion of joint media engagement 
(JME) through new technologies. Building upon the DML Hub-
sponsored New Coviewing/Joint Media Engagement 
Workshop to be held in November at Northwestern University, 
this conference session will share information about the 
outcomes of the November workshop and will open the 
discussion of the New Coviewing/JME to a larger group of 
participants within the DML community. The conference 
workshop will facilitate discussion about the following 
questions: ! How do social, cultural, economic, and design 
factors support or inhibit co-participation with digital media in 
different contexts, including families, classrooms, and informal 
learning spaces? ! What are the relationships between the 
affordances of certain platforms (e.g., mobility, connectivity, 
asynchronicity) and possibilities for learning through JME? ! 
What can digital media designers do to ameliorate gaps in 
access to opportunities for JME? ! And, what research and 
design methods are being employed or should be employed to 
better understand different modes of co-participation and 
their relationships to learning? 

Format The workshop will engage participants in analyzing 
video examples of co-participation with digital media 
including ebooks, video games, and online media. Workshop 
facilitators will lead participants in an activity focused on 
identifying design features of technologies and learning 
environments that support or inhibit coviewing/JME. 
Participants will work together to identify best practices in 
using new media technologies to support young people’s 
learning across contexts. The outcomes of the workshop will 
include a collection of examples, best practices, and research 
questions that can contribute to ongoing theoretical and 
empirical work around joint media engagement. 

Relationship to conference theme/subthemes This workshop 
will connect a longstanding line of research about co-viewing 
and adult mediation of children’s media use to questions of 
interest in the new media environment, including the design of 
new technologies and learning environments. Although co-
viewing media is not a new concept, the ways in which new 
technologies such as iPads and networked games facilitate 
connections between children and adults have important 
differences from other forms of joint engagement that we are 
only just beginning to observe and understand. Further, as 
JME works against trends toward individualization and 
privatization in media consumption as well as in education, it 
can be viewed as an alternative/emergent approach to media 
use as well as to the integration of media and technology in 



 

learning environments.  

 

Research Sprint on 
Badges 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom III 
  
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Alex Halavais 
(Quinnipiac University) 
 
Ruth Schmidt 
(Doblin) 
 
THEME 
Emerging Platforms and 
Policies 
 
KEYWORDS 
assessment 
design 
credentialing 
  

The use of badges within informal and virtual learning 
environments has risen of late as a popular means of 
conducting peer and alternative forms of assessment. Projects 
such as Peer to Peer University (P2PU) are seeking to emulate 
community-based forums such as Stack Overflow by 
rewarding certain pro-social practices, whereas learning 
networks in Chicago and New York are attempting to identify 
sets of skills and competencies that will afford them the means 
to understand and verify the new forms of learning. Both of 
these cases are based on the assumption that the digital 
footprints that learners leave behind as they engage in online 
and hybrid learning environments can provide substantive 
fodder to form the basis of an individualized evaluation. Which 
data merit evaluation, at what time periods, and by what 
means, however, are questions that few of these experiments 
have entirely nailed down. Moreover, accessible models for 
badging such as Foursquare and Gowalla, while they may 
highlight viable technical solutions, fall short in many ways 
related to assessing learning. In short, while the discourse is 
correct in purporting that badges are a fantastic opportunity 
for understanding and making visible how people are learning 
today, outstanding issues suggest that both synthesis and 
research may still be needed to move forward. 

At the upcoming Digital Media and Learning Conference, we 
propose an experimental workshop: a research sprint. The 120 
minute session will be organized around the core challenge of 
preparing a short white paper examining the potential for 
researching trace data from online environments for the 
purposes of understanding and encouraging learning. The 
session will commence with some lightweight preparations 
and scaffolding by the organizers, Alex Halavais (DML 
Hub/Quinnipiac University), Ingrid Erickson (New Youth City 
Learning Network/SSRC), and Ruth Schmidt (Chicago 
Learning Network/Doblin) (10 minutes). After this, there will 
be a design exercise to solicit key thematic categories (20 
minutes) followed by several short collaborative writing 
sprints to flesh out the set of categorical sections that will 
comprise the paper (30 minutes each). The session will devote 
the closing 30 minutes to synthesizing the sections into a total 
document and discussing where to vet and publicize the 
document within the DML community. 

In addition to producing a document, this workshop also aims 
to identify and build community among a set of individuals 
within the larger DML group who are interested and involved 
in badge-related work, both from applied and research angles. 

 

Making REEL 
CHANGE: 
Representation and 
Awareness of 
Community and Self

In its fourth year, the Jacob Burns Film Center’s REEL 
CHANGE teaches students to produce digital media effecting 
social change, such as policy, advocacy, and awareness. With 
emphasis on working with populations historically not heard in 
the media, communities participating in REEL CHANGE have 



 

  
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom IV 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Sean Weiner (The Jacob 
Burns Film Center) 
 
THEME 
Youth Digital Media 
Empowerment 
 
KEYWORDS: 
digital media production 
community 
social change 
  

included: incarcerated youth, foster children, undocumented 
immigrants, at risk teens, and adolescent victims of 
commercial sexual exploitation. 

With curiosity and sensitivity, REEL CHANGE opens a dialogue 
between students and their surrounding communities. Having 
conducted this program intergenerationally, internationally, 
and interculturally, we have witnessed active relationships 
being built as students take more responsibility for their 
community. New technologies often further separate us, with 
REEL CHANGE digital tools are used to empower youth, 
connecting them as a vital and active member in the national 
discourse. 

We strive to guide students in creating platforms for change 
and investigating their targeted social issue, while being 
mindful of their complex personal lives and communities. 
Throughout, instructors and students continually ask 
themselves, “How can we use the same media tools and 
techniques stereotyping us to empower ourselves as validated 
voices creating positive impact both within and beyond our 
community?” 

In this workshop, participants learn how JBFC has consistently 
held up this pedagogical approach, while recognizing each 
project’s population requires adaptation to its particular 
needs, with respect to representation, exploitation, and 
privacy. 

We begin by sharing the curriculum through critically viewing 
examples of student work from past exercises, projects, and 
reflections. Next, we gain hands-on experience through an 
activity often used with the students at the beginning of their 
process. Learners began by engaging in a creative exercise in 
self-reflection and sharing it, allowing for common threads to 
be revealed and a collective social issue to emerge. During the 
workshop, participants consider the uniqueness of their own 
name and write and record a self-introduction. During the 
process questions of representation are posed: Who is the 
audience I am sharing this with? Am I perpetuating 
stereotype? Am I being sensitive and fair to my community? 
Am I projecting an image of myself that I can be proud of? 

Reflecting on this common experience, the workshop 
concludes with a collective discussion of these questions. 
Participants leave with an understanding of how programs like 
REEL CHANGE must be fluid enough to adapt to maximize 
impact of a particular setting, while maintaining learning goals. 
The opportunity for personal reflection and examination of 
best practices provides new tools for developing one’s own 
programs.  

 

Thinking through 
Code: DIY Data-
Mining and the 
Politics of Off-Topic 
Forums 

In this hands-on workshop, we will look beyond such highly-
visible platforms as Twitter and Facebook to explore the rich 
sociality and peculiar methodological challenges posed by 
web-based messageboards. From gem collectors to football 
fanatics, these easy-to-miss spaces reveal ideologically-
diverse participants discussing politically-charged topics with 



 

LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom V 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Kevin Driscoll (University 
of Southern California) 
 
Joshua McVeigh-Schultz 
(University of Southern 
California) 
 
Lana Swartz (University 
of Southern California) 
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning 
 
KEYWORDS 
data mining 
analysis 
tech demo 

a tone of mutual respect. But to better understand these 
compelling interactions, we need a systematic way to provide 
context and history when we observe them in action. 

Incorporating hands-on demos and observations from our on-
going research, we will share the assistive software tools we 
are developing to collect, analyze, and visualize messageboard 
interactions. Participants will also have the chance to try out 
several DIY tools that they can deploy immediately in their 
own research. 

These demos will serve as a springboard for brainstorming 
solutions to common research challenges and help us think 
through the theoretical and ethical implications of DIY data-
mining as a methodology. In our own research, the 
"translation" of online interactions into code forced us to think 
about the tacit assumptions that lay beneath our primary 
research questions. Using this translational process as a model, 
the workshop will break into mini-groups, each tasked with 
working through the implications of a particular data-mining 
ontology.  

 

 

Worked Examples 
 
LOCATION 
Atlantic I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZER  
Drew Davidson 
(Carnegie Mellon) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
James Gee (Arizona 
State University) 
 
Eric Keylor (Arizona 
State University) 
 
Michelle Cohen 
(Carnegie Mellon) 
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning  
 

This workshop will illustrate the newly developed system for 
creating worked examples. It will also provide a hands-on 
overview of how the system works and can be used to help 
document your projects in their development process and 
unpack the design decisions a team makes as they try to 
develop a digital media and learning project. The goal of the 
workshop will be to give attendees the information they need 
in order to use the system and create worked examples 
around their project work.  



 

KEYWORDS 
tech demo 
case studies 
platform development 
 

Youth Action 
Research through 
Social Media 
 
LOCATION 
Pacific I/II 
 
DAY 
3/3/2011 
 
TIME 
2:30-4:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Salome Chasnoff 
(BeyondMedia 
Education) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
Jeff McCarter (Free 
Spirit Media) 
 
Tom Bailey (Nuf Said) 
 
THEME 
Youth Digital Media and 
Empowerment 
 
KEYWORDS 
youth empowerment 

civic engagement 

social media 

 
 

Every day young people tap into their social media networks 
to engage in a world of research —they just may not see it as 
such. They poll their friends on Facebook, voice their 
opinions on public online forums and contribute ideas, media 
and content to open innovation and crowd sourcing 
sites. But what if youth were taught to wed their social 
media behaviors to a rigorous approach in action research? 
Would they come to experience research in a more 
immediate and relevant way —as a means for understanding 
their world, informing public policies and practices and 
empowering youth and other marginalized 
communities? During this hands-on interactive workshop, 
participants will be led through a process for designing a 
youth-generated action research project that harnesses the 
social and mobile networks of youth. The workshop is built 
around two successful Chicago-based youth media models:  
NUF SAID - http://www.nuf-said.org (Chicago Youth Voices 
Network)  
CHAIN OF CHANGE - http://www.chainofchange.com 
(Beyondmedia Education) 

Outcomes: Through the workshop, attendees will be able to 
design their own action research project, collect data using 
social and mobile media, share their findings through online 
dissemination channels, and post their results and ideas for 
curricular application on the DML Collaboratory. Time: 2- 3 
hours Location: Computer lab or 
classroom Agenda Overview – How Participatory Action 
Research and Social Media Are Connected A. The Power of 
Asking Questions B. Turning Questions into Polls and 
Surveys that can be pushed out via SMS, Facebook and 
Twitter and embedded on blogs. During the conference they 
will collect results. C. Data as a Springboard to Media 
Creation D. Engaging Change through Data Sharing  

SESSION IV – PANELS // Friday, March 4 // 9:00-10:30 AM 
 
Participatory Culture 
Reconsidered: 
Moving Beyond 
Rainbows, Unicorns 
and Butterflies 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 

Increased recent focus on learning through participatory 
cultures and digital tools has led to new frameworks for 
understanding how digital media can empower a new 
generation of learners. At the same time, new tensions 
complicate this process. How can we support learners to use 
new media while also empowering them to resist, revise and 
reconfigure problematic value systems embedded in those 
technologies? What dispositions do youth who are subject to 
the “participation gap” need in order to develop participatory 
literacies? How does the rhetoric of participatory cultures as 
bastions of democracy and transparency obscure equity issues 
that prevent full participation? In this panel conversation, 



 

TIME 
9:00-10:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Rafi Santo(Indiana 
University - Learning 
Sciences Program) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
Cassidy 
Puckett(Northwestern 
University - Sociology 
Department) 
 
Jenna McWilliams 
(Indiana University - 
Learning Sciences 
Program) 
 
Ugochi Acholonu 
(Stanford University - 
Learning Sciences & 
Technology Design 
Program) 
 
Rafi Santo (Indiana 
University - Learning 
Sciences Program) 
Youth Digital Media 
Empowerment  
THEME 
Youth Digital Media and 
Empowerment 
 
KEYWORDS 
Participatory culture 

Democracy 

Digital adaptability 

emerging researchers will tackle questions that explore 
extensions to and limitations of the participatory culture 
paradigm. 

On the question of developing a Literacy of Critical 
Participation: While educators have enthusiastically met the 
participatory culture paradigm as a means to empower youth, 
this embrace leaves behind an important critical lens found in 
more traditional media literacy approaches when encountering 
media. Rafi Santo, PhD student in Learning Sciences at Indiana 
University, will share his work on developing a Literacy of 
Critical Participation that allows for empowerment not only 
through new media, but also in relation to digital platforms 
and tools. 

On the question of Defining and Measuring Differences in 
Digital Competency: Key to addressing disparity in technology 
use is defining and measuring digital competence and 
identifying how it is developed such that ‘tacit’ knowledge can 
be made transparent and accessible for all youth. Cassidy 
Puckett, PhD student in Sociology at Northwestern University, 
will share her work to define and measure one ‘disposition’ of 
competence called ‘digital adaptability’ or the ability to learn 
new technologies. 

On the question of Power and ‘Democracy’: Though 
participatory cultures can feel empowering and liberating, 
they still carry with them the potential for silencing and 
marginalization. Jenna McWilliams, PhD student in Learning 
Sciences at Indiana University, will present research with high 
school English students highlighting ongoing challenges of 
supporting truly ‘democratic’ membership in online 
participatory cultures. 

On the question of Designing for Participation: Technology 
activities can place students at a disadvantage, particularly if 
they dis-empower students or conflict with cultural 
dispositions. Ugochi Acholonu, PhD student in Learning 
Sciences and Technology Design at Stanford, will share 
findings on the relationship between dispositions, learning 
activities, and ways people seek opportunities with digital 
devices.  

 

Findings and 
Feedback Loops: 
Learning Contexts at 
the Institute of Play’s 
Quest to Learn 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom II   
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-10:30 

The Institute of Play (IoP) is a non-profit design lab and 
learning center leveraging the power of games to activate 
engaged 21st-century citizens. The Institute brings together 
game design, rigorous research practices and strong 
interdisciplinary partnerships in order to create, study and 
promote game-based materials, strategies and systems. 

To date, the Institute’s largest project has been Quest To 
Learn (Q2L), a New York City public school which opened its 
doors to its first sixth-grade class in 2009. Quest to Learn was 
designed to provide students with a situated, game-like 
learning experience, based on standards and integrated across 
subject areas, as well as with the out-of-school learning habits 
and interests of today’s “digital kids.” The curriculum for each 



 

 
ORGANIZER  
Leah Gilliam(Institute of 
Play) 
 
PARTICIPANTS  
Rebecca Rufo-Tepper 
(Institute of Play) 
 
Ameer Mourad (Quest to 
Learn) 
 
Brendon Trombley 
(Institute of Play, Game 
Designer) 
 
Leah Gilliam (Institute of 
Play) 
 
THEME  
Digital Media and 
Learning 
 
KEYWORDS 
learning ecology 

design 

game-based learning 

 

integrated learning domain is structured around a series of 
“missions” and “quests,” scenarios which spur students’ 
imagination, create an authentic “need to know,” and activate 
dispositions critical to success in the twenty-first century, like 
collaboration, systems thinking and identity generation. 

Quest to Learn was designed to offer an eco-system of 
interlinked learning opportunities, both in and out of school. 
This panel brings together four key points in this eco-system 
to share findings and explore the ways in which the various 
projects reinforce and support the integration of student 
learning and life. The following projects will be represented: 

Mission Lab: Q2L’s in-house game and curriculum design 
studio. Here, designers, curriculum developers, technology 
integrators, teachers and content specialists collaborate to 
create inquiry-driven curricular units in the form of “mission” 
and “quest” structures, offer professional development and 
design games and learning tools. 

SMALLab: a mixed-reality learning environment that 
empowers the physical body to function as an expressive 
interface experiencing custom-built learning scenarios and 
media-rich content through full-body movements and 
gestures. 

Short Circuit: a studio-like after-school enrichment space 
which extends Q2L’s focus on tinkering, problem solving, 
creating, and inventing. In a project-based environment, kids 
work at the intersection of physical and digital materials, 
taking systems apart and recombining their components in 
surprising ways. 

Being Me: a closed social network with an integrated wellness 
curriculum. A mentored space with custom-built applications, 
designed to help kids document their lives, explore their 
feelings and interests, and cultivate digital citizenship. 

 

INVITED SESSION: 
Youth, Digital Media 
and Critical 
Citizenship Panel 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom III 
  
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-10:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
S. Craig Watkins 
(University of Texas at 
Austin) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 

This panel considers the intersections between digital media, 
participatory culture, and critical citizenship. Specifically, how 
are social media technologies affording new modes and 
expressions of civic and critical engagement among the young 
and the digital? How are researchers, organizations, and 
community-based institutions leveraging young people’s 
engagement with digital media to promote citizenship and 
social change?  



 

Anastasia Goodstein 
(YPulse and Inspire USA 
Foundation) 
 
Henry Jenkins 
(University of Southern 
California) 
 
Lissa Soep (Youth 
Radio) 
 
S. Craig Watkins 
(University of Texas at 
Austin) 
 
THEME 
Youth Digital Media and 
Empowerment 
 
KEYWORDS 
civic engagement 
institutions 
participatory culture 

 

Novel Content 
Sourcing: Reframing 
Curriculum for the 
21st Century 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom IV 
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-10:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Moses Wolfenstein 
(Academic ADL Co-Lab) 
 
Participants: Rovy 
Branon (University of 
Wisconsin-Extension) 
 
Jill Haney (PCI 
Education) 
 
Danielle Herro 
(Oconomowoc Area 
School District)  
 
THEME 
New Collectives 
 
KEYWORDS 

In this session we will offer the concept of novel content 
sourcing as a way to rethink the design of educational spaces 
in an increasingly diversified field of resources. While the early 
days of “Web 2.0” drew our attention to what appeared to be 
a clear-cut division between traditional instructional models 
and newer open models, the rise of new collectives like 
Wikipedia and for profit enterprises like Facebook complicates 
the field. For students willing to consider the full array of 
options at their disposal, these new players appear alongside 
public and private institutions, giving them ways to select from 
a variety of learning experiences. For educators working inside 
of public or private institutions, these collectives can be 
viewed as a threat or as new possible resources and partners 
in advancing instructional practices. For these stakeholders, 
we think the concept of novel content sourcing can serve as a 
way to reconcile traditional institutional mandates to protect 
content with commitments individuals may hold to open and 
copyleft movements. 

Looking beyond the classroom, novel content sourcing can 
reframe institutional perspectives on the roles of new 
collectives and other players. Thus far much of the dialogue 
from within educational administration has focused around the 
threat that many of these entities can pose. A novel content 
sourcing framework encourages us to ask whether there may 
be constructive partnerships that institutions can engage in to 
address new challenges around not only curriculum, but also 
issues of credentialing, privacy, and student services. In 
considering novel content sourcing as an approach to 
instructional and institutional design, a range of issues that are 
endemic, particularly within the landscape of higher education, 
rise to the surface. Resources developed without an 
educational aim may be capable of facilitating powerful 



 

Curriculum 
novel content sourcing 
institutions 

learning experiences, but what other agenda is carried by the 
use of a tool like Facebook as a classroom or school resource? 
As a leader, how do you work with faculty who are resistant to 
the use of non-traditional instructional technologies? For that 
matter, as a teacher how do you work with students who 
crave traditional instructional modes when you’re developing a 
course using digital media? Through the use of the novel 
content sourcing concept, this panel will seek to raise these 
and other questions in an attempt to reveal just some of the 
conditions that attend the entrance of new collectives into the 
education dialogue. 

 

Playing with Fire: 
Learning in Niche 
Online Communities 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom V 
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-10:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Alex Leavitt (Microsoft 
Research/ Cooperative 
Media Studies, MIT) 
 
PARTICIPANTS 
Ray Vichot (USC 
Annenberg) 
 
Melissa Campbell (The 
New School) 
 
Whitney Phillips 
(University of Oregon)
  
 
THEME 
Emerging Platforms and 
Policies 
 
KEYWORDS 
social media 
niche and deviant 
communities 
risk 

 

Given the vast spectrum of online platforms, not every online 
community can be a focus of academic research. However, a 
few – particularly the larger ones, such as Facebook, Twitter, 
and MMOs – have dominated the research agenda of how 
digital media environments impact learning. 

Young users inhabit dozens of spaces online that are not 
included in this academic discourse, but these spaces still exist 
as social learning environments for teens. Underrepresented 
and misunderstood, sometimes niche and even deviant, these 
online communities  -- such as 4chan, ChatRoulette, 
Formspring, LiveJournal, Stickam, and multitudes of discussion 
forums – challenge our assumptions and help expand our 
theories about digital learning that dominate the research. For 
example, while 4chan is not even well known for its anarchic 
collective Anonymous or its popularization of mimetic art (e.g., 
LOLcats), it is rarely seen as (though it is) a space where youth 
socialize, create and evaluate digital art, share information, 
debate one another, and even solicit advice about everyday 
issues and problems from their online peers.  

In 2010, Sonia Livingstone highlighted that while adults craft 
digital learning spaces for youth, they also introduce places 
where kids can play with fire. This panel aims to examine the 
act of playing with fire and how it impacts youth sociability, 
identity, and safety in what we wouldn’t ordinarily call “online 
learning environments.” What can these peculiar online 
communities teach researchers and educators – especially 
those who have only been exposed to the literature about 
Facebook, Twitter, and MMOs – about the expansive reality of 
the social internet and how youth learn inside social groups 
hidden away from parents’ and teachers’ eyes? How do these 
communities support or challenge the discourse about digital 
learning? How do we parse learning behaviors in communities 
that also participate in harmful practices, such as cyber 
bullying, “thinspiration,” and discrimination? And what are the 
ethics of studying these underground social spaces in light of 
policy makers that frequently buy into moral panics? 

Niche and deviant online communities are particularly 
interesting spaces, because while we espouse digital skills for 
youth, these spaces – which have existed for years and will 
continue to replicate in newer though not much more 
technically advanced forms – fit into the educational models of 
social communities of practice, yet continue to remain outside 
of the purview of critical research. 



 

 

Media Multitasking: 
Cognitive Correlates 
and Youth 
Development 
 
LOCATION 
Atlantic I/II 
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
9:00-10:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
Roy Pea (Stanford 
University) 
 
Participants: Cliff Nas 
(Stanford University) 
 
Aman Kumar (Stanford 
University) 
 
Linda Burch (Common 
Sense Media) 
 
Patricia Greenfield 
(UCLA) 
 
Don Roberts (Stanford 
University)  
 
THEME 
Digital Media and 
Learning  
 
KEYWORDS 
multitasking 

cognition 

development 

 

Media multitasking is a defining feature of the emerging social 
media environment. The 2005 Kaiser Family Foundation 
report provided the first large-scale documentation of youth 
engaging in more than one media activity at a time - children 
spent 6.5 hrs a day experiencing media, but in those hours 
incorporated 8.5 hrs of media use by engaging with more 
than one medium at once. The 2010 Generation M2 Kaiser 
study revealed how young people have increased the time 
they spend consuming media to 7.5 hrs, now packing 10.75 
hrs of media content into those hours. As attention is the 
scarcest resource in the Information Age, and instrumental to 
learning, memory, and social relationships, it is worth 
deepening our attention to how media multitasking is 
contributing to youth development. LARGE SCALE SURVEY 
RESEARCH Cliff Nass and Roy Pea (Stanford University) will 
present the findings of their new study (with Mehe'ula and 
Rance) of over 3,400 tweenage girls, aged 8-12, examining 
how extent of video use and media multitasking correlates 
with indices of social well being and 
friendship. LABORATORY STUDIES Stanford University’s 
Aman Kumar will present results from two different studies – 
one of cognitive control, one of LSAT analytical and logical 
reasoning items - which have mapped out how high media 
multitaskers and low media multitaskers of college age differ 
in their information processing styles. THEORETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS UCLA’s Patricia Greenfield will propose 
distinguishing three different types of media multitasking, and 
will summarize the pluses and minuses of media multitasking 
from the literature. POLICY AND PRACTICE Linda Burch of 
Common Sense Media will discuss the current state of 
parental concerns about youth media multitasking in relation 
to schooling, family and social life, and how they seek a 
balanced approach to advising parents. Our design of this 
panel will proceed with short presentations from contributors, 
followed by highly-interactive moderated discussion among 
the panel and audience on research topics and findings. 
Stanford University’s Don Roberts, lead designer and data 
analyst of the 2005 and 2010 Generation M and Generation 
M2 Kaiser Family Foundation studies, will provide an 
integrative discussion and moderate interactions among 
panel and audience. Open challenges will be discussed, 
including definitional issues, pathways of causation for 
multitasking and its correlates, policy issues for parents and 
schools, and opportunities for technology design innovations 
relating to media multitasking. We will stimulate research 
questions and elicit priorities for needed studies on the 
implications of media multitasking for learning, cognitive and 
social development. 

 

INVITED SESSION: 
New Collectives and 
Learning: Case 
Studies of Networked 

Networked organizations are starting to show up in the world 
of learning. As this happens, it’s interesting to ask: How are 
these efforts shaping – or taking us beyond – the classroom? 
What tools and strategies are they able to borrow from open 
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source and the web? And, are they able to apply these lessons 
to roles like assessment and accreditation traditionally rooted 
in big institutions? Using an interview format, this session will 
dig into four case studies that tackle these questions. 

 

SESSION V // Friday, March 4 // 11:00-12:30 PM 
 
Transgression, 
Trolling, and 
Cyberbullying at 
Home and in the 
Classroom 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
11:00-12:30 
 
ORGANIZER 

There has been increased interest in exploring the 
phenomenon of cyberbullying in the wake of several high-
profile cases. This panel will examine the relationship between 
online and offline transgressive behavior within classroom, 
social, and online networks. Participants will discuss how 
conceptual and web-design structures, as well as particular 
forms of internal and external moderation, can limit, redirect, 
and in some cases productively shape unexpected behavior 
through digital media and online work into learning 
opportunities. The panel comprises four strands of discussion: 

Relational Aggression Among Children and Teens Online: 
Renee Hobbs is the founder of the Media Education Lab at 
Temple University and creator of My Pop Studio, an 
interactive website designed to offer media literacy lessons in 
media production and analysis for classroom and recreational 
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use. She will present a qualitative analysis of relational 
aggression between online commenters at My Pop Studio 
(http://www.mypopstudio.com) and will discuss implications 
for moderation styles in “child-friendly” online spaces that 
engage with occasionally provocative media material. 

Asking Questions of Provocative Media in the Classroom: 
David Cooper Moore is the Program Director and Curriculum 
Developer of Powerful Voices for Kids, a collaboration 
between Temple University and the urban elementary Russell 
Byers Charter School in Philadelphia. In his discussion, he will 
explore the use of provocative media materials in the course 
of media literacy instruction in a one-month summer 
enrichment program, and specifically focus on the role 
educators have in moderating and shaping delicate classroom 
conversations about mass media and popular culture. 

The Power of Positive Trolling: Tom Ewing is a UK-based 
market researcher and influential online music critic who has 
written extensively about the role of different moderation 
styles in online communities. He will discuss his own 
observations on the potential of online community 
moderation and “positive trolling”—drawn from his years of 
experience as the founder of popular music discussion forums 
I Love Music and FreakyTrigger—into other online community 
models. 

Taking Cyberbullying Offline: Nuala Cabral is a media literacy 
educator based in Philadelphia who has worked with the Arts 
Academy at Benjamin Rush to explore the topic of online 
communication and cyberbullying with Philadelphia 
teenagers through collaborative research, performance, and 
multimedia activities. Her work frames bullying as a complex 
interaction between lived social experiences offline and 
corresponding hostile behavior online. She will discuss the 
potential and difficulties of dealing with cyberbullying by 
focusing on in-school social relationships and positive media 
production activities.  

 
In Support of Second 
Language Learning 
"In the Wild" 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom II   
 
DAY 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME 
11:00-12:30 
 
ORGANIZERS 
Brendon Clark 
(Interactive Institute)  
 
Basar Önal (University of 
Southern Denmark/ 
Interactive Institute, 

Over the last decades, a new paradigm has emerged in 
language acquisition, which argues that language learning is 
essentially formed by social practice, experience, and 
socialization.  According to this paradigm, children ‘construct’ 
a language in the interactions with their environment. 
Language system and language practice are two sides of the 
same thing.  Adults, of course, build on the foundations of 
already acquired languages when they learn a second 
language. At the same time, their language learning is a long 
lasting tedious everyday process by which newcomers are 
paving their way into linguistic, social and democratic 
participation. But we can understand language learning and 
social integration into everyday life practices as depending on 
each other.  This makes it possible to radically rethink the 
ideology and practice of second language teaching and 
learning and to understand the challenge as a social and not 
solely a linguistic one. 

The move from looking at language learning as a linguistic 
endeavour alone, tied to an individual learner and something 
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s/he can do alone with books, or a traditional teacher-
mediated classroom, with textbooks, exercises, and 
homework, to a social challenge that involves a whole host of 
actors and occurs in everyday encounters in a variety of 
everyday contexts, creates a challenge and an opportunity for 
rethinking how, where and by whom learning can be activated 
and supported.  

In this panel we bring together researchers and design 
practitioners from Sweden and Denmark to discuss current 
design research projects and the theoretical foundations for 
supporting second language learning in everyday activities.  

Språkskap: Design Experiments For A New Language Learning 
Arena 
Brendon Clark, Interactive Institute, Sweden.  

Extending The Formal Classroom: From Teaching Swedish 
Language To The Practicalities Of Engaging Others In 
Swedish.  
Karl Lindemalm, Folkuniversitetet, Sweden 

Second Language Acquisition “In the wild”:  
Johannes Wagner, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark 

The Design Troupe: Creating Relationships For Supporting 
Language Learning Outside Of The Classroom.  
Basar Önal, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark / 
Interactive Institute, Sweden 

 

INVITED SESSION: 
Out the Window: 
Youth, Technology 
and Community 
Engagement 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom III 
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3/4/2011 
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11:00-12:30 
 
ORGANIZER 
S. Craig Watkins 
(University of Texas at 
Austin) 
 
PARTICAPNTS 
Anne Bray 
(Freewaves)  
 
Lisa Marr  
(Echo Park Film Center) 
 
Paolo Davanzo 

This panel is made up of team members from an innovative 
and interdisciplinary project titled, "Out the Window." The 
project encourages young people to build mobile video 
stories. that documents the distinct aspects of local 
communities in the greater Los Angees area. The video 
narratives will run on LA area buses. "Out the Window" 
involves many of the themes our strand on youth will likely 
focus on including: the importance of youth social media 
production and design, civic engagement, and the building 
and maintenance of local knowledge communities: Freewaves, 
Echo Park Film Center, Public Matters Group and UCLA 
REMAP 
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competencies within 
new collectives 
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Valerie Shute (Florida 
State University) 
 
Participants: 
Philipp Schmidt (Mozilla 
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David Gibson (Global 
Challenge Award) 
 
Valerie Shute (Florida 
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KEYWORDS 
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New competencies are needed to effectively compete in our 
shrinking, interconnected world. We’re being confronted with 
problems of enormous complexity and global ramifications. 
When faced with highly technical and complex problems, the 
ability to think creatively, critically, collaboratively, 
systemically, and then communicate effectively is essential. 
Learning and succeeding in a complex and dynamic world is 
not easily measured by multiple-choice responses on a simple 
knowledge test. Instead, solutions begin with re-thinking 
assessment, identifying new skills and standards relevant for 
the 21st century, and then figuring out how we can best assess 
students‘ acquisition of the new competencies. 

This panel will discuss ideas and present examples related to 
the assessment of 21st century competencies. For instance, Val 
Shute will discuss her ongoing assessment of Quest to Learn 
(Q2L), an innovative, student-centered public school that 
opened in New York City in September 2009 for grades 6-12. 
The school includes a dynamic and interdisciplinary 
curriculum, using design principles of games to create highly 
immersive learning experiences for students. The curriculum, 
like games, is immersive, participatory, allows for social 
engagement, and provides a challenge-based context for 
students to work within. So how are students learning in this 
environment? What kinds of knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions are being acquired, and to what degree? Some 
focal competencies being assessed across the 18-month study 
include: systems thinking skills, collaboration, and time 
management skills. Additional competencies to be assessed in 
follow-on research include design thinking skills, empathy, and 
creative problem solving. 

Philipp Schmidt will describe efforts related to the Hacker’s 
Habitus project. This involves identifying 21st century 



 

collaboration 
  

competencies that are of particular interest to employers and 
collaborators who need to evaluate the potential for someone 
to be a good professional fit for their needs. What does it take 
to be an expert in Webcraft (Open Web Skills), and how can 
these skills be assessed? Again, these kinds of competencies 
are not at all suited for assessment via multiple-choice type 
questions. Some examples of skills relevant to the School 
of Webcraft include the following: use IRC and other web 
development tools, join (and fully participate) in an open 
source community, collaborate with other programmers, 
design for humans, not machines, use version control 
routinely, and answer questions clearly. 

David Gibson will provide a meta-perspective on the topic of 
assessing 21st century skills across a few different domains. 
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This panel will offer a diverse set of professional perspectives 
on the question of designing effective, engaging and 
expressive mobile learning experiences for kids. Focusing on 
mobile learning inside and outside of the formal learning 
system, the discussion will confront the critical questions of 
how to balance learner access and participation with learner 
safety and privacy in the ambiguous conditions of mobility. 
These questions become ever more complicated as public and 
private interests and investments entangle in the design, 
development, and deployment of mobile learning. 

Where and how does “real” learning fit into the new conditions 
and interests shaping everywhere (or everyware) learning? As 
new designers and developers enter the marketplace, how do 
we consider entertainment versus educational value in the 
products deemed “mobile learning”? Are mobile learning 
experiences truly educational or are they simply passive 
screen-based amusements? What properties or affordances 
might educators and consumers use to distinguish one from 
the other? 

The emergence of new mobile platforms and technologies 
offer both a crisis and an opportunity. Now is the time to seize 
or squander this unique moment to radically foster new modes 
and practices of learning. 
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2. The role of parents, 
media, teachers and 
peers in raising the 
awareness of privacy-
issues on social 
networks. 
 
PRESENTERS 
Ellen Vanderhoven 
(Ghent University, 
Department of 
Educational Studies) 
 
Tammy Schellens 
(Ghent University, 
Department of 

1. Much of the discussion surrounding very young children’s 
media use is often of a protectionist nature against perceived 
negative media effects, or conversely promotes potential 
educational and developmental benefits of such digital 
technology. Alternatively framing the discussion rhetorically 
through the lens of critical studies, I propose a short, 5-minute 
presentation, along the Emerging Platforms and Policies theme, 
specifically analyzing viral YouTube videos of babies and 
toddlers using the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch, posted by 
parents shortly after these devices’ respective US release dates. 
These clips, which have collectively garnered millions of hits on 
YouTube, present a Lacanian gaze that enables a dual fetishism 
of nascent technology (the latest upgrade in emerging Apple 
technology) and nascent beings (the latest version of one’s 
young child). These categories collapse when parents of a 
specific socioeconomic framework attempt to keep biological 
and technological pace as their children outgrow their clothes 
or toys, and parents themselves outgrow their devices, all of 
which takes place in relatively brief windows of time. Issues of 
digital identity, visibility, and agency are explored. 
  
2. We are witnessing the rapid growth of a new generation of 
participatory and collaborative network technologies that 
provide individuals with a platform for sophisticated online 
social interaction. Social networks today have hundreds of 
millions of users and are transforming our social and 
professional interactions and to some extent are shaping society 
itself. By the end of 2008, 38% of people aged 15-25 in Europe 
had profiles on multiple social computing sites (Punie et al., 
2009). This causes a growing concern about security and 
privacy issues in social networks, particularly with youngsters 
(De Moor et al., 2008; ENISA, 2007). That is why we propose a 
short talk about the safe use of social networks by youngsters, 
in which we focus on the role of parents, media, teachers and 
peers in raising the awareness of privacy-issues. Moreover, we 
discuss the question if this awareness guarantees safer social 
network-behavior. We will shortly present the results of our 
research in Flanders (Belgium), followed by a discussion about 
how different information sources can contribute and have a 
responsibility in teaching our children safe social network 
behavior. The subject of this talk fits perfectly in the theme of 
“Emerging Platforms and Policies”, since we discuss some 
questions about privacy and safety related to the use of this 
platforms by young people. 
  
3. While many videogames have explicitly served as platforms 
for creation (e.g. Mario Paint, Little Big Planet, Neverwinter 
Nights) most videogames amount to closed systems that 
Alexander Galloway (2006) has characterized as relatively 
oppressive systems that can be interpreted as allegories for 
networked power. As I have previously argued (Higgin 2009), 
character creation and selection systems in games, while 
ostensibly empowering the player with freedom of choice, often 
amount to pervasively white spaces of play that relegate 
difference to monstrousness or invisibility. Yet technologies, 
particularly videogames, are shaped by a power struggle 
between corporations compelled to secure profits and creative 
subversion by hackers, modders, and pirates (Dyer-Witheford 
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5. Scaling the Social: 
Scalemaking, 
Friendship, and Social 
Media in Berlin 

and de Peuter 2009). 

This short presentation will offer an example of how to subvert 
the limited expression of difference in videogames. We can call 
attention to coded power within videogames by using character 
creation tools as platforms for the exploration of various 
historical notions of technocultural race. Since the character 
models of most games are sealed off from user revision, we 
need to devise critical pedagogies that use the games, in their 
current state, as instructive metaphors of particular notions of 
race. In this way, formerly reductive representations of 
difference in games can be re-appropriated as pedagogical 
tools that teach gamers key media literacies that help the 
students think critically about the various ways race has been 
constructed historically and how those constructions are 
modeled in videogames. 

4. We aim to unwrap emerging mobile social networking 
patterns in India through a case study of SMSGupShup, 
[GupShup means gossip in Hindi] the largest social media 
networking site with 40 million Indian subscribers. While 
GupShup is touted as a micro-blogging site, a set of user 
behaviours seem unique and unparalleled. The purpose of this 
talk is to consolidate disparate patterns of usages around 
authoring and content management. It highlights the various 
modes of authoring practices to publish and manage a network 
profile on GupShup. While GupShup allows people to originate 
and nurture groups by creating and sharing content, publishing 
as an author-driven practice is often a case of borrowing 
content from indeterminate sources. Authoring in the form of 
posts, updates, replies or messages adopt a set of practices that 
borrow content from secondary sources, usually with no 
attribution or crediting originations. These can range from 
breaking national/local news, sports highlights, to haiku-style 
pop and folk poetry, none of which authored by the publisher 
but borrowed from secondary, sometimes even untraceable 
sources. A group owner on GupShup can post all his messages 
without citing its origination and no incumbency to site a 
source. Neither do posts emanate from the account holder’s 
personal ruminations, reflections, status updates, commentaries 
or reviews. What then are these publishers posting and for who? 
We foreground on the culture of authoring practices and dwell 
upon issues related to what makes for authorship and content 
management on the SMSGupShup platform.      
  
5. With the rapid adoption of social network sites in the U.S. and 
Europe, social media are raising questions about sociality, 
identity, and the geographic organization of social life. Since the 
fall of the Berlin Wall, Berlin has come to symbolize the end of 
Cold War divisions and the establishment of “New Europe,” 
while the spread of new media technologies are challenging 
national boundaries. Most recently, social media and mobile 
networking are being incorporated into everyday life in Berlin, 
particularly among young people in the former East. The 
widespread adoption of social and mobile media, however, has 
not caused national identities to be replaced with global or 
cosmopolitan ones. Instead, social media facilitate friendships at 
multiple geographic levels, from translocal music scenes to 
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regional friendship circles, effectively reconfiguring spatial 
scales such as the local, national, or transnational. This talk 
discusses how social media in Berlin (particularly Facebook and 
Skype) extend translocal social networks while at the same time 
strengthening regionally based friendships. Based on 
ethnographic fieldwork with two “friend circles” (Freundkreise), 
this research compares how the same services facilitated 
friendships at very different geographic levels. Popular 
platforms encouraged frequent, informal communication and 
continuity between online and face-to-face encounters, 
supported by national telecom policy, urban infrastructure, and 
German public culture. At the same time, Facebook prevailed 
over German Studivz.de, raising questions about how social 
media standardize and encode culturally specific 
understandings of “friendship.” Whose sociality is at stake, and 
what are the consequences for how social media circulate 
unevenly through multiple spatial scales?      
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Networked technologies provide powerful platforms for people 
to share with broad audiences, but they do not necessarily 
democratize public life. This panel will explore how people 
engage with networked public spaces, the learning involved in 
making sense of networked publics, and the strategies that 
people use to navigate publics in light of their goals and social 
positions. The popularization of networked technologies has 
engendered a discourse of safety and risk, which affects both 
the technological infrastructures themselves, and how people 
view them. It also requires thinking through issues around 
privacy, from an interrogation of the private/public dichotomy 
to new concerns around information flows and control. We will 
critically interrogate the democratization rhetoric, raising critical 
questions about what it means to embrace networked public 
life. 
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Yasser Ansari (CEO, Networked Organisms) 
What if Charles Darwin had an iPhone? 
  
Carole Burns (Marquette University - Wakerly Technology 
Training Center)          
Would You Believe I'm Learning Social Skills?? 
  
Theo Fowles (Just DUMB Productions, Inc/ Just SMART 
Productions, Inc.) 
R U DUMB or SMART? 
  
Antero Garcia (University of California, Los Angeles & Manual 
Arts High School) 
"The world is not thy friend": How YouTube and New Media 
Rewrite Shakespeare and Redefine the Ghetto 
  
Alex Halavais (Quinnipiac University) 
Outsource Your Transcript! 
  
Brian Hughes  (Teachers College) 
The Learningbook Paradox (or, ""Why the ultimate social tool 
for learning won't be built"") 
  
Wendy Ju (Stanford University) 
Teaching Science over Wikinotes 
  
Liz Losh (UCSD) 
Ten Don'ts for Digital Learning 

Philipp Schmidt (Executive Director, P2PU) & Erin Knight 
(Assessment and Badge Lead, P2PU and Mozilla Foundation)  

Peer 2 Peer University Mozilla Foundation: An Up Close and 
Personal Look at Badges for (Anywhere) Learning 

SESSION VI – PANELS // Friday, March 4 // 3:00-4:30 PM 
 

Leveraging New 
Media for Civic 
Engagement  Short 
Talks 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DATE: 
3/4/2011 
 
TIME:  
3:00-4:30 PM 
 
MODERATOR 
Sean Keith 
 

East Asia is known for its use of advanced communication 
technologies, including its high penetration rate of broadband 
internet and advanced uses of mobile phones. For example, in a 
study of teen’s media use in five East Asian Cities (Tokyo, Seoul, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and Taipei) that I conducted with my 
colleagues in 2007, 96% of teenagers were using the internet 
and 63% of them owned mobile phones. Despite the high 
penetration rate, the adolescent’s use of media in East Asia is 
mostly biased toward commercial/entertainment and individual-
centered activities, including games, chatting, texting and 
information search. Only a small percentage of them engage in 
civic activities online. Our earlier study in East Asia (Jung et al., 
2005) also found that despite the similarly high penetration 
rates in the five cities, disparities exist in the scope and intensity 
of adolescent internet users with regard to their family’s 
socioeconomic status and the support from their social 
networks for using the internet. Why do teenagers in East Asia 
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focus on entertainment activities more than using the internet 
and mobile communication technologies for civic participation? 
Is increasing digital civic participation among the young people 
in East Asian region important, and if so, how can we increase 
it? Considering the low civic participation in the overall societies 
in this region, just focusing on promoting digital civic 
participation is not likely to be sustainable or meaningful. Efforts 
to increase young people’s civic participation should be 
organized at school or organizational level rather than at an 
individual level. How should digital literacy be incorporated into 
the curriculum that increases young people’s civic participation? 
The ultimate purpose of young people’s digital civic 
engagement is to turn the online civic engagement into 
meaningful offline civic activities. Therefore, developing a 
curriculum to encourage young people to use the internet for 
civic purposes should be developed so that students can 
engage in civic activities in their communities and use the 
internet as a tool to support their activities. The internet cannot 
make young people to participate in civic activities, but it can 
be a wonderful tool to support their civic activities both online 
and offline. 
 
2. Well before participatory media became a buzzword in the 
U.S., it was a widely applied and contested field of theory and 
practice in many parts of Latin America. Colombia, in particular, 
is a leader in the field of participatory media for youth and 
community empowerment. Such practices, using both old and 
new technologies, are understood to have played key roles in 
promoting youth civic engagement. To date, however, little 
dialogue has occurred across the scholarly literatures on 
participatory digital media culture(s) in the U.S. and those that 
have been practiced for decades (on and offline) in Colombia 
and other parts of Latin America. What might we learn by 
placing other histories, contexts and practices of participatory 
media in conversation with new media scholarship in the U.S.? 
This presentation will draw from initial findings of research 
analyzing the discourses and practices of participatory media in 
Medellín, Colombia, where a variety of initiatives—from 
grassroots to city government levels—aim to increase youth 
empowerment and civic participation through digital media 
strategies. The analysis considers the kinds of ‘youth citizens’ 
and forms of participation that are constructed through these 
discourses and practices, and to what ends. This talk will focus 
in particular on some of the potential connections between 
Colombian and American participatory media models and 
discourses. 
 
3. In the youth media field, engagement derived from the 
production process is well known. But engagement can also be 
derived from the distribution and circulation of those 
productions. With youth radio in particular – where stories exist 
in a digital format that is easy to share, embed, and multitask to 
– distribution means less getting on a station than reaching out 
in conversation to a networked public. 

Generation PRX (generation.prx.org) – the youth radio network I 
direct for the Public Radio Exchange (PRX.org) – presents a 
unique model: We focus exclusively on connecting youth radio 
groups and distributing their content, and we operate 
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simultaneously within the worlds of youth media and public 
broadcast. GPRX seeks to empower youth by giving a platform 
to young, diverse and marginalized populations. The dozens of 
radio groups in our network range from projects on the Hopi 
Reservation to classes of incarcerated youth in Maine. Along 
with adult producers worldwide, they contribute to a catalogue 
of thousands of stories that reaches millions of listeners. On 
PRX, this work can be aggregated, playlisted, commented on, 
shared and broadcast. 

As youth media teachers will tell you, without the anticipation of 
audience, producers feel far less commitment to quality or 
impact. And as youth producers will tell you, the online 
validation that comes with the spread of audio distribution often 
holds more significance than traditional broadcast, even if its 
reach is less. GPRX works to understand what sharing content 
means for youth, and to harness this into constructive and 
empowering learning experiences.  

4. TakingITGlobal (TIG) seeks to leverage technology to 
empower its more than 300,000 youth members in building a 
more inclusive, sustainable, and peaceful world. Its online 
learning community fosters a member-driven culture of 
advocacy and sustainable local change on a global scale. TIG 
recently aimed to formalize work conducted over the past six 
years creating a model of change via a research program 
focused on the following question: How does an online social 
network define and measure its on- and offline impact with 
respect to civic engagement and youth advocacy? 

TIG would present its approach to impact research as it pertains 
to civic engagement, sharing insights into the design and 
findings of primary research conducted over the summer of 
2010. Preliminary analysis suggests relationships between online 
behaviours on the TIG network and offline civic engagement. 
Within this framework, efforts are ongoing to formalize a 
longitudinal foundation for tracking research into both the 
critical factors that influence transitions within model and 
segmentation analysis conducted on sub-groups within the 
global membership. TIG wishes to discuss approaches to impact 
research to quantify the efficacy of online-based programming, 
alternative models of change, and definitions of impact to 
provide a collaborative foundation for future social networks 
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The 21st Century requires us to work across disciplines to solve 
problems effectively, creating an imperative to rethink the ways 
we design curriculum and prepare youth to effectively shape 
their worlds. The promise of understanding how systems work 
is that it creates an effective lens for seeing, engaging, and 
empowering students to act in deliberate ways to make change 
in the world. It’s also a promising approach for reorganizing 
curriculum in new ways that blur disciplinary boundaries. In 
contrast to prior approaches to systems thinking rooted in the 
biological, physical, and social sciences, this session aligns itself 
with a novel approach evolving from the field of games and 
game design (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003), extending our 
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understanding of learning about complex systems and more 
closely aligns itself with youths’ preexisting interests. Games 
can provide rich opportunities for exploration, as youths’ 
designing and playing of games provides dynamic vantage 
points into the ways that systems are created and enacted. 

Moreover, systems thinking is about empowering students to 
see and interpret the world as a set of complex systems. The 
promise of understanding systems is that it creates a new and 
effective lens for seeing, engaging, and changing the world. 
Yet, despite the ubiquity of systems in our everyday 
experience, systems thinking is rarely taught in or out of 
schools. This can largely be attributed to an increasing 
fragmentation of academic subject areas (e.g., splitting 
science into the domains of biology, chemistry, and physics, 
and their respective sub-domains), which makes it difficult for 
students to think across disciplinary boundaries. However, if 
youth can learn to recognize systems principles, then they can 
learn to not only appreciate the interrelated nature of 
disciplines but could potentially transfer what they know to a 
broad number of domains – one of the greatest unsolved 
challenges for education. 

This diverse panel will emphasize games and game design as a 
means of modeling and learning about the parts and 
interrelationships in a system. We will present preliminary 
findings from three sites that have taken this approach, share 
evaluation findings demonstrating rich learning gains, as well as 
evidence of fostering systems thinking dispositions. We aim to 
create a conversation between game designers, educators, and 
academics on how to theorize, design, disseminate and 
evaluate curriculum and after-school experiences that foster a 
systems thinking view of the world.  
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As young people began engaging with technology, serious 
questions emerged about the safety and privacy of teen 
participation. At the same time, social media highlights some 
of the risky behaviors that young people engage in. Given the 
learning potential of technology, risky engagement and 
concerns about online safety and privacy create serious 
challenges for educators, parents, and technology advocates. 
On this panel, practitioners and scholars will explore these 
issues.  
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Teachers play a monumental role in facilitating opportunities for 
students to become critical thinkers, proactive citizens, and 
creative contributors to the world. In our rapidly shifting digital 
and social landscape, unequal access to experiences that help 
build the skills and knowledge necessary to contribute in these 
evolving environments can prevent youth from meaningful 
participation in them. This “participation gap”, we believe, cannot 
be wholly addressed when teachers themselves are not afforded 
these same opportunities to grow and learn. 

Our goal is to bring together a collective of professional 
development PreK-12 experts to discuss the needs of educators 
and explore approaches seen or taken to help educators become 
more proficient in adapting to today’s rich media landscape and 
acquire a new disposition to foster a participatory learning 
environment in their classroom. 

Below are the panelists and a short synopsis of the topics. 

1. Institute of PLAY! Rebecca Rufo-Tepper will share Quest 2 
Learn’s unique professional development program called Studio 
Q to support teachers in developing the knowledge, skills, and 
understandings needed to be effective teachers. This discussion 
will give an overview of the seven dimensions of teacher 
development at Q2L, describe the key structures they use, and 
provide specific examples of the work. 

2. Fred Rogers Center Michael Robb, Ph.D. of the Fred Rogers 
Center will share how they are building a powerful alternative for 
delivering and generating information, training, and other 
experiences for adult learning and professional development 
through the Early Learning Environment (ELE), a web-based 
platform for community building to fill the gap in media- and 
technology-based resources. 

3. The Nueva School Matt Levinson will focus on creating a 
culture of professional growth, risk-taking, and innovation in 
schools with technology. He will share innovative approaches 
that Nueva has utilized for professional development, such as 
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teacher evaluation, teacher-led institutes and workshops, and 
peer visitations, as well as discuss the role of students as leaders 
in professional development for teachers with technology. 

4. The Institute for Multimedia Literacy, School of Cinematic Arts 
at the University of Southern California Holly Willis will talk about 
IML’s challenges and objectives in rethinking their program 
across new platforms when dramatic funding cuts require a 
radical re-imagining of what used to consist of intensive in-
person workshops and seminars. She will share ways to improve 
teachers’ and students’ acquisition and fluency in the creation 
and critical analysis of media forms. 

The panelists’ presentations will be followed by a moderated 
discussion and audience participation. 
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2. Transparent 
Classrooms: How the 
Mobile Phone is Changing 
Educational Settings
  

1. Over the past decade, flexible, lightweight tools like wikis, 
blogs, social network sites and media sharing services have 
become easily available, widely understood and adaptable for 
classroom use. The potential for grassroots technological 
innovation in schools has never been greater. In my past work 
on Wikipedia and wikis in the classroom, I observed that 
technology policy differences in schools led to very different 
enactments of wiki innovation in the classroom. In an 
exploratory study to build on that work, I recently interviewed 
teachers from a variety of backgrounds who use Twitter to 
better understand how technologically adept K-12 educators 
are integrating social media tools into their practice. Among 
stories of invention and inspiration, I also encountered fears 
about putting students “out there” on the web, isolation from 
like-minded educators, and frustration with policies that do 
not favor creative technology adoption. In ten minutes, I would 
expect to highlight the major issues raised by teachers I 
interviewed and begin to explore the research questions they 
raise. My primary goal in addressing this audience is to foster 
discussion about future research and design agendas that can 
support technological innovation in schools.  
 
2. The paper analyzes the use of the mobile phone in 
Portuguese classrooms in order to examine new practices of 
disclosure and transparency. A literature review provides a 
global context of the nature of the mobile phone, and 
contextualizes an overview of the current usage trends in 
Portugal. The high uptake rates of mobile phone usage in 
Portugal means that this country can be considered an 
interesting case study for the usage of mobile phones as new 
learning platforms in educational settings. Evidence of a young 
mobile culture gathered in recent research studies conducted 
at national level and on a qualitative case study of high-school 
teachers, provides a basis for a practical discussion of the 
impact of the mobile phone on the Portuguese education 
system. Building on the views from different actors – students, 
teachers, parents, the school administrators – the paper closes 
with the proposition of the mobile phone as a valid 
educational tool that requires new skills and strategies for a 
successful integration.  
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3. This presentation aims to provide a brief introduction to an 
ongoing research study which seeks to understand uses and 
pedagogical implications of social media for an emergent art 
education. Using virtual ethnographic methods, the study 
investigates how members of an art-based social network on 
Facebook negotiate their experiences in community through 
hypermedia and what those experiences mean to them. Study 
data were collected from the Facebook social network of 
Art21, a multi-media producer of educational programming 
about contemporary art, via interviews with members of the 
social network, observations of the Facebook site, and 
analytics reports on the site’s web traffic. Findings from the 
study suggest that Art21’s Facebook site provides an 
ecological ground on which community members appropriate 
into cybernetic space the roles and behaviors common to 
traditional, formal, off-line art practices as they exhibit, 
archive, curate, and critique information and experiences 
around contemporary art. Visualizations of the study’s data 
were created to (re)present models, or portraits, of the 
community and describe it as a co-constructed emergent 
curriculum. These visualizations are presented and discussed 
here, and are intended to open up a contextualization and 
conceptualization of this community/space as a third site of 
(art) education.  

 
4. Education is a fundamental human right, which when 
supported by digital technologies can foster learning 
innovations at the local and global level. As part of its mission, 
the One Laptop per Child Foundation seeks to provide a 
connected tool for learning, called the XO laptop, to children 
who are living in emergency situations, conflict zones, and 
extreme poverty. In this pursuit, we work with partners such as 
the United Nations and the World Food Program to design 
programs to support an accessible, quality, and relevant 
education for young children, in spite of their difficult 
circumstances. 

Working with UNRWA (United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine Refugees), OLPC has seen thousands of 
donated XOs given to children in the Palestinian Territories 
inspire parent participation, grow teacher capability, and 
engage volunteers throughout the region to develop learning 
activities and software that benefit children, their families, and 
communities. In adopting the XO, local communities have 
become positively energized to rethink their own educational 
opportunities via information technology and actively 
engaged in their children’s education. 

In this talk we will present our partnership and program 
development with UNRWA from initial design research, to the 
first distribution of the XOs in Gaza and the West Bank, to the 
current production burst of open source learning content. 
Issues of child protection; design for educational change; 
access to education during times of active conflict; 
opportunities for personalized learning software; and, local 
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ownership for sustainable education will be discussed.   

5. Informal, participatory, interest-driven, digitally mediated 
learning and literacy practices of contemporary youth contrast 
markedly with their engagements with texts and teaching 
techniques that characterize learning in many K-12 educational 
contexts. This presentation discusses two research projects 
designed to increase the use of digital media for learning in 
urban public high schools in Northern California. One took 
place during the 2007-08 school year and focused on 
developing teachers' competence in using digital tools in their 
classrooms. It documented and assessed specific ways that 
teachers' approaches to and implementation of instructional 
practices were changed through digital learning activities. The 
other took place during the 2009-10 academic year and 
documented how groups of nominated students were able to 
demonstrate to their teachers significant ways that they 
learned best through multi-modal texts enabled by digital 
media. This talk reveals the potential and challenges for urban 
public schools to increase marginalized students' achievement 
and engagement, on the one hand, while mitigating some level 
of digital privilege, on the other, by illustrating ways that new 
opportunities for learning can occur with a variety of digital 
tools. A key consideration for this talk will be the kinds of 
bridging activities revealed that facilitated teachers and 
students in increasing their use of digital media in the 
classroom.  
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This panel will address how the power of social networking 
can be harnessed for educational purposes by focusing on 
youth engagement on a private, international social network 
(www.space2cre8.com) connecting adolescents in five 
countries. In particular, it will explore how youth built the 
social network with unfamiliar peers from different cultures 
and worked toward developing the technological and 
dispositional competencies needed to participate critically in 
a global world. 

Drawing on quantitative and qualitative records from the 
social network’s custom analytics site as well as ethnographic 
data of 275 users over 2 years, the first presentation by 
Glynda Hull, Amy Stornaiuolo, and Kate Frankel, “Skimmers, 
miners, and confounders: Understanding the participation 
spectrum on an international social network,” will examine 
adolescents’ participation on Space2Cre8 as a continuum, 
attending particularly to different kinds of active “non-use” of 
the website (Satchell & Dourish, 2009) in an attempt to 
explore “invisible forms of literacy that occur in digital 
domains” (Warschauer, 2009, p. 139). The second 
presentation by Ola Erstad, “Navigating ‘Space2cre8’ in a 
classroom setting: Socio-spatial studies of learning among 
multiethnic youth in Norway,” draws on socio-spatial studies 
of learning and literacy (Comber & Nixon, 2009; Nunes, 2006; 
Leander, Phillips & Taylor, 2010) to understand how 29 
Norwegian 8th grade students used a social networking site 
in a classroom setting over the course of an academic year to 
manifest different cultural identities as they built relationships 
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with others over the network and in the classroom. The third 
presentation, “New Rights Collective: Imagining school, 
community, and the world through the arts” by John Scott 
and Sean Turner, examines a summer program that offered 
at-risk high school students in New York City the opportunity 
to engage in creative and critical work focused on imagining 
global citizenship through local perspectives. They argue for 
the importance of providing students with opportunities to 
utilize Web 2.0 technologies to open new doors for self-
exploration within artistic enterprise. Finally, in the fourth 
presentation, “Budju Sisters: Co-constructing communication 
and representation through shared literacy,” Nora Kenney 
draws on notions of socially shared cognition (Brown & Cole, 
2000) to explore how Aboriginal adolescent girls relied on 
scaffolded collaboration as a means to participate in the 
social networking global phenomenon. Kenney examines how 
students in the Australian Outback relied on other 
Space2Cre8 participants—in the same room and around the 
world—to navigate an unfamiliar virtual space and compose 
texts and identities appropriate to that context. 
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Last November's first-ever Mozilla Drumbeat Festival in 
Barcelona was an interesting experiment: gather 400 
educators, technologists, "edupreneurs" / "edupunks" and 
innovators of all stripes to reinvent the future of learning in a 
carnivalesque atmosphere that mixed thought leadership 
with hands-on making, doing and hacking. Participants from 
over 40 countries and 30 different organizations gathered in 
a series of loosely-joined thematic groups or "tents" that 
allowed them to get their hands dirty on everything from 
designing new open educational resources, to creating 
educational "hyper-videos," to designing educational 
badges, to building their own robot. The results were, in one 
participant's words, "collabtastic." This session will open with 
a brief report-back on what worked, and then immediately 
move to a mini version of the Drumbeat Festival itself, with 
participants breaking into small groups to do some hands-on 
making, learning and hacking of their own. 
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As online platforms have become an increasingly important 
part of users’ learning experiences and everyday lives, it is 
sometimes easy to forget that these platforms are designed. 
That is, some person, group, or organization created them, 
maintains them, and governs them. Moreover, these 
individuals’ and organizations’ motives and means of shaping 
their respective platforms are diverse. Scholars have long 
noted the role that users play in ongoing design of 
technology, but how users do so in practice is critical to 
understanding the role of these sites as a social location of 
learning and knowledge production. 

In this panel, we investigate this question by looking at the 
productive and destructive tensions that arise through the 
everyday use of several different platforms. The tensions, 
sometimes open conflicts, that arise between (a) different 
groups of users and (b) between designers and users are 
made manifest in how these sites of activity change: whether 
its a change in a technical feature, a site policy, or some 
other means. The panelists will present short cases from their 
research, each focusing on how users of web-based 
platforms influence the development of them. In doing so, 
the panelists will examine the following topics: 1) The 
nuances of privacy and publicity in motivating students as 
individuals, members of teams, and members of communities 
when using learning management systems, in contrast to 
how these systems often presume a completely ‘open’ or 
‘closed’ approach; 2) The potentially destructive features of 
emergent networks on Twitter, particularly the tendency 
towards groupthink that these networks foster when they 
are not sufficiently exposed to other networks; 3) 
Controversies surrounding the introduction of independent, 
autonomous software agents in the community of editors to 
Wikipedia--so-called ‘bots’ that use sophisticated algorithms 
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to review every contribution to the encyclopedia in near 
real-time; and 4) The tensions between “sharing” and “theft” 
as members of an online art community clash over the 
release of new features that would simultaneously make their 
work more widely accessible and at the same time more 
difficult to control. In each of the four cases, questions of 
user agency and power are central. 

Following these presentations, we will engage in a 
moderated group discussion that will compare and contrast 
these cases and encourage questions and responses from 
attendees. In doing so, we would welcome further cases and 
look for commonalities and differences between them. 
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2. After the "death of the 

1. Hiperbarrio-Colombia is a diverse outreach community 
Project situated in working class neighborhoods specially from 
the city of Medellin, that, by allowing people access to internet 
and appropriation of digital media, is reshaping the role and 
reinterpreting the meaning of the public library. 
For this short talk we want to focus in the role that libraries 
can have as "a connecting axis of knowledge" where learning 
is achieved by means of collaboration and people 
conversations. The library becomes the space where a 
diversity of people can merge and discuss several distinct 
visions of reality without limiting themselves to the 
consumption of information. They actually engage themselves 
in an active process of creation, design, production and 
broadcasting of new local content aimed to connect with a 
wider global larger network of communities. 
Despite of some advances, in a country like Colombia where, 
violence and social exclusion remain a constant, Hiperbarrio 
has managed to enable groups of young people in vulnerable 
areas of their cities to find new options to their education and 
training. They have become more aware of their rights and 
duties as citizens, and new skills that allow them to move with 
greater ease in the Knowledge Society. 
 
2. In Johnny Ryan’s A History of the Internet (and the Digital 
Future (2010), the industrial past is characterized as a world of 
centralization and organized hierarchy, defined by a single, 
central dot to which all strands led. By comparison, the 
emerging digital age is defined by the absence of the central 
dot and its replacement by a mesh of many points each linked 
by webs and networks. Ryan calls this “the death of the 
centre.” This shift from centripetal to centrifugal forces is 
becoming a powerful organizing metaphor for educators 
today. In this short talk I want to briefly raise some practical 
implications for curriculum development. Schools are 
increasingly being tasked with decentralizing curriculum and 
decentring their pedagogies. This is especially the case with 
new technology, where students are presumed to be making 
more use of centrifugal learning networks, where knowledge is 
said to be more and more distributed and decentred, and 
where learner identities are said to be fluid across different 
network communities. These new centrifugal trends and 
capacities offer new opportunities for empowerment, but also 
the shaping and controlling of identities by commercial 
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network operators. Drawing on recent work on networks by 
Manuel Castells in Communication Power (2009) I want to ask 
how curriculum developers might begin responding to these 
centrifugal concerns after the death of the centre. 
 
3. Teen websites are separate cyberspaces within the larger 
space of museums where teenagers can participate and 
contribute. Contrasted to the physical space of museums 
often perceived as unfriendly or austere, these websites 
represent a new space for vernacular discourse, creative 
expression, learning, and social networking. Through digital 
technology, museums have found creative ways to 
communicate knowledge to their visitors and help them 
construct personal meanings. Museums adopt the latest 
technologies to attract and retain younger audiences eager to 
interact, interested in socializing and entertainment, and 
comfortable using technology. The teen websites include 
features that promote participation and creativity, inviting the 
public to view the content and participate if desired, providing 
links back and external to the museum. Each teen website is 
distinct, as are the parent museums distinct in their own 
histories and organization. While most museum websites have 
pages or sections dedicated to teenagers or youth, often 
around their on-site teen councils, this research focuses on 
websites that are not merely a repetition of on-site activities. 
By establishing teen councils at the museum, strangers are 
grouped together to form a cohesive entity that work and 
socialize together within a formal environment. However, 
when this closed group moves into cyberspace, its discourse 
circulates openly amongst strangers outside themselves or the 
institutional community, reaching out to other teenagers by 
extending itself to the larger anonymous public of the global 
Internet. By focusing on seven art museum teen websites (six 
in the U.S. – MoMA, Whitney Museum of American Art, Walker 
Art Center, Brooklyn Museum, Bronx Museum, National 
Museum of Mexican Art; one in England – Tate Museum), this 
research studies them in relation to the institutional space of 
their parent museums, reviewing issues of legitimacy, power 
and discourse, and also to recent studies of teenagers, 
learning, and digital media. The institutional (and often 
hierarchical) order of museums reflects societal norms 
important for teenagers to determine how they fit into society 
and negotiate their identities, so public opinions are formed 
and presented on the websites. These websites also help teens 
develop essential skills needed to navigate the 21st century 
(Jenkins and Resnick), such as technical abilities, creativity, 
and reflection. The case studies are framed by a discussion of 
Habermas’ bourgeois public sphere and of counterpublics by 
Warner. The topic of teen websites is a recent phenomenon 
within the museum field and has not received much in-depth 
analysis, and so this research raises critical questions needed 
for deeper study. 
 
4. Those constructing formal and informal learning 
environments for children can promote parents’ positive 
involvement in their children’s learning lives and, in doing so, 
likely increase the educative impact of the environment. 
Parents may be reluctant to engage with their children around 
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technology because they are not comfortable with the 
technology itself, and sensible advice abounds about limiting 
children’s screen time. Parents tend to become less involved in 
their children’s education as children get older (Eccles & 
Harold, 1996). Despite these and other constraints, the 
potential affordances of technology-enabled learning 
environments include relatively easy inclusion of additional 
users (i.e. parents), asynchronous participation, and different 
levels of involvement. If parents know what to do as well as 
why and how to do it, they have the potential to increase 
learners' ability to see and build connections between new 
interests, content, skills, and dispositions and the real world of 
family, friends, work, and play (for a non-digital example see 
Voorhis, 2003). 
Let’s talk about it. How do designers think about parental 
involvement? How might they? The Cooney Center and 
Sesame Street provide examples: Wiimotes disguised as 
Sesame Street characters invite young children to play with 
the family and celebrity appearances invite adults to join in 
and watch Sesame Street. How are other ideas such as parent 
pages and parent permission requirements being employed 
and to what effect? How do researchers think about parental 
influence? How might they? Under what circumstances does 
youth participation increase in terms of time, engagement or 
effectiveness if parents are invited into the learning space? 
 
5. Youth in Toronto’s Jane-Finch region face challenges 
related to widespread poverty in the area, including social 
marginalization and lesser access to the tools needed to 
produce digital media. Ito et al. (2010), Buckingham (2003) 
and others assert that digital media production can engage 
youth in a valuable, hands-on process of creation, through 
which they can also participate in society and culture. In 
response to the marginalization of students and lack of 
resources in the Jane-Finch community, for the past 2 years 
we have run an after-school media production club at a school 
in this area. Our most recent project involved students 
creating audio-video news segments about a school and/or 
community-related topic of their choice. Productions on topics 
such as recess rules and gum-chewing exposed two important 
influences impacting the content and quality of students’ 
work: 1) the effect of tension between students and teachers 
during interviews on the final content of projects; 2) the effect 
of institutional limitations, such as the demanding schedules of 
administrators and teachers, on intended production plans. As 
participants in this project learned better production skills, 
refined their development of interview questions, and 
emerged as confident, critical individuals, we struggled with 
the reality of complex institutional factors impacting the 
production process. This short presentation will reiterate the 
successes that can be had from demanding and supporting 
the development of higher standards in students' media 
productions, acknowledging the inevitable scaffolding needed 
from educators and researchers, and recognizing the 
institutional support and restrictions that shape practical and 
conceptual strides in students’ empowerment. 
 
6. Since 2009, The Field Museum and the Pearson 
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Foundation’s New Learning Institute have been partners and 
collaborators in developing and implementing programs that 
redefine and re-imagine how learning takes place in a museum 
context. Committed to creating design-driven, learner-
centered environments, NLI at The Field Museum programs 
engage youth in constructing a new paradigm around how 
they interact with media and the museum. 

This short talk focuses on the 20+ year-old Museology 
program at The Field Museum, which empowers young people 
to design and curate their own public exhibit. In 2009, this 
year-long Chicago Public Schools course was infused for the 
first time with a series of “digital moments”, a curriculum 
enhancement that transformed the peer-based, design-driven 
learning culture inherent in the program. 

Mobile devices, social networks, and video production play 
essential roles in Museology: (1) to introduce digital media-
literate youth to new ways in which these tools could be used 
to learn, communicate, and share knowledge; (2) and to 
nurture a participatory culture as youth developed and 
expanded object-based literacy skills during the design 
process. 

Through an interactive presentation of the Museology 
program, the short talk explores the questions: How can 
traditional program curricula be re-imagined, revised, and 
reinvigorated with the integration of digital media tools and 
practices? How do we cope with the challenges around 
resistance and capacity building at the institutional level? How 
can we reshape and re-imagine learning in the museum 
ecology by giving youth the opportunity to be designers and 
remixers of content? 
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As new YouMedia centers open across the United States 
over the coming year, they will quite naturally form a 
network. The question is: how to shape this network so ideas, 
innovation and energy flow far and quickly amongst these 
centers? Structured as an on stage participatory design 
exercise, this session will draw out ideas on how the 
emerging YouMedia network build on ideas and techniques 
from other networked organizations across the web. 
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1. Over the last ten years, urban China has seen a range of 
new state policies and development initiatives that support 
the establishment of new art and design collectives. The 
new policies put in place triggered urban re-developments 
such as the redesigning old factory zones into art hubs or 
the building of new urban infrastructures close to university 
and IT industry zones. Under the umbrella term of “cultural 
creative clusters” state-owned enterprises, private business 
entrepreneurs, university research centers and international 
companies are able to form alliances and implement these 
projects. Who is involved in these projects of change on a 
daily basis and who makes creativity happen in urban China 
today? What alliances are formed, nationally and 
transnationally and what challenges do they face? I have 
been conducting ethnographic research with one of these 
creative collectives in Shanghai, collaborated with them on 
their design and art projects and on their organizational 
restructurings. One of their central goals is to provide a new 
work and play platform for artists, designers, DIY hackers 
and generally out of the box thinkers. They work under the 
creative commons license and base their revenue model on 
a new concept of open, digital sharing and face-to-face 
networking. While much research has focused on macro-
level organizational and social transformations, with this 
research I provide some micro-level insights into the 
challenges these collectives face in regards to local 
politically and cultural contexts. I will discuss how they find 
support in international networks of collaborators. On the 
one hand, the Chinese government supports creative 
industry initiatives in part to re-brand the status of cities 
and provide strategies for building the nation’s soft power. 
For example, in 2007, in his keynote speech to the 17th 
National Congress of the Communist Party, president Hu 
Jintao stressed that “culture has become a more and more 
important source of national cohesion and creativity… [we 
must] enhance culture as a part of the soft power of our 
country to better guarantee the people’s basic cultural 
rights and interests. On the other hand, many new 
collectives still face tremendous challenges in setting up 
new approaches that don’t fit core governmental agendas 
such as the set-up of a new film and animation industry. In 
my talk, I will provide insights into the strategies and tactics 
the collective I work with employs in order to build a new 
platform for local and transnational sharing and idea 
exchange. 
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2. This discussion draws from interview data from more than 
150 working class and/or immigrant families in Austin, Texas 
from 2006 and 2009. Two or three members of the same 
family are interviewed about media access, uses and 
perceptions, which allows for a generational comparison 
regarding digital media. While the younger generation of 
participants all engage with digital media in some way – 
work, school, social life, entertainment, although to varying 
degrees – their parents and grandparents vastly differ in 
terms of access, usage, and attitudes regarding digital 
technologies. Some (grand)parents encourage, embrace, 
and/or utilize digital technologies in their own lives (often 
as a result of their (grand)children introducing the 
technology to them). However, several of the (grand)parent 
participants express feelings of fear, concern, and anxiety 
while others tend to completely dismiss digital technologies 
as a waste of time, not valuable/useful, or as too 
complicated. The different attitudes between the younger 
generation and the older generation(s) undoubtedly 
influences interactions and communication between family 
members and ought to be further investigated. When 
considering the media ecologies in which young people 
engage with digital technologies, parental attitudes and 
usage has the potential to shape, limit, and/or expand 
learning opportunities. To what extent do (grand)parents’ 
usage and attitudes affect the ways young people interact 
with technologies and their (grand)parents? When 
(grand)parents are dismissive and/or ignorant of their 
(grand)children’s digital media behaviors, how are 
opportunities for learning, teaching, and risk-management, 
affected or even probable? In other words, how are young 
people’s digital media interaction (negatively?) affected 
when they are unable to discuss concerns, issues, 
opportunities, and risks with their (grand)parents? More 
positively, how are young people’s experiences expanded 
when their (grand)parents are able to discuss, learn, and 
share in their digital lives? Discussing the multitude of 
answers to these questions provides greater insights into 
the ways young people are thinking about and interacting 
with digital media at home while also taking into 
consideration the role (grand)parents play in expanding or 
limiting young people’s opportunities and risks.  
 
3. Nowadays we see a great diversity in how youth use and 
appropriate digital media in everyday life: scholars state 
there is a “participatory gap”, a “participation divide” or a 
“gradation in digital inclusion” between high and low socio-
economic status citizens in Western societies. Here I would 
like to present my ongoing PhD project that joins the 
debate about social and digital inequalities with a 
qualitative research on teens uses of digital media in Italy. 
How youths’ habitus shapes their engagement with digital 
media and reproduces social inequalities? Vice versa what is 
the agency undertaken by youths? What are the constraints 
and enablers involved in the development of meaningful 
digital practices in different social contexts? With these 
research questions I move from a conception of measurable 
deficit towards a comprehension of diversity of use in 
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relation to the individual’s lifeworld. 

Through an ethnographic research I am studying how teens 
from different socio-economic backgrounds engage with 
digital media. I selected two groups of same age teens in 
the city of Milano, divided by type of school and 
neighborhood; differences in practices and attitudes are 
observed during laboratory hours at school and in-depth 
interviews at home. Particular attention is paid on context-
based enablers and constraints for meaningful uses. 
Research findings will help build media education initiatives 
which are more inclusive of cultural differences; furthermore 
they will hopefully shed light on the relation between 
(digital) practices and social, cultural and economic capital. 
 
4. Growing mobility and new communication technologies 
have increased the rhythm of exchange between different 
communities and individuals. This new mobility with its 
variety of flows at a global level has lead to an acceleration 
of cultural exchange and cultural transformation and has 
fundamentally changed the nature of ‘culture’, heritage, or 
tradition and how these relate to places. As culture itself is 
becoming more mobile, the reproduction of culture from 
generation to generation likewise will become more defined 
by trajectories, both through time and through different 
locations, as well as by the accelerated exchange 
possibilities between the different locations involved 
(Appadurai, 2006). In this short presentation we will reflect 
on a) how our concepts of learning and socialization are 
impacted by these developments and b) share data that 
map the online learning networks of immigrant and non-
immigrant youth in the Netherlands making use of a survey 
(1500 cases) and a qualitative ego-network analysis (90 
cases). Attention will be paid to 1) what these online 
learning networks tell us about how socialization is spread 
out geographically, who is involved in their learning and 
how this might differ per topic. 2) Furthermore, since these 
networks of relationships expose children to people, 
linguistic and cultural forms and information streams from a 
variety of origins that differ in geographic scale, we will 
consider what kind of learning experiences are involved in 
participating and moving through these multiple, extended 
and heterogeneous worlds. This presentation addresses the 
conference subtheme digital media and learning. 
 
5. This short presentation related to the theme of “Youth, 
Digital Media, and Empowerment” examines how immigrant 
youth form digitally mediated identities on individual and 
collective levels, what the implications of these findings may 
be for the design of new networking tools. In order to 
create more richly detailed maps learning and identity 
networks, as part of a larger study (“Wired Up”) we are 
currently conducting social network interviews of at least 
60 immigrant youth in The Netherlands. In these interviews, 
we focus on how specific online practices and joint activities 
help youth to become a certain type of person or gain a 
particular status. As youth expand their social contacts 
online, the heterogeneity and contrasting nature of their 
experiences becomes foregrounded (Coopmans, 2010). 



 

Social network analysis provides an expansive perspective 
on how “community spaces” are formed and transformed 
through shared goals, affinities, tools, and distributed forms 
of production, and how individuals move across and merge 
such spaces as a process of (learning) transformation. 
Examining how immigrant youth marshal, use, create, and 
hybridize specific media resources (e.g., texts, images, 
music) media based network analyses allows us to 
understand how identity work produces individual identities, 
while simultaneously (re)producing distributed collective 
resources for identity work shared by others in the network 
(Author 1, 2004: Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998). 
Network design for identity production and learning needs 
to account for individual tailoring and collective resource 
building and distribution. 
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Historically, teens have been marginalized from public civic 
space; they are neither adult nor child, thus there is often no 
"there there" for teens, no "legitimized" public space to 
occupy.  And while there is a general lament over lack of 
youth involvement in civic and cultural institutions such as 
museums and libraries, there is simultaneous regulation 
and/or explicit exclusion of youth from these spaces.   

Complicating this ambivalence toward youth and public 
space is research that emphasizes the importance of out-of-
school time and supporting a broader ‘ecology of learning.’  
If youth spend more time out of school than in school, but 
have been historically marginalized in spaces that might 
support learning, what could remedy this problem? 

In this session we look at unique partnerships directly 
addressing this issue through innovation, both technological 
and social.  These partnerships between youth organizations 
and civic and cultural institutions seek to create 
participatory learning cultures in spaces where this may run 
contrary to existing cultural practices and norms.   

Included in the panel are representatives from youth 
organizations and cultural institutions including: 

YouMedia Chicago is an innovative, 21st century teen 
learning space housed at the Chicago Public Library's 
downtown Harold Washington Library Center. YOUmedia 
was created to connect young adults, books, media, 
mentors, and institutions throughout the city of Chicago in 
one dynamic space designed to inspire collaboration and 
creativity.  YouMedia is a partnership between the Chicago 
Public Library and the Digital Youth Network.  In this 
session, representatives from both organizations will 
describe what they’ve learned in the first year of 
implementation. 

I Dig Science is an ongoing collaboration between Global 
Kids (GK) and Natural History museums in New York and 
Chicago (AMNH and the Field Museum).  The I Dig Science 
program is one example of the larger GK Edge Project 
which aims to expand the capacity of civic and cultural 
institutions to use new media as innovative educational 
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platforms that engage youth in learning and promote youth 
civic participation.  I Dig Science focuses on teaching 
science and critical global issues such as climate change, 
biodiversity, and cultural preservation using an immersive 
3D virtual environment and a web-based e-learning 
platform.  Each organization will describe what they have 
learned over the course of their three-year partnership and 
how this informs the broader work of the Edge Project. 
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How might research on fandom and digital participatory 
culture inform our understanding of citizenship and youth 
activism? Cultural theorists have long speculated about how 
our fantasy lives and cultural engagements might inspire 
broader forms of public participation, and fan studies have 
long identified localized and individualized resistances, 
looking at how reading and writing fan fiction, say, might 
lead to new understandings of gender, sexuality, and race. 
Yet there has been less research examining how these 
imaginative practices might lead to an enhanced sense of 
agency or how the skills developed through fandom might 
be deployed for getting young people out to vote, 
protesting public policies, or encouraging volunteerism 
around emergency situations. In Convergence Culture, 
Henry Jenkins describes how popular culture, and more 
broadly participatory culture, can function as a civic 
playground: “One way that popular culture can enable a 
more engaged citizenry is by allowing people to play with 
power on a microlevel. Popular culture may be preparing 
the way for a more meaningful public culture.” Building on 
these observations, this panel explores the premise that the 
connectivities and collectivities associated with 
participatory culture may foster civic engagement. 
Participants in this session will be encouraged to share 
examples of fan activism, case studies of U.S.-based and 
international fan communities who have sought to bring 
about social, political and cultural change (including efforts 
to protect or promote the fandom, charity efforts, and 
direct forms of political activism) and examples of how 
more traditional activist organizations are borrowing new 
tactics and rhetoric from the realm of participatory culture. 
How have these new forms of cultural politics supported 
new participants in the political process, providing them 
with the skills and orientations they need to make a 
difference? What kinds of organizational structures have 
emerged around fan activism? What relations exist between 
traditional forms of activism and these new consumer/fan-
oriented efforts? What media strategies have emerged that 
respond to the grassroots productivity and social networks 
associated with youth and fandom? 
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What does it take to design and sustain effective digital 
media and learning projects for and with communities? This 
panel brings together three projects that use appropriate 
digital media in novel ways to empower and engage their 
communities. Panelists may include representatives from 
Participatory Chinatown (Eric Gordon, Janelle Chan), Mobile 
Voices (Amanda Garces), and Hypercities/Public Matters 
(Reanne Estrada, Mike Blockstein), who will reflect on the 
challenges and social impact opportunities of designing 
digital media and learning programs for and with 
communities.  

One of the visible features of community-based digital media 
and learning projects are the partnerships involved in 
forming them: Hypercities, Public Matters, REMAP, and the 
Filipino Workers' Center created PDUB's Mobile Hi Fi  tours 
of Historic Filipinotown in Los Angeles; the Asian Community 
Development Corporation, Emerson College, Muzzy Lane, 
and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council developed 
Participatory Chinatown for Boston's Chinatown residents. 
Mobile Voices, a community-university partnership between 
IDEPSCA,(Institute of Popular Education of Southern 
California) and University of Southern California's Annenberg 
School for Communication and Journalism, created a 
platform for day laborers to tell multimedia stories with their 
cell phones. 

Panelists will focus on four key topics: first, the role of user-
driven design when working with marginalized voices; 
second, active (and inactive) stakeholder participation and 
managing expectations; third, crucial tools and technologies 
of collaboration -- how do stakeholders navigate different 
levels of digital literacy and other power differentials; and 
fourth, in what ways do these projects define success, 
whether that includes selection of appropriate technology or 
well-functioning operation strategies or gauging community 
engagement or assessing social impact. 

SESSION VIII // Saturday, March 5 // 11:00-12:30 PM 
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This panel focuses on what it means to design agency with 
the support of new media tools, examining how self-
actualization, coalition building, and activism can be 
stimulated by new, networked technologies. The panelists 
look at a diversity of emerging media technologies 
characterized by the locative, real-time, and the mobile to 
discuss how new practices of agency aggregate around 
emerging technologies. We will explore locative media 
design as a tool in peer learning and collaboration, and 
network production around news, activism, and sociality. 
We look at phenomena such as political Twitter, crisis 
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mapping, mobile collaboratives, and locative self-
presentation. We are interested in how these processes 
impact Media Design in regard to both Global initiatives and 
Local Activisms. Each participant will present a 10 minute 
brief on research interests or summary of a paper, after 
which the group will discuss points of intersection and 
divergence in thinking about designing agency with the 
support of new media tools.  
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The design of space, both real and virtual, serves to include 
or exclude individuals from powerful forms of engagement. 
In this panel we examine the ways in which three very 
different virtual environments for children, as designed 
spaces, position their audiences, and the distinct learning 
and social opportunities that result. The first presentation 
explores the content and design of Webkinz World, a site 
aimed at elementary school-aged users, as a sociocultural 
context for informal learning. The presenters will examine 
how the game is designed in ways that both empower and 
restrict the learning of young players, and how various 
stakeholders influence the degree of empowerment (or lack 
thereof) that young people experience in this space. The 
second presentation focuses on the ways in which Barbie 
Girls and Webosaurs, sites primarily aimed at young women 
and young men respectively, offer diverse supports for 
learning and development. The presentation highlights how 
gender is represented and constructed in these spaces and 
how such representations might impact young players’ 
perceptions of the social roles and life opportunities 
available to them both within and outside of these virtual 
worlds. The third presentation examines Karunatree: a web 
and mobile game designed to help children understand and 
respond to environmental challenges. Karunatree inverts 
conventional role structures by giving children the 
opportunity to teach as well as to learn. That is, as the game 
helps children grasp the causal connections that mediate 
environmental change, they are simultaneously given the 
means to communicate that knowledge to others by 
creating, geotagging, and distributing environmentally-
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Youth Digital Media and 
Empowerment  
 
  

themed media projects. Apps for GPS-enabled mobile 
devices allow adults to “find” these projects at locations 
relevant to their environmental message. Presenters will 
discuss the educational and game design issues involved in 
creating Karunatree, and examine early data regarding 
children’s engagement with the system. 

Collectively, these talks explore a continuum of 
empowerment in virtual worlds, ranging from the highly 
prescriptive and restrictive design of Barbie Girls, to the 
loosely structured opportunities to act on the world of 
Webkinz, and ending with Karunatree’s explicit focus on 
empowering youth to act both within and beyond the 
digital context. By comparing and contrasting the content 
and design of these three spaces, this panel seeks to shed 
light on how virtual environments can be designed in ways 
that effectively support children as active producers of 
knowledge and content, and as individuals who can act on 
the world in positive ways. 
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Efforts like Wikipedia, Mozilla and Creative 
Commons have clearly shaped the world we live 
in. The question is: how – and why – do they 
work? What specific lessons can innovators in the 
world of education and learning borrow? Using 
an interview format this, this session will provide 
an under-the-hood look at how these three 
organizations work.  
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This panel of Smart Communities’ Tech Organizers will provide 
a stimulating dialogue about digital media learning in Chicago’s 
five new Digital Excellence Communities. Each panelist 
represents four out of five chosen communities by the City of 
Chicago’s Digital Excellence initiative which is funded by Broad 
Band USA, and the MacArthur Foundation. 

Specifically, this panel of Tech Organizers will reflect on their 
experience as Tech Organizers who promote digital literacy 
and civic leadership development in five Chicago 
neighborhoods. Each Tech Organizer will discuss various 
theoretical models they have developed and put into practice, 
to address the complexities of working with predominantly 
working class communities to adopt effective and everyday use 
of digital media tools and broadband services. Central 
examples that will be elaborated in this discussion is the 
current work Tech Organizers are doing with local small 
businesses—mom and pop shops—which entails outlining to 
local business owners how the adoption of technology and 
digital media tools can expand and sustain their business 
growth over the next five years. Furthermore, this panel will 
detail the myriad of strategies used to engage, educate, and 
strengthen residents’ digital illiteracies. In order to fully etch 
out the contours of digital media learning in ethnically diverse 
communities, the panel will include an interactive slide show 
presentation detailing our current findings. 

Each Tech Organizer represents a specific demographic within 
their respective Chicago communities. 

• Auburn Gresham- African American • Englewood- African 
American • Chicago Lawn- Latino/African-
American/European • Pilsen- Mexican American • Humboldt 
Park- Puerto Rican American 

 

Supporting 
Participatory Culture 
Without Undermining 
It: Balancing Tensions 
of Agency and 
Structure 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom V 
 
DATE: 
3/5/2011 
 
TIME:  
11:00-12:30 PM 
  

New media technologies provide today’s youth with 
unprecedented opportunities to express themselves 
creatively, collaborate on large-scale projects, and engage 
meaningfully in civic activities. Many young people are 
experiencing new possibilities of agency as they use digital 
media to follow their interests and create new opportunities 
for themselves. 

But interest-driven exploration, on its own, does not 
necessarily lead to expertise and competence. Often, young 
people need support and structure to develop more complex 
media productions, engage with more complex concepts, 
and learn to navigate more complex systems. 

The panel will examine this tension between agency and 
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structure. 

On one hand, the panel will discuss what types of structures 
are needed in youth learning environments to support a full 
range of creative expression and conceptual development – 
enabling young people to grow increasingly sophisticated 
over time in how they use new media tools to explore ideas 
that are personally relevant and socially significant. 

On the other hand, the panel will examine how these 
structures might undermine the interest-driven engagement 
and agency that are critical to participatory culture. The 
panel will discuss how enforcement of adult-developed 
learning agendas could potentially transform participation 
into an act of compliance as opposed to one of liberation 
and joy. 

The panel brings together four leading researchers involved 
in the design and study of creative learning environments. 
Each of the panelists will share specific examples from their 
own research environments, highlighting the tensions and 
trade-offs between agency and structure. Then, the panelists 
will engage in back-and-forth discussion (including questions 
from the audience), aiming to develop strategies for dealing 
with this tension. 
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Digital technologies increasingly mediate participation in 
social, cultural, economic, political and civic life. Ensuring 
that all young people have access to these opportunities is 
therefore a question of social justice that educators need to 
consider, with many schools working to ensure that their 
students take advantage of these opportunities. The ways 
that young people engage with digital media are bound to 
the diverse ways that they engage and participate in their 
own changing communities and cultural practices. Ensuring 
that young people have access to the opportunities afforded 
by digital media therefore means that we need to examine 
how our endorsement of certain digital practices may 
devalue other forms of practice, and hence further 
marginalize those who are already disadvantaged. We need 
to consider how young people’s different orientations 
towards digital media are shaped by broader cultural 
practices. If we want to support young people’s learning with 
and through digital media, then we need to find ways to 
understand and build on the meanings and values produced 
within their diverse and changing communities and cultural 
practices. This panel will therefore critically consider 
questions of social justice and equality within digital media 
and learning drawing on research from the UK and USA. 
Lyndsay Grant (Futurelab / University of Bristol, UK) will 
share research that explored the ways in which children’s 
digital cultures are valued or  marginalized within school 
contexts and consider how we support young people’s plural 
and diverse digital cultures while addressing questions of 
entitlement and equality. 

Alison Oldfield (Futurelab, UK) will draw on the co-
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development of websites that aimed to support young 
people facing barriers associated with social exclusion and 
disability and discuss the challenges of making more 
inclusive digital media platforms. 

Sarah Payton (Futurelab, UK) will discuss schools’ roles and 
classroom approaches for supporting young people to 
develop the digital literacies that enable them to take 
advantage of digital opportunities and explores the 
relationship between subject disciplines and digital media 
cultures. 

Christo Sims (University of California, Berkeley) will draw on 
research from a New York City middle school that promotes 
digital media production and game-based learning; he will 
consider how different digital media practices figure in 
negotiations over socio-cultural identification at school. 

CJ Pascoe (Colorado College) will act as respondent for this 
panel. 
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What does it take for participatory learning projects to be 
adopted in U.S. classrooms? This panel will look at the 
successful classroom adoption of select Digital Media and 
Learning Competition projects, exploring the qualities and 
best practices that made school-based participatory learning 
projects possible. What do these examples suggest about 
opportunities and barriers to school adoption? Panelists will 
examine the dynamic interplay between teachers and 
schools, and address different pieces that may potentially 
impact school adoption, including Race to the Top and U.S. 
Department of Education initiatives.  
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IGNITE TALKS // Saturday, March 5 // 1:30-2:30 PM 
 

Ignite Talks 
 
ORGANIZERS 
danah  boyd (Microsoft 
Research)   
 
Alex Leavitt (Microsoft 
Research/MIT) 
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1:30-2:30 PM 
 

Mydhili Bayyapunedi (Harvard Graduate School of Education) 
Infographics to teach life skills to street children 
 
Tom Boellstorff (University of California, Irvine)          
Overlay: Two Theses on Education and the Immersive Society 
  
Peter Carlson  (Masters of Urban Education student at UCLA, 
Practicing 9th grade English instructor at Manual Arts High 
School in Central Los Angeles, California) 
Rewriting Classroom Space with Critical Media Literacy 
 
Mike Edwards (Parsons The New School for Design, School of 
Art, Media and Technology/Fordham University)          
Teaching Creativity Through Collaboration! 
  
Jessica Klein (New Youth City Learning Network) and Atul 
Varma (Mozilla Labs)          
Enter the Hackasaurus: If captioning is an option, we would like 
our talk's caption to be ""RAWR"" 
 
Jeffrey Lipton  (Cornell University, Fab@School and 
Fab@Home projects) 
Creation as Education: the power of personal manufacturing in 
the classroom 
  
Marcelo Saldanha (Instituto Bem Estar Brasil – ONG/OSCIP) 
         
Digital Communities – Virtual Space of Local and Regional 
Development 
 
Spencer Striker (University of Wisconsin, Whitewater)  
Using Game Media to Build a Project Based Learning 
Environment – GameZombie TV 
 
Eve Tulbert (Capaz International/UCLA / UT Austin Youth Arts) 
         
Capaz International: Building an Artisan Network to Help the 
Worlds' Recycling Youth 

 

SESSION IX // Saturday, March 5 // 3:00-4:30 PM 
 
K-12 Schools as Anchor 
Institutions 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom I 
 
DATE 

Two recent FCC orders have opened the door for schools, 
libraries, and other public institutions to design more 
effective wireless Internet services and serve as an Internet 
anchor to surrounding communities. This workshop aims to 
build momentum for a framework and pilot program that 
can take advantage of the access and learning opportunities 
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enabled by these FCC orders. 

In an order reforming universal service and the E-rate 
program, the FCC enabled schools and libraries to lease 
fiber, provide Internet access to the surrounding community 
and residential education programs, and extend the learning 
day with off-campus wireless learning devices. In a separate 
order on “white spaces,” the FCC opened the door to a 
repurposing of the unused spectrum in television bands for 
a wide range of new applications. Schools and other 
providers will soon use this spectrum as a super Wi-Fi signal 
that enables Internet access far beyond the range of 
existing wireless connections. 

Together, these regulatory innovations could lead to a 
blossoming of Internet availability and digital learning tools 
in rural and low-income areas that currently lack broadband 
Internet infrastructure. Our workshop addresses the legal, 
technical, pedagogical, and social challenges of bringing 
about these opportunities. 

First, how can schools and libraries work within the FCC’s 
legal and technical framework and function as effective 
network anchors even in the face of limited network 
management expertise and low IT budgets? The FCC has 
largely left the door open as to how schools will build and 
manage these new network spaces; we need to locate 
ambitious institutions prepared to meet this technical 
challenge. 

Second, how can schools and libraries maintaining these 
networks best educate students and members of the 
surrounding community to engage with the Internet in a 
positive, safe, and productive manner? 

Finally, what modifications do we (along with Moodle, 
ck12.org, Sakai, etc) need to make to existing media, 
blogging, and social networking tools to promote effective 
and widespread digital learning within schools and beyond 
the school day? What idea-sharing and collaborative 
platforms remain to be built? What are best practices in 
building educational interfaces? 

In conjunction with funding offered under the Broadband 
Technology Opportunities Program, these FCC orders offer 
a real chance to figure out how to deploy extremely low-
cost wireless Internet access to schools and communities 
that desperately need it. This workshop will spur creative 
thinking about how to enable schools to prove the 
educational and civic value of widespread community 
Internet access. 

  
INVITED SESSION: The 
Politics of User-
Generated Content 
 
LOCATION 
Intl Ballroom III 
 

The Internet is filled with user-generated content, ranging 
from photos shared through social media to collectively 
produced Wikipedia entries to video remixes to image-based 
memes. Networked technology makes it easy for people to 
produce and share content, but only a small minority of 
young people is really taking advantage of these capacities. 
While some educators are beginning to see the potential or 
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user generated content to drive learning and engagement, 
we're still very early in understanding the nature of this 
potential and what the barriers are to realizing it. 
Considering tensions with established media industries, 
generational differences, challenges to existing social norms 
of authorship and intellectual property, the panel will 
interrogate the politics and values of user-generated 
content, what it means to participate, and what dynamics 
emerge as a result.  
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Adaptability: Open, 
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How can researchers and designers plan for collaborative 
systems that expect significant local input? How can we 
design learning systems and activities that are open, 
incomplete, and adaptable? This panel will present four 
examples of research-and-design projects that have shown 
the need for continuing, as-you-go adaptation, 
communication, and negotiation among stakeholders. 
Traditional roles such as Researcher, Designer, Implementer, 
and User become fluid, overlap, and combine. Systems get 
re-purposed, capabilities re-appropriated, and new goals and 
possibilities emerge. 

In each example, software and media enter new local 
ecologies, stakeholders find temporary and changing mutual 
accommodations among their interests and perspectives. 
Designers can no longer rely on stable, predictable needs 
and functions. Researchers need to shift from documenting 
causal effects to identifying and cataloguing patterns and 
possibilities. After sharing these examples, we want to 
dialogue with the DML community about implications and 
future directions. 

Jay Lemke, will introduce the panel and report on a project 
that is transplanting Quest Atlantis, a learning gameworld, to 
a play-comes-first after-school setting. Local adaptation has 
included changing priorities, widening the user age-range, 
modifying affordances, and linking in-game activity to other 
forms of play and learning. Affective dimensions are 
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particularly important. 

Rachel Cody-Pfister, will discuss the creation of an after-
school World of Warcraft activity combining gaming with 
book discussions. The activity emerged from collaborations 
between teenagers and researchers and integrated the 
constraints and goals of a community center, the teenagers, 
researchers, and media. This case highlights the importance 
of adaptability and (re)appropriation. 

Robert Lecusay, will present a case study of a multi-
institutional research collaborative organized to develop and 
test an after-school physics tele-mentoring activity (PTA). 
This case identifies tensions and contradictions emerging 
from differences in goals and expectations of participating 
institutions, and examines how these were consequential for 
the development of the activity system. Sustained inter-
institutional communication is needed to accommodate 
emergent and unanticipated transformations in the local 
implementation of learning activities. 

Ivan Rosero, will report on the second iteration of a learning 
activity (OWA), which has had success in engaging and 
motivating kids at a low-income community center. OWA's 
socio-material ecology is a situated response to the kids’ 
terms of engagement and simultaneously an expression of 
multiple institutional interests and starting-points for further 
institutional commitments through which OWA can grow 
and reproduce. These "internal" and "external" aspects of the 
project can be seen as an open network of actors and 
artifacts through which OWA comes to life.  
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New collectives like the HASTAC Scholars function in the 
powerful tension that exists between traditional learning 
institutions and a collaborative, dispersed, virtual learning 
space. Two hundred HASTAC Scholars from 75 universities 
currently participate in this new collective, and represent a 
transformative model for the future of learning institutions. 
There is a mythology of technology that can obscure this 
tension, creating the illusion that new collectives are free, 
and that they run themselves without institutional support. In 
this panel, we address the “invisible” work and unusual real-
world infrastructures that make a multi-institutional, 
interdisciplinary, decentralized virtual collective a credible 
and impactful learning space. We seek to address the 
following tensions: 1) what choices must be made about 
hierarchy and decentralization, 2) what unique elements 
must be in place, and what crucial technologies must exist, in 
order for the new collective to perform; 3) how do HASTAC 
Scholars use the new collective as part of their learning, and 
how does their institution support or constrain this learning; 
4) what can this type of new collective achieve, and how 
could this model transfer to other kinds of learning.  
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This panel includes four presentations that address the 
theme “Youth, Digital Media, and Empowerment” by 
exploring the opportunities and obstacles to youth 
empowerment online. Drawing on their research findings and 
practical experiences in schools, presenters consider the role 
that educators can and should play in supporting youth to 
become empowered users of digital media. The first 
presentation shares results from a 2010 nationwide poll 
about parents’ and teens’ attitudes toward privacy. 
Presenters discuss the implications of these findings with 
respect to safety, security, and ethics. In this discussion, they 
consider the evolving nature of privacy and the impact of 
governmental policy on education, privacy statements, opt-
in versus opt-out policies, and targeted advertising. The 
second presentation shares findings from in-depth interviews 
with 41 middle school students attending school in the 
Boston area who were asked to reflect on their experiences 
with and approaches to privacy, both online and offline. The 
majority of subjects felt that it is difficult to create privacy 
online; the only control they can exert, many said, is by not 
participating in online spaces, which few of them are willing 
to do. Notably, most subjects said they had never spoken 
with a teacher about such issues. Presenters consider how 
educators could help students manage their privacy online in 
such a way that promotes students' sense of agency over 
their online actions. Next, drawing on conversations with five 
classroom teachers in Northern California, the third 
presentation shares school-based trends that limit and police 
middle and high school students’ internet access and usage. 
The presenter discusses teachers’ efforts to navigate these 
school-based policies and to change their own pedagogical 
practices in order to empower students as users and 
producers of digital media. The final presentation considers 
the particular supports that students in urban special 
education programs need to become empowered users of 
media and technology. Drawing from two case studies of 
middle school students in Los Angeles, the presenter will 
highlight ways in which teachers can use digital media to 
challenge expectations about which students are capable of 
engaging in critical and creative literacy activities. To 
conclude the panel, presenters will reflect on the 
connections among their independent lines of work and 
invite audience members to consider the implications of 
these connections with respect to schools’ role in promoting 
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youth empowerment online. 
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This panel is designed to illuminate some of the emergent 
challenges and opportunities connected to digital media, 
youth, and learning. As we begin to think with greater rigor 
about the role of technology in the education of young 
people how do social media technologies specifically, afford 
new ways to engage young learners? Moreover, how do 
young people's digital media practices and peer-driven 
learning ecologies compel us to rethink what it means to be 
a learner in the digital age. This panel offers insights into 
designing learning futures.  

 

 



DEMOS & EXHIBITION SPACE INFORMATION
About the Mozilla Science Fair
Remember Science Fairs in grade school?  The Mozilla version involves grown-ups and cocktails, but it’s pretty 
much the same concept.  Smart people who are passionate about their super-cool projects—research, learning 
models, web projects, software, experiments—want to show you what they’re working on and get your feed-
back and ideas. They’ll bring out their prototypes, wireframes, maps, charts, and crazy ideas while you explore 
and engage. Featuring 20+ awesome people and projects, including NYC Learning Network, P2PU, Popcorn/
butter, Remixing Gender, Roadtrip Nation, School of Webcraft, WhyVille, YOUmedia Chicago, Hackasaurus, 
Fab@Home, Critical Commons, FutureClass, and more. 

About the Demos & Exhibit Space
The Demo and Exhibit space, sponsored by the Pearson Foundation, will be open between 12:30-5:30pm and 
7:00 - 8:30 pm on Friday, March 4th. The demos include a range of organizations, including the HASTAC/
MacArthur Foundation Digital Media & Learning Competition showcase winners (indicated by a *). The 2010 
Competition, in collaboration with President Obama’s Educate to Innovate initiative and National Lab Day, chal-
lenged designers, inventors, entrepreneurs and researchers to create learning labs for the 21st Century, novel 
digital environments that promote building and tinkering in new and innovative ways. Winners of the Competi-
tion were drawn from two categories: 21st Century Learning Lab Designers ($30,000 to $200,000) and Game 
Changers ($5,000 to $50,000).  Learning Lab Designer awards were for learning environments and digital 
media-based experiences that allow young people to grapple with social challenges through activities based 
on the social nature, contexts, and ideas of science, technology, engineering and math. Game Changers awards 
were for creative levels designed with either LittleBigPlanet™ or Spore™ Galactic Adventures that offer young 
people learning opportunities and engaging game play.

Booth 1 & 2: SMALLab
The Situated Multimedia Art Learning Lab [SMALLab] is an environment developed by a collaborative team of 
media researchers from education, psychology, interactive media, computer science, and the arts. SMALLab is 
an extensible platform for semi-immersive, mixed-reality learning. By semi-immersive, we mean that the medi-
ated space of SMALLab is physically open on all sides to the larger environment. Participants can freely enter 
and exit the space without the need for wearing specialized display or sensing devices such as head-mounted 
displays (HMD) or motion capture markers. Participants seated or standing around SMALLab can see and hear 
the dynamic media, and they can directly communicate with their peers that are interacting in the space. As 
such, the semi-immersive framework establishes a porous relationship between SMALLab and the larger physi-
cal learning environment. By mixed-reality, we mean that there is an integration of physical manipulation ob-
jects, 3D physical gestures, and digitally mediated components. By extensible, we mean that researchers, teach-
ers, and students can create new learning scenarios in SMALLab using a set of custom designed authoring tools 
and programming interfaces. SMALLab supports situated and embodied learning by empowering the physical 
body to function as an expressive interface. Within SMALLab, students use a set of “glowballs” and peripherals 
to interact in real time with each other and with dynamic visual, textual, physical and sonic media through full 
body 3D movements and gestures. 

Booth 3: The MIT Press
The MIT Press is the only university press in the United States whose list is based in science and technology. 
This does not mean that science and engineering are all we publish, but it does mean that we are committed to 
the edges and frontiers of the world -- to exploring new fields and new modes of inquiry. We are a major pub-
lishing presence in fields as diverse as architecture, social theory, economics, cognitive science, and computa-
tional science, and we have a long-term commitment to both design excellence and the efficient and creative 
use of new technologies. The MIT Press also publishes The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation 
Series on Digital Media and Learning that examines the effect of digital media tools on how people learn, net-
work, communicate, and play, and how growing up with these tools may affect peoples sense of self, how they 
express themselves, and their ability to learn, exercise judgment, and think systematically.

Booth 4: Toontastic
Give a young child a couple of toys or a box of crayons and he or she is likely to play for hours, deeply en-
grossed in an imaginary world. In both art and dramatic play, children construct settings, create fictional char-
acters, and act out fantastic storylines that would be the envy of many Hollywood scriptwriters. Yet, ask that 
same child to write out a story in a blank notebook or a word processor and you would be lucky to capture a 
fraction of the depth and splendor of his or her imagination. Play inspires and scaffolds the creative process 
from an early age, but there is a persistent gap between the origins of imaginative play (ages 4-5) and kids’ 
adoption of the formal discipline of creative writing (ages 8-10). At Launchpad Toys, we’re using mobile de-
vices like the iPad to bridge this gap between informal and formal learning, to harness the power of play to help 
children capture and share their ideas with other kids around the world. Designed in partnership with Stanford’s 
School of Education, Startl, and Zeum: San Francisco’s Children’s Museum, Toontastic is a Creative Learning tool 



that blends Constructionist and Social Development theories to empower young children to create, learn, and 
share their ideas through play. Our Learning Goals are threefold: 1. Empower young children to share their ideas 
and stories with friends and family by bridging the gap between formal writing and imaginative play.; 2. Intro-
duce and guide key storytelling principles like Character, Setting, Story Arc, and Emotion to help structure kids’ 
creative writing.; 3. Promote cultural literacy through ToonTube: A Global Storytelling Network for Kids, by Kids.

Booth 5: Minneapolis Institute of Arts
The Minneapolis Institute of Arts has launched a new media-enhanced tour program where tour guides in-
tegrate a range of rich media content (audio, video, images and interactive media) into group tours using 
tablet-based computers (iPads). The new iPad tours put on-the-spot access to content via technology into the 
hands of tour guides and museum visitors. The guides facilitating the media-enhanced tours are trained on: 1) 
researching, gathering and preparing media; 2) organizing these materials on the devices; 3) manipulating and 
presenting the media in front of an audience; 4) strategies for spontaneously responding to visitor queries. The 
tour guide training is built upon a research and assessment aimed at designing and delivering effective tours 
and, ultimately identifying a set of best practices. Tour guides’ ability to be responsive, that quality that explains 
the popularity of live tours, is multiplied greatly by their ability to integrate digital media content. Using multi-
media to put works of art into context, for example, comparisons, artist interviews, or process demonstrations, 
takes visitors beyond museum walls and provides new opportunities to establish personal connections with tour 
content. Visitors can also contribute to tour content on the spot by requesting or recommending what infor-
mation is researched. Tour guides integrating digital material via technology into a tour will transform museum 
teaching and learning in ways that were not possible before.

Booth 6: Remix Learning: iRemix Platform
Remix Learning provides an easy-to-use, customizable social learning network for primary and secondary edu-
cation that can be quickly and affordably implemented as a hosted solution. Our iRemix platform connects chil-
dren and adolescents with extended learning and mentorship opportunities in schools, community programs, 
and at home. Educators can now leverage social networking in a safe solution for educational environments, 
leveraging social tools and integrating both recommended and custom goal and standard-based curriculum.  
Our technology enables students to learn anytime, anywhere for both school and after-school based programs.

Booth 7: Youth AppLab*
In the Youth AppLab, high school students in the District of Columbia design software and mobile apps in 
an after-school program that supplements their formal learning in computer science. They conceive, develop 
and co-create their own Android Apps. Ultimately, students and their apps will compete for internships with 
technology-based startup companies in and around the DC area. Representing the diverse populations under-
represented in computer science careers today, particularly African-American and Hispanic males and females, 
the Youth AppLab inspires students’ thoughts and perspectives about technology and the pursuit of careers in 
science and technology.

Booth 8: Scratch & Share* 
Scratch & Share: Collaborating with Youth to Develop the Next Generation of Creative Software Scratch is a 
free, graphical programming language that enables young people from age 8 up to create their own interactive 
stories, games, animations, and simulations. Originally launched in 2007, this next generation of Scratch ex-
pands opportunities for young people to share ideas, collaborate on projects, and develop as creative thinkers. 
Scratch & Share enlists youth and teen online community members as active development partners, and allows 
them to share projects across mobile platforms, to integrate them into social media including Facebook and 
Twitter, and to remix them more seamlessly.

Booth 9: Fab@School*
Fab@School: A Digital Fabrication Laboratory for the Classroom introduces K-12 students to the excitement and 
power of mathematical analysis and modeling, digital fabrication, and engineering by encouraging imaginative 
and collaborative experimentation, invention, design, and creation. Adapting a low-cost open-source emergent 
digital fabrication system for school use, Fab@School provides students the satisfying experience of taking 
their concepts-from geometric structures to simple machines to usable products-from mind’s eye to physical 
form. A complementary curriculum aligned with school standards fosters the further development of STEM 
skills by posing challenges and presenting models that spur inquiry and inspire students’ original designs.

Booth 10: Mobile Action Lab*
Youth Radio’s Mobile Action Lab: Programming Apps for Collaborative Community Change networks emerging 
entrepreneurs, participants who propose, develop, and market online and mobile apps. Apps tackle topics that 
youth have identified as addressing a pressing need in their communities-for example, apps that re-distribute 
free healthy produce across urban neighborhoods, improve youth-police relations, and spark youth expres-
sion while reimagining the sound of news. The Lab will mobilize participation through incentives such as access 
to experts, customized ringtones, and community competitions. The Mobile Action Lab was formed to enable 
young people not just to use but to create the kinds of digital tools that increasingly determine who knows 
what, how knowledge travels, and what makes change possible.



Booth 11: No2NOx*
No 2 Nox: Connecting travel logs with simulation, gaming, and environmental education is an online game that 
personalizes environmental education by linking learning to a player’s personal life to illustrate the positive 
impact of simple, everyday choices. Players upload real, GPS-gathered personal travel data into a competitive 
game. During the course of game play, players author what-if-scenarios and are provided with an analysis of 
potential fuel savings and ways they can reduce pollution by making alternative transportation choices, such as 
alternative fuel vehicles, public transportation, consolidation of trips, bicycling and walking. NO2NOx is being 
designed and beta-tested with middle school students as part of an environmental science curriculum.

Booth 12: Conservation Connection*
Conservation Connection: From the West Side to the West Pacific engages American youth from the West Side 
of Chicago and Fijian youth in the West Pacific in stewardship of Fijian coral reefs through direct involvement in 
the scientific process. Fusing virtual and real experiences, the project uses a combination of WhyReef (the vir-
tual coral reef in Whyville.net), web-casting, video blogging, and a customized social networking site (FijiReef) 
to connect youth around the issue of environmental conservation. Directed virtual activities will be supplement-
ed by direct contact with marine biologists and various Fijian conservation NGOs, as well as with guided visits to 
museums, aquaria, and live reefs. 21st Century Learning Lab Designers. 

Booth 13: Click! The Online Spy School*
Combining social networking elements with a virtual laboratory, Click! The Online Spy School: Engaging girls in 
STEM activities, peer networking, and gaming is a web-based, augmented-reality game for teen girls featuring 
the fictional “spy school,” the Click! Agency. At the Click! Agency girls collaborate in a science-based social net-
work to solve mysteries in biomedical science, environmental protection, and expressive technology. Throughout 
the online experience, virtually connected Click! Senior Agents mentor and motivate girls, emphasizing critical 
thinking, problem solving, group sourcing, and social action to solve real-world science-based challenges. Spy 
girls can share results with fellow spy girls around the world via the Click!Online community. 21st Century Learn-
ing Lab Designers

Booth 14: EcoBugs*
A game aimed at learners aged 7 to 11, EcoBugs encourages learners’ interest in the environment as they ex-
plore their surroundings to create, collect, and monitor the health of virtual ‘bug’ species. Players design their 
own virtual bugs to release into the wild, but must consider the environmental conditions of their particular 
surroundings to insure survival after release. Bug colonies are located using maps, accessed on player’s phones 
or computers, and specimens are collected when a player goes to that location-whether in a school, a local 
neighborhood, or a national park-with a GPS-enabled mobile. When biological or environmental factors cause a 
population decrease, players must work together to figure out how to improve the situation. 21st Century Learn-
ing Lab Designers

Booth 15: Game Changers: EA Spore ™*
Creatures Classified! An exploration of cataloging creatures across the galaxy 
In this Spore™ adventure, fifth graders, acting as “intergalactic speciologists,” learn how to collect and organize 
scientific data as it applies to the classification system. Armed with a science field journal, players must navigate 
progressively more complex and challenging planets, collecting data, and classifying the myriad species they 
encounter based on the evolutionary and physical characteristics of the creatures. All the while they are learn-
ing and having their own intergalactic adventure! Accompanying them on this journey in the real-world will be 
a hand-held field guide that teachers can customize and students can personalize, an iPhone/Droid app that 
parents can use to quiz their children about what they learned from their adventures, and a dynamic, original 
3D cinematic created to engage students in the adventures that are about to unfold. This combination of digital 
storytelling, adventure, and education combined with real-world artifacts will immerse students in all facets of 
science and the classification system.
DIASTEM: Digitally Integrating the Academics of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math 
Leveraging Spore’s™ powerful ability to personalize gameplay, DIASTEM targets STEM-related content that ap-
plies directly to digital game development. Within the Spore™ interface, players will complete challenges-from 
simple math and logic puzzles to more complex physics and engineering construction projects-that are specifi-
cally developed and created to elicit player understanding of game design theory and application.
Mission: Evolution 
In Mission: Evolution, high school students thoroughly analyze the evolutionary science driving the Spore™ game 
engine and investigate the scientific accuracy of the game. Working together to identify principles of evolution-
ary change that are absent from the off-the-shelf version of Spore™, students collaborate to introduce these 
principles into their own missions in Spore™ Galactic Adventures.

Booth 16: Game Changers: Sony LittleBigPlanet ™*
A Day in the Life of a Computer  
A Day in the Life of a Computer introduces middle school and high school students to key concepts of computer 



science using LittleBigPlanet™. Players must navigate the inner workings of a computer, solving puzzles that con-
vey computing principles of increasing difficulty-from simple binary code to more complex programming concepts.
Aeon Quest: Abduction  
In Aeon Quest, LittleBigPlanet™ players are enlisted by a mechanical being from outer space to help save the 
planet Earth. Players must prove their worthiness for the mission by traversing different planets while completing 
a series of missions and puzzles that test an array of skills-from simple math problems to complex logic puzzles.
Discovery Pier: A Whole New Spin on Science and Engineering 
In Discover Pier, LittleBigPlanet™ 2 players are immersed in the high-octane world of an amusement park. While in-
teracting with a variety of thrill rides, in-game lessons teach players the critical principles of physics and engineer-
ing that are at work in each ride, as well as offering simple lessons on how the ride was created. Players can then 
use what they have learned to design and build their own fully rendered and animated amusement park rides.
LittleBigChemistryLab 
LittleBigChemistryLab immerses players in worlds based around real-world chemistry experiments and class-
room demonstrations, including the classic “baking soda and vinegar volcano,” combustion reactions, and the 
“glowing pickle” demo. In these LittleBigPlanet™ levels, players interact with their environment and participate 
in the experiments, exploring chemistry and chemical concepts through engaging gameplay.
Sackboys and The Mysterious Proof 
In Sackboys and The Mysterious Proof, LittleBigPlanet™ players must escape from the Proof family’s century-old 
mansion by solving a series of puzzles using geometric reasoning. With puzzle mechanics driven by geometric 
theorems, students will convert geometric concepts from the classroom into active knowledge through collab-
orative play inspired by precision learning.
Stem Cell Sackboy 
Stem Cell Sackboy takes LittleBigPlanet™ gameplay to the cellular level. Using “SackCell Technology,” play-
ers shrink to microscopic sizes to take part in the growing field of stem cell research and therapy. Players learn 
about the processes of cell growth and reproduction while exploring the importance of stem cell research and 
the ethical issues that surround it.

Booth 17: GLOBAL GIRL MEDIA  
GLOBAL GIRL MEDIA(GGM) develops the voice and self-expression of teenage girls in underserved and margin-
alized communities by training them to become citizen journalists, harnessing the power of new digital media to 
inspire self-esteem, community activism and social change. By linking young women internationally with sea-
soned reporters, educators and filmmakers, GGM empowers girls to make media that matters, improves media 
literacy, and encourages the promotion of healthier media messages about girls and women.
Our model is unique in that it pairs US communities with international cities, creating a peer-to-peer interna-
tional network of girls that are trained to work with small-format video, shot and shared on HD camcorders 
and cell phones.  Based in Los Angeles but working internationally, GlobalGIrl Media firmly believes that work-
ing with young women around the world to find and share their authentic voice is an investment in our global 
future.  www.globalgirlmedia.org

Booth 18: HASTAC/DML Competition
HASTAC (“haystack”) is a network of individuals and institutions inspired by the possibilities that new technolo-
gies offer us for shaping how we learn, teach, communicate, create, and organize our local and global communi-
ties.  We are motivated by the conviction that the digital era provides rich opportunities for informal and formal 
learning and for collaborative, networked research that extends across traditional disciplines, across the bound-
aries of academe and community, across the “two cultures” of humanism and technology, across the divide of 
thinking versus making, and across social strata and national borders.

Booth 19:  Out the Window*
In Out the Window, youth collaboratively write and produce videos and TV screen banners that explore aspects 
of their families, blocks, streets, and neighborhoods. These geo-coded messages are transmitted on TV screens 
on the 2200 LA Metro buses that travel throughout the city, transforming the buses into mobile learning labs 
that serve the 7 million Los Angelinos that travel these routes every week, many of whom represent a popula-
tion sometimes not reached by the internet and new media. These multi-platform works will challenge and en-
able youths and riders to connect media, interpretations and place.  21st Century Learning Lab Designers

Booth 20: Hole-in-the-Wall* 
Bridging the digital divide by reaching previously underserved youth in the developing world-urban slums and 
remote-rural populations, ethnic minorities, juvenile home detainees, and children with special needs, Hole-in-
the-Wall: Activity Based E-Learning for Improving Elementary Education in India has installed over 700 inter-
net-enabled public Playground Learning Stations across India, Bhutan, Cambodia and countries in the African 
continent. Game-activities promote experiential learning that is mapped to prescribed primary grade curricula 
across various subjects, Hole-in-the-Wall’s Activity Based E-Learning Solution imparts a playful learning envi-
ronment by encouraging learning through self and group exploration beyond the classroom. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION
About Long Beach 
Long Beach is the fifth-largest city in California and boasts one of 
the busiest ports in the world. Among the most diverse cities in the 
United States, Long Beach is home to the largest Cambodian com-
munity outside of Cambodia, as well as large Latino and African-
American communities and the Gabrielino-Tongva tribe. Cal State 
Long Beach, the flagship campus of the California State University 
system, is on the eastern edge of the city.  The Long Beach Conven-
tion Center is situated in Downtown Long Beach, and is walking 
distance to the water and just a short car or bus ride to many great 
restaurants, parks, museums, and bars. We are grateful to Bill Mau-
rer for much of the information provided about Long Beach and 
local restaurants.

Location
Long Beach is in Los Angeles County. Los Angeles is inland, due North; Orange County is to the Southeast; River-
side is inland and due East. Long Beach is midway between Santa Barbara and Tijuana (each about 3 hours’ drive 
away). Catalina Island is often visible, about 23 miles offshore. 
The ocean is to the South, and looking just over the shoreline you will see the Queen Mary ship, a historic ocean 
liner that has been restored for tours and other events. Looking inland from the Convention Center, you will see 
Signal Hill, where Shell struck oil in 1921, leading to the Southern California oil boom. Looking East, the beach 
curves around to Belmont Pier, where Belmont Shore, one of Long Beach’s neighborhoods and shopping districts, 
is located. 
The islands in the harbor are artificial, built to extract oil, and named after the astronauts who died in the Apollo I 
fire. There are two distinct street grids, one west of Alamitos, and the other east of Alamitos, but note that ad-
dresses listed as “W” (e.g., W 10th St) refer to streets West of Pine, which is now essentially on the western edge 
of the city, and as a result almost every east-west street is labeled “East” such-and-such. Except for the develop-
ment south of Ocean Blvd. toward the Queen Mary and the ocean, the major east-west streets begin with Ocean 
and then are numbered consecutively beginning with 1st St. Broadway is between 2nd and 3rd, Anaheim is be-
tween 12th and 14th, and Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) is between 17th and 19th.

Neighborhood
Long Beach is a city of neighborhoods and two distinct “downtown” areas. “Downtown” proper is the area cen-
tered on Pine Avenue. Here you will find many restaurants and some nightlife. Belmont Shore, to the east, is cen-
tered on the 2nd street shopping distinct. Broadway between Alamitos and past Redondo is another busy street 
with clubs, some boutiques and restaurants, and 4th between Cherry and Junipero is “Retro Row” with a number 
of consignment shops and boutiques, as well as the very popular Portfolio Café on 4th and Junipero.
Adjacent to the downtown is the East Village, home to a couple of truly special restaurants and several art galler-
ies and boutiques. Adjacent to the East Village, Alamitos Avenue divides the older downtown grid from the 1920s 
developments that were settled by oil workers and migrants from the Midwest (hence the moniker “Iowa by the 
Sea.”). The Cambodian Corridor is centered on Anaheim between Alamitos and Redondo. Most of the city’s gay 
and lesbian nightlife is centered on Broadway between Alamitos and Redondo. Inland, north of the 405 freeway, is 
the neighborhood of California Heights and the city of Signal Hill.
Shoreline Village, quite close to the Convention Center, is a tourist and local hangout and there are numerous large 
chain restaurants and souvenir shops. South of Pine and Ocean is “The Pike,” an open-air mall with not much shop-
ping to speak of and a movie theater. Shoreline Drive, between the Aquarium of the Pacific and Shoreline Village, 
has a number of large chain restaurants like Outback and PF Chiang’s. The large building covered with a Wyland 
whale mural is not the Aquarium but the Long Beach Arena.
Visitor information can be found at www.VisitLongBeach.com. 

HOTELS/VENUE INFORMATION
Venue
The Digital Media Learning Conference will be held at the recently renovated Hilton Long Beach & Executive Meet-
ing Center.  This elegant hotel has been awarded Hilton’s Top Guest Service Award for excellence, and has earned 
a three diamond rating from Triple A. Hotel rooms offer luxurious, comfortable accommodations along with com-
plimentary high speed wireless internet.
The Hilton Long Beach offers rooms that are decorated in an international motif reflecting an elegant flair. Guest-
rooms are comfortable, and accommodating. The King Junior suites feature extra and spacious living room area, 
dining table, balcony, refrigerator, complimentary health club admission, and upgraded bathroom amenities. 
The Hilton Long Beach is conveniently located near both the Los Angeles and Long Beach International Airports, 
and is adjacent to the World Trade Center.  Other convenient destinations include Aquarium of the Pacific; the 



Cruise Port of Long Beach and the Long Beach Convention Center.
THE HILTON LONG BEACH // 701 West Ocean Boulevard, Long Beach, CA 90831 // Tel: 1-562-983-3400

TRAVEL
Transportation Information
Long Beach Transit provides free bus shuttle service (called “Passports”) anywhere in downtown Long Beach, 
and charges a minimal fee for transit elsewhere in the city.  
Passport A and D buses travel east along the water towards Belmont Shore, an area with a number of nice 
restaurants and bars.  Passport B provides service east along 4th Street through Retro Row, a strip centered 
around a historic movie theater with many great to many great coffee shops and galleries.  Stops for Passports 
A, B, and D can be found just north of the Convention Center on East Ocean Boulevard.  Passport C provides 
service throughout the downtown area, and stops can be fount along South Pine Avenue just west of the Con-
vention Center.  Taxis can be called from the hotel front desk. The Passport is free downtown and $1.25 else-
where – be sure to have exact change.
Transit information: http://www.lbtransit.com/Services/

Additional Ground Transportation 
Long Beach Airport (LGB)
The Long Beach Airport is 7 miles from the Hilton Long Beach Hotel. The drive time is 15 minutes.
Super Shuttle is offering discounted rates for airport shuttle rides from the Long Beach Airport to the Hil-
ton Long Beach Hotel.  The round trip rate from Long Beach Airport is $30.60.  Reservations may be made 
at:www.SuperShuttle.com – Enter Discount Code 4UHA9
Taxis are approximately $25.00 each way from the Long Beach Airport to the Hilton Long Beach Hotel.

Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
The Los Angeles International Airport is 21 miles from the Hilton Long Beach Hotel. The drive time is 30 min-
utes depending on traffic.
Super Shuttle is offering DML Conference attendees discounted rates on airport shuttle rides from LAX to the 
Hilton Long Beach Hotel. The round trip rate from LAX is $28.90.  Reservations may be made at: 
www.SuperShuttle.com – Enter Discount Code 4UHA9
Taxis are approximately $50.00 each way from the LAX Airport to the Hilton Long Beach Hotel.

Driving Directions
Directions to the Hilton from the Long Beach and Los Angeles airports are available at:http://www1.hilton.com/
en_US/hi/hotel/LGBLHHF-Hilton-Long-Beach-Executive-Meeting-Center-California/directions.do

Hotel Parking:
Hotel Self Parking is available to meeting attendees at a discounted rate of $8.00 per day. Valet Parking is 
available at a rate of $19.00 per day.

FOOD/MEALS 
A number of locally popular restaurants and bars are listed below:
$$$$ = entrees around $20-$40 
$$$ = entrees around $15-$30 
$$ = entrees around $10-$18

Near the Hilton: 
Ascari Ristorante: 701 West Ocean Boulevard (on-site restaurant at the Hilton). (562-983-3400).  Conveniently 
located restaurant with a pretty good selection.  $$$.
Omelette Inn: 318 Pine Avenue, 562-437-5625.  Known for tasty and healthy good.  Great for breakfast.  $$.
Jersey Mike’s Subs: 1 World Trade Center, 562-491-1800.  Great for a quick bite. $.
Daily Grill: 1 World Trade Center #120, 562-753-2170.  Very convenient (albeit slightly overpriced) restaurant for 
burgers and other American fare. $$.

Near the Convention Center:
Auld Dubliner: 71 South Pine Avenue, 562-437-8300.  If you’re okay with a more lively environment, the food 
and service here are great.  This is a great Irish pub with tasty food and a great beer selection.  $$.
California Pizza Kitchen: 61 South Pine Avenue, 562-628-1800.  If you’re looking for a no-thrills bite to eat, this 
chain is a good bet.  The food may be a tiny bit overpriced, but it has decent food and good service. $$.
Islands: 55 South Pine Avenue, 562-436-6590.  A great burger joint located close to the Convention Center.  $$.
Cat Man Blu: 51 South Pine Avenue, 562-216-1590.  A great restaurant and blues bar with a great selection of 
food and wine.  Really fun atmosphere. $$.



Downtown:
Take the Passport bus or a cab.
George’s Greek Cafe: 135 Pine Avenue (north of 3rd), 562-437-1184. A Long Beach institution, family owned 
and operated forever, welcoming and relaxed, live music on Fridays and Saturdays, and flaming cheese. Some 
outdoor seating. Reservations not usually necessary. It’s a bit far up Pine to walk, but George runs a bus from 
the Pine and 1st Passport dropoff directly to the restaurant. $$- $$$ depending on how you order.
Smooth’s Sports Grille: 144 Pine Avenue, 562-437-7700. Australian transplant gone Long Beach native John 
Morris is the owner-operator, and is known as the Mayor of Pine. Don’t be fooled by the millions of flat screen 
TVs and the sportsbar atmosphere: the menu offers the full range, from burgers to elegant pastas, fresh fish 
and creative salads. Big outdoor seating area fronting Pine. Reservations not usually necessary, unless you have 
a large party. This is the place for the Long Beach political crowd to hang out and debate local and national 
politics. $$-$$$.
The Basement Lounge: 149 Linden Avenue, 562-901-9090.  A good bar/lounge spot very close to the Conven-
tion Center.  $$.
Up Lounge: 40 S Locust Avenue, 562-983-2703.  Another really nice bar in the downtown Long Beach area.  
Slightly more upscale lounge on the 14th floor of the building; has really beautiful views overlooking the water 
and the city.  $$.

East Village:
Take the Passport or a cab
555: 555 East Ocean Avenue, between Linden and Atlantic. (562) 437-0626. The best steak in town. Excellent 
fish entrees, too, and a wonderful atmosphere. Reservations recommended. $$$.
Utopia: 445 E 1st St., 562-432-6888. Eclectic menu features California cuisine with a Mediterranean flair. Kam-
ran Assadi, the owner, also is a strong supporter of the arts and often has local artists’ work displayed in the 
restaurant, as well as in his gallery adjacent to it. Some outdoor seating, in the heart of the East Village.
Arts District. $$$. Reservations recommended.

Further afield:
You will need a cab. The restaurants below are listed in order of distance from the Convention Center.
Aki Sushi Bar and Bai-Plu Thai: 1626 E 7th St., (562) 436-8180. Sushi and Thai, together at last. A neighborhood 
institution, in a neighborhood that has depended on business owners like Tara keeping the faith despite serious 
odds. A very, very casual, informal and friendly atmosphere with lots of regulars. Excellent sushi as well as very 
authentic Thai. $$.
La Parolaccia: 2945 E Broadway, 562-438-1235. The best Italian in Long Beach, bar none. Roman transplant 
Stefano Procaccini has recently expanded his modest osteria to include a wood-fired pizza oven and a lot more 
seating. An immensely popular local favorite. Reservations… unclear sometimes whether it’s possible to make a 
reservation, and often there can be a wait; if you speak Italian, call ahead and use it. $$-$$$.
Café Piccolo: 3222 East Broadway, 562-438-1316.  Great Italian restaurant located at Broadway & Obispo.  Has 
more of a quiet, elegant vibe. $$$.
Lasher’s: 3441 E Broadway, 562-433-0153. An American/Californian restaurant with French influences, located 
in a restored Craftsman bungalow, Lasher’s is an area landmark and a local favorite for special occasions. Res-
ervations recommended. $$$$.
The Pot Holder Café: 3700 E Broadway, 562-9305.  One of the best places in Long Beach for breakfast.  $.
Christy’s: 3937 E Broadway, 562-433-7133. Run by Christy Bono (Sonny’s daughter), this highly rated and el-
egant Italian restaurant has an excellent wine list and a classic menu. Reservations recommended. $$$$.
Open Sesame: 5215 East 2nd Street, 562-621-1698.  Delicious, reasonably priced Lebanese food located in Bel-
mont Shore. $.
Sophy’s: 3720 E Anaheim St., (562) 494-1763. A wonderful Cambodian and Thai restaurant, on the edge of the 
Cambodian Corridor. Matt Damon and other stars have dined here – the photos on the wall prove it! Don’t limit 
yourself to the more familiar items on the menu – ask for the Cambodian specialties. Reservations usually un-
necessary. $$.
Frenchy’s: 4137 E Anaheim St., 562-494-8787. In a strange-looking strip mall, but easily one of the best French 
restaurants in all of Los Angeles county.
Reservations recommended. $$$$
Café Gazelle: 191 La Verne Ave, 562-438-5033.  One of the best Italian restaurants in the area.  The downside 
– this hole-in-the-wall can only seat about 20 people at any given time, and does not take reservations.  Call 
ahead to see when might be a good time to come by (the earlier the better), and if it ends up being too busy 
it’s easy enough to roam the Belmont Shore strip for another option.  But the wait for a seat is worth it.  $$. 
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DIGITAL MEDIA AND LEARNING COMPETITION

2010
In collaboration with President Obama’s Educate to  
Innovate initiative and National Lab Day, the 2010  
Competition challenged designers, inventors, entrepre-
neurs, and researchers to create learning labs for the 21st 
Century, digital environments that promote building and 
tinkering in new ways. Announced by Aneesh Chopra, 

were drawn in two categories: 21st Century Learning Lab 
Designers ($30,000 to $200,000)* and Game Changers 
($5,000 to $50,000)*. Learning Lab Designer awards were 
given for learning environments and digital media experi-
ences that allow young people to grapple with challenges 
through activities based on the social nature, contexts, 
and ideas of science, technology, engineering, and math. 
Game Changers awards were for creative levels designed 

Four People’s Choice Awards were also given, chosen by 
the public at large in over twelve hundred votes.  A Game 
Changers Kids Competition ended with 17 winners, and 
the highest ranked winner was congratulated by President 

2009
 
 

Participatory Learning and Young Innovators (for ap-

ranging from $30,000 to $250,000*; in the Young Innova-

$5,000 to $30,000*. 

2008

-

$238,000*; in the 2008 Knowledge-Networking category, 

$72,000*. 

The Digital Media and Learning Competition is supported 
by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation 
and administered by the Humanities, Arts, Science, and 
Technology Advanced Collaboratory (HASTAC).

the most novel uses of new media in support of learning. Over the last three years, the  

Competition has recognized 72 projects—including games, mobile phone applications, virtual 

worlds, and social networks—that explore how digital technologies are changing the way  

people learn and participate in daily life.  

INITIATIVE

www.dmlcompetition.net

* Awards based on amount requested.
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21st Century Learning Lab 
Designer Award Winners

Click! The Online Spy School: 
Engaging girls in STEM activities, 
peer networking, and gaming  
John G. Radzilowicz, Science Center, 
Pittsburgh, PA
$200,000
Combining social networking ele-
ments with a virtual laboratory, 
Click!Online is a web-based, aug-
mented-reality game for teen girls 

the Click! Agency. At the Click! 
Agency girls collaborate in a science-
based social network to solve myster-
ies in biomedical science, environ-
mental protection, and expressive 
technology. Throughout the online 
experience, virtually connected Click! 

girls, emphasizing critical thinking, 
problem solving, group sourcing, 
and social action to solve real-world 

can share results with fellow spy girls 
around the world via the Click!Online 
community.

Conservation Connection: From 
 

Joshua Drew, The Field Museum,
Chicago, IL

Conservation Connection engages 

coral reefs through direct involvement 
-

virtual coral reef in Whyville.net), 
web-casting, video blogging, and a 
customized social networking site 

the issue of environmental conserva-
tion. Directed virtual activities will be 
supplemented by direct contact with 

conservation NGOs, as well as with 
guided visits to museums, aquaria, 
and live reefs.

EcoBugs 
Stephen Sayers , Futurelab Educa-
tion, Bristol, United Kingdom
$100,000

A game aimed at learners aged 7 to 
11, EcoBugs encourages learners’ 
interest in the environment as they 
explore their surroundings to create, 
collect, and monitor the health of 
virtual ‘bug’ species. Players design 
their own virtual bugs to release into 
the wild, but must consider the envi-
ronmental conditions of their particu-
lar surroundings to insure survival af-
ter release. Bug colonies are located 
using maps, accessed on player’s 
phones or computers, and specimens 
are collected when a player goes to 
that location—whether in a school, 
a local neighborhood, or a national 

When biological or environmental 
factors cause a population decrease, 

out how to improve the situation.

Fab@School: A Digital Fabrication 
Laboratory for the Classroom 
Glen Bull, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA
$185,000

-
dents to the excitement and power of 
mathematical analysis and modeling, 

Click! The Online Spy School

Fab@School
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digital fabrication, and engineering by 
encouraging imaginative and collab-
orative experimentation, invention, 
design, and creation. Adapting a low-
cost open-source emergent digital 
fabrication system for school use, 

satisfying experience of taking their 
concepts—from geometric structures 
to simple machines to usable prod-
ucts—from mind’s eye to physical 
form. A complementary curriculum 
aligned with school standards fosters 

skills by posing challenges and pre-
senting models that spur inquiry and 
inspire students’ original designs.

Hole-in-the-Wall: Activity Based 
E-Learning for Improving  
Elementary Education in India 
Himanshu Tayal, Hole-in-the-Wall 
Education Limited, New Delhi, India

Winner)
Bridging the digital divide by reach-
ing previously underserved youth 
in the developing world—urban 
slums and remote-rural populations, 

detainees, and children with spe-
cial needs—Hole-in-the-Wall has 
installed over 700 internet-enabled 

-
tions across India, Bhutan, Cam-
bodia, and countries in the African 
continent. Game-activities promote 
experiential learning that is mapped 
to prescribed primary grade curricula 

the-Wall’s Activity Based E-Learning 

environment by encouraging learning 
through self and group exploration 
beyond the classroom.

Mobile Action Lab: Programming 
Apps for Collaborative  
Community Change 
Lissa Soep, Youth Radio-Youth
Media International, Oakland, CA
$200,000

networks emerging entrepreneurs, 
participants who propose, develop, 
and market online and mobile apps. 
Apps tackle topics that youth have 

-
ing need in their communities—for 
example, apps that re-distribute 
free healthy produce across urban 
neighborhoods, improve youth-police 
relations, and spark youth expression 
while reimagining the sound of news. 
The Lab will mobilize participation 
through incentives such as access to 
experts, customized ringtones, and 
community competitions. The Mobile 
Action Lab was formed to enable 

create the kinds of digital tools that 
increasingly determine who knows 
what, how knowledge travels, and 
what makes change possible.

NO2NOx:  
Better Routes to Better Lives 
Ann McDonald, Northeastern Univer-
sity, Boston, MA
$150,000 (People’s Choice Award 
Winner)
NO2NOx is an online game that 
personalizes environmental educa-
tion by linking learning to a player’s 
personal life to illustrate the positive 
impact of simple, everyday choices. 

personal travel data into a com-
petitive game. During the course of 
game play, players author what-if-
scenarios and are provided with an 
analysis of potential fuel savings 
and ways they can reduce pollution 
by making alternative transporta-
tion choices, such as alternative 
fuel vehicles, public transportation, 
consolidation of trips, bicycling, and 
walking. NO2NOx is being designed 
and beta-tested with middle school 
students as part of an environmental 
science curriculum.

Out the Window 
Anne Bray, LA Freewaves,
Los Angeles, CA
$100,000 (Best in Class: Youth  
Partners/Co-Producers)
In Out the Window, youth collab-
oratively write and produce videos 
and TV screen banners that explore 
aspects of their families, blocks, 
streets, and neighborhoods. These 
geo-coded messages are transmitted 
on TV screens on the 2200 LA Metro 
buses that travel throughout the city, 
transforming the buses into mobile 
learning labs that serve the 7 mil-
lion Los Angelinos who travel these 
routes every week, many of whom 
represent a population sometimes 

Hole-in-the-Wall
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not reached by the internet and new 
media. These multi-platform works 
will challenge and enable youths and 
riders to connect media, interpreta-
tions, and place.

Scratch & Share: Collaborating 
with Youth to Develop the Next 
Generation of Creative Software
Mitch Resnick, MIT Media Lab,  
Cambridge, MA

-
ming language that enables young 
people from age 8 up to create their 
own interactive stories, games, ani-
mations, and simulations. Originally 
launched in 2007, this next genera-

-
ties for young people to share ideas, 

enlists youth and teen online commu-
nity members as active development 
partners, and allows them to share 

to integrate them into social media 
including Facebook and Twitter, and 
to remix them more seamlessly.

Youth AppLab
Leshell Hatley, Uplift, Inc.,
Washington, DC
$162,000
In the Youth AppLab, high school 
students in the District of Columbia 
design software and mobile apps in 
an after-school program that supple-
ments their formal learning in com-
puter science. They conceive, devel-
op and co-create their own Android 

apps will compete for internships with 
technology-based startup companies 

-
senting the diverse populations un-
derrepresented in computer science 
careers today, particularly African-
American and Hispanic males and 
females, the Youth AppLab inspires 
students’ thoughts and perspectives 
about technology and the pursuit of 

careers in science and technology.

Game Changer Award  
Winners
 
A Day in the Life of a Computer 
Gemma McLean, Gemixin Limited, 
Coventry, West Midlands,  
United Kingdom
$7,500 
A Day in the Life of a Computer intro-
duces middle school and high school 
students to key concepts of computer 
science using LittleBigPlanet™. 
Players navigate the inner workings 
of a computer, solving puzzles that 
convey computing principles of in-

code to more complex programming 
concepts.

Aeon Quest: Abduction 
Scott Comstock, Woodland Hills, CA
$40,000 (Best in Class: Multiplayer, 
LittleBigPlanet™ only)
In Aeon Quest, LittleBigPlanet™ 
players are enlisted by a mechani-
cal being from outer space to help 
save the planet Earth. Players must 
prove their worthiness for the mis-
sion by traversing different planets 
while completing a series of missions 
and puzzles that test an array of 
skills—from simple math problems to 
complex logic puzzles. 

 
An exploration of cataloging  
creatures across the galaxy 
Mathew Powers, Indiana University, 
Indianapolis, IN
$40,000 (Best in Class: Creatures, 

-
-

Scratch and Share
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-

navigate progressively more complex 
and challenging planets, collect-
ing data, and classifying the myriad 
species they encounter based on the 
evolutionary and physical character-
istics of the creatures. Accompanying 

teachers can customize and students 
can personalize, an iPhone/Droid 
app that parents can use to quiz their 
children about what they learned, 
and a dynamic, original 3D cinematic 
created to engage students in the ad-
ventures. This combination of digital 
storytelling, adventure, and educa-
tion combined with real-world 
artifacts will immerse students in all 

facets of science and the biological 

DIASTEM: Digitally Integrating the 
Academics of Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering, and Math 
Patrick Keller, Albuquerque, NM
$15,000

applies directly to digital game 

interface, players will complete 
challenges—from simple math 
and logic puzzles to more complex 
physics and engineering construc-

developed and created to elicit player 
understanding of game design theory 
and application.

Discovery Pier: A Whole New Spin 
on Science and Engineering 
Josh Hughes, Add-A-Tudez  
Entertainment Company // Team 
KAIZEN, Great Falls, MT
$40,000 (Best in Class: Physics)
In Discovery Pier, LittleBigPlanet™ 
players are immersed in the high-
octane world of an amusement park. 
While interacting with a variety of 
thrill rides, in-game lessons teach 
players the critical principles of 
physics and engineering that are at 
work in each ride, as well as offer-
ing simple computer programming 
lessons on how the ride was created. 
Players can then use what they have 
learned to design and build their own 
fully rendered and animated amuse-
ment park rides.

LittleBigPlanet™ Winners 

River Rush!
William Cuddy, Canada

 
Haley Hanson, USA

The Elements . . .  
and Bombs
Cole Hildebrandt, USA

Almost Impossible
Paras Mehta, USA

Super Spy
Kirk Miller, USA

Spore™ Winners

El Fin 
Samuel Barch, USA

A World Devoid
Davey Barron, USA

Saving Private Roto 
Brock Carter, Canada

Marcellus

The Tomb of Khafra
Philip Greene, 
United Kingdom
 
Island of Illusions
Robert Groome, USA

Jack Hanson, USA

The Ghost Ship
Khloe Ilsley, USA
 
Aronzo and the  
Treasure
Aidan Robak, USA

The Lantern Bearer

Star Jump
Aaron Thomson, USA

The End
Henry Williams, USA

2010 Game Changers Kids Competition  

other partners for the Game Changers Kids Competiton. Part of the annual Digital Media and Learning Competition, the  
Competition supported new and creative user-generated levels and adventures to engage young people in learning in two 

 
 

Jack Hanson of New Mexico for scoring the highest marks in this competition for young game designers.
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LittleBigChemistryLab 
Mark Matthews, Chapel Hill, NC
$10,000
LittleBigChemistryLab immerses 
players in worlds based around real-
world chemistry experiments and 
classroom demonstrations, including 
the classic baking soda and vinegar 
volcano, combustion reactions, and 

LittleBigPlanet™ levels, players in-
teract with their environment and par-
ticipate in the experiments, exploring 
chemistry and chemical concepts 
through engaging gameplay.

Mission: Evolution 
Jennifer Biedler, Michael E. Evans, 
Blacksburg High School,  
Blacksburg, VA
$15,000 (People’s Choice Award 
Winner)
In Mission: Evolution, high school 
students thoroughly analyze the 
evolutionary science driving the 

-

game. Working together to identify 
principles of evolutionary change that 
are absent from the off-the-shelf ver-

to introduce these principles into their 

Adventures.

Sackboys and the Mysterious 
Proof 
Kan Yang Li, New York City, NY
$40,000 (Best in Class: Innovation, 
People’s Choice Award Winner)

Proof, LittleBigPlanet™ players must 
escape from the Proof family’s cen-
tury-old mansion by solving a series 
of puzzles using geometric reason-
ing. With puzzle mechanics driven 

by geometric theorems, students 
convert geometric concepts from 
the classroom into active knowledge 
through collaborative play inspired by 
precision learning.

Stem Cell Sackboy 
David Dino, Azusa, CA
$40,000 (Best in Class: Artistic) 

-
Planet™ gameplay to the cellular 

players shrink to microscopic size 

stem cell research and therapy. 
Players learn about the processes of 
cell growth and reproduction while 
exploring the importance of stem cell 
research and the ethical issues that 
surround it.

2009 Award Winners 

Innovations in Participatory 
Learning Award Winners
 
DevInfo GameWorks: Changing 
the World One Game at a Time
Jeff Kupperman, Community Sys-
tems Foundation, Ann Arbor, MI
$118,000
Over one billion people on our planet 
live on less than $1.00 a day. More 
than 115 million children are denied 
the right to go to school. 30,000 chil-
dren die each day from preventable 
diseases. Through the development 
of a software gaming engine that 
supports the creation, exchange, and 

development data, DevInfo Game-
Works brings wide-ranging informa-
tion on the condition of humanity to 
young people in an engaging, social 
way. DevInfo GameWorks puts learn-
ers in the position of game creators, 

blurring the line between teacher and 
learner to provide opportunities for 
higher-order thinking and creative 
collaboration that expand the ways 
in which young people learn and 
engage with this global information.

DigitalOcean: Sampling the Sea
Constance Penley
University of California, Santa  
Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA
$211,000
DigitalOcean engages middle and 
high school students in 200 class-
rooms around the world in monitor-
ing, analyzing, and sharing informa-

population that, in its implications for 
humans and the ecosystem, dwarfs 
other food issues of our time. Digital-
Ocean uses multi-disciplinary teams 
of students, scientists, and new me-
dia experts, partnering with Google 

engage the next generation of con-
sumers in a global dialogue on the 
interrelationships among local human 

DevInfo Gameworks
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practices, wildlife management, and 
the future of the sea.

Global Challenge 
David Gibson, Global Challenge 
Award, Stowe, VT
$183,000
Global Challenge is an online col-
laborative problem-solving competi-
tion that engages underrepresented 
pre-college students throughout the 

media and social networking tools, 
K-12 students develop and propose 
solutions to complex global problems 
from global warming to the future 

-

travel stipends, and scholarships to 
students who are enhancing their sci-
ence, technology, engineering, and 
mathematical skills while learning 

-
ment from a transnational perspec-
tive. 

History Game Canada 
Thomas Axworthy, Nathon Gunn,
Centre for the Study of Democracy, 
Queen’s University, Kingston,  
Ontario, Canada
$147,000

strategy game platform, History 
Game Canada enhances the history 
learning experience of 12-18 year 
olds by putting them in control of 
early Canadian civilizations—from 
the French and English to the Huron 

imagine historical events from dif-
ferent perspectives or to fantasize 
alternative outcomes to consider not 

also to envision what might have 
been. History Game Canada fosters 
critical thinking, creative problem-
solving, and what it means to make 
or remake national history. An in-
game encyclopedia provides detailed 
historical accounts, while dedicated 
online discussion forums allow play-
ers to share their game experiences 
and discuss potential implications for 
present day Canada with peers and 
experts.

M-Ubuntu: Teachers Building an 
M-Literacy Collaboratory 
Sam Nenngwekhulu, Spectrum 
Primary High School, Johannesburg, 
South Africa
$68,000
Applying the Zulu community-based 

low-threshold mobile phone tech-
nologies to promote mobile literacy 
(m-literacy) by empowering local 
teachers to connect to each other 

reform-minded schools and their 
enthusiastic teachers and learners—

contends with crime and other social 

dislocations accompanying urbaniza-

Botswana, which struggles to serve 
orphans—and links teachers in pri-

Participatory Chinatown
Eric Gordon, Emerson College, 
Janelle Chan, Asian Community 
Development Corporation
Holly St. Clair, Metropolitan Area 
Planning Council, Boston, MA
$170,000
Participatory Chinatown seeks to 
transform the planning practices 
shaping Boston’s Chinatown from 

developers and communities to a 
persistent conversation shaped 
by participatory learning. Marrying 
physical deliberation, virtual interac-
tion and web-input, Participatory 
Chinatown encourages residents of 
all ages without prior urban planning 
experience to participate in the col-
laborative design and development 
of their own public spaces. Par-
ticipants sit side-by-side in physical 
space and simultaneously co-inhabit 
a 3D virtual space where they en-
gage in rapid prototyping and testing 
of urban design proposals. Participa-
tory Chinatown enables communities 
to articulate their vision and strength-
en their internal and external bonds 
to produce better neighborhoods. 
Participatory Chinatown is a collab-
orative effort of the Asian Community 
Development Corporation, Emerson 
College New Media faculty, and the 
Boston Metropolitan Area Planning 
Council.

Playpower
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Playpower: Radically Affordable 
Computer-Aided Learning 
Jeremy Douglass, Derek Lomas, 
Daniel Rehn, University of California, 
San Diego
$180,000
Playpower uses a $12 TV-computer 
(TVC) as a platform for open-source 
participatory design of 8-bit learning 
games that will improve educational 
access for millions of children in the 
developing world and create real 
economic opportunities for adults. 
The TVC uses an existing TV as a 
display and is based on an 8-bit vid-
eo game processor technology that 
is now in the public domain due to 
expired patents. Playpower is work-
ing with partners in Brazil, Ghana, In-

open-source software development 
kit from which local organizations can 
create their own learning games.

Student Journalism 2.0
Alex Kozak, ccLearn, Creative Com-
mons, San Francisco, CA, Esther 
Wojcicki, Palo Alto High School

age requires more than hands-on 
reporting, writing, and publication of 

the capabilities of the Internet for 
virtual collaboration, viral dissemina-
tion, and feedback loops that inform 
and deepen original stories. All of 
these web-based opportunities 
depend on knowledge and proactive 
application of open content licensing, 
such as with Creative Commons, and 
appropriate metatags and technical 

-
gages high school students in under-
standing legal and technical issues 

The lessons learned during this pilot 
-

pation of a national-scale, follow-up 

Talkers and Doers 
Alan Gershenfeld, E-line Ventures
Montclair, NJ
$166,000
Talkers and Doers is a platform 
through which at-risk teens and 
young adults learn about entrepre-
neurship through games that inte-
grate real world learning, mentors, 
opportunities, and services. Focusing 
on areas of interest to youth (e.g., 
fashion, music, games, and com-

Doers: Gear, will feature gameplay 
that seeds ideas and inspires play-
ers to design and sell personalized 
apparel and gear. Kids will work 
together across their social networks 
to develop real world money-making 
opportunities. Players will get feed-
back from successful entrepreneurs, 
be connected to local mentors, and 
engage in peer-to-peer learning to 
bring their visions to fruition.

Tecno.Tzotzil: Participatory  
Learning among Indigenous  
Children in Chiapas 
Yolanda Heredia, Virtual University,
Tecnológico de Monterrey,  
Monterrey, Nuevo León, Mexico

To promote participatory learn-
ing among the indigenous Tzotzil 
children of Chiapas, one of Mexico’s 
poorest communities, Tecno.Tzot-
zil will produce culturally-sensitive 
teaching aids that advance problem-

in which students both produce and 
share relevant materials and learning 
outcomes. The Mexican government 

de Fomento Educativeo (CONAFE), 
a special commission to address 
educationally disadvantaged commu-

Tecno.Tzotzil
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nities. Leveraging low-cost laptops 
to work with two rural schools in 
Chiapas, Tecno.Tzotzil will create 
materials and exercises for use with 
CONAFE’s math and science cur-
riculum.

 
Francois Bar, Annenberg School of
Communication, University of South-
ern California, Los Angeles, CA
$135,000
Vóces Moviles is a university-
community partnership between the 

connects low-wage immigrant day 
laborers in Los Angeles with popular 
communication practitioners, univer-
sity researchers, and open source 
software developers. Together, they 
design, deploy, and use a low-cost, 
mobile multimedia platform that 
promotes everyday sharing and 
dialogue. Through Voces Móviles, 
immigrant workers become citizen 

publishing multimedia stories directly 
from their mobile phones. These sto-
ries represent their own experiences, 
perspectives, and ideas. Voces 
Móviles allows other communities to 
create their own storytelling networks 
so that future uses of the platform 
may expand the possibilities of col-
laboration, dialogue, and cultural 
understanding.

WildLab 
Jared Lamenzo, Mediated Spaces, 
Inc., Brooklyn, NY

By applying the latest mobile phone 
technology to K-12 participatory 
science, WildLab engages students 

in collaborative citizen science and 
encourages local environmental 

internet-connected iPhones as data 
collection devices, WildLab allows 

observations to each other and to 

classroom, students can send their 
data to sponsoring institutions for 
analysis, posit their own questions, 
and develop their own line of inquiry 

Wiki Templates Transforming  
Instructional Environments  

Jennifer Kidd, Old Dominion  
University, Norfolk, VA
$88,000
Through a wiki application and a 
suite of teacher-friendly template 
tools that help teachers and stu-
dents work together to create and 
assess original Wiki-based texts, 
WITTIE helps teachers move to a 
student-centric approach to learning. 

content, write the text, and serve as 

the primary evaluators of the texts 
they create, becoming designers of 
their own educational environments. 
WITTIE will be piloted via two differ-
ent case examples: the creation of a 
student-authored textbook in a higher 
education course; and the building 
of a multi-media collaborative text on 
communities written by K-12  
students across the globe.

 
Sapna Shahani, Video Volunteers 
India, Mumbai, India
$107,000
Offering an unprecedented online 
presence for low-income women 
from across India, WAVE is a unique 
digital platform for Indian women 
aged 18-25. Through videoblogging, 
women who otherwise do not have 
a voice online are given an avenue 
for self-expression and a podium 
from which they can address such 
key issues as health, the environ-
ment, employment, access to basic 
necessities, education, democracy, 
and gender equality. Participants will 
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attend an intensive video training 
camp, where experienced media pro-
fessionals will provide the required 

-
istic skills necessary for empowering 
these young women to tell their sto-
ries and those of their communities.

Young Innovators Award 
Winners

Cellcraft: Exploring the Cell 
Through Computer Games
Anthony Pecorella, Durham, NC
$25,000
Addressing a decreasing interest and 

among American teenagers, Cellcraft 
seeks to engage kids in ways that 
make biological principles personally 
meaningful and relevant. Cellcraft will 
put middle and high school students 

of coordinating all of the organelles 
in order to process food, create new 

-
ing game play, students learn valu-
able biological information while also 
developing organizational, planning, 
coordination, delegation, and logisti-
cal skills.

CivicsLab.com 
Laura Staniland, Pittsburgh, PA
$30,000

-
sylvania region, CivicsLab puts el-
ementary and middle school students 
in virtual control of decision-making in 
their communities to encourage civic 
participation, critical thinking, and 
sense of place. In CivicsLab, players 
will assume positions of power in the 
community from an urban, suburban 
or rural perspective and explore how 
decisions—based on social need 

and demand, proper planning (as 
-

cal pressure, and most importantly, 
their imaginations—might impact the 
community. Through manipulation of 
real mapping information and current 
data sets, students navigate social 
and political pressures to explore the 
cause and effect of civic investment 
and public policy as they attempt to 
create a sustainable future for their 
region.

Digital Democracy Contest 
Daniel Scott Poynter,  
West Lafayette, IN

The growing wealth of governmental 
data online has tremendous potential 
to increase civic engagement. Built 
on the successful Digital Literacy 
Contest, the Digital Democracy Con-
test employs existing online tools to 
help young people explore complex 
data sets and engage with them in 
meaningful ways. Working in teams, 
students will compete against each 
other as they navigate online govern-
ment information and work together 
to develop future versions of the 
game.

Networked Newsroom 
Bingxia Yu, Buffalo, NY
$20,000
Targeting high school and college 

-
er public, Networked Newsroom is 
an online participatory learning news 
platform that enables users to post 
story ideas, leads, photos, videos, 
and other information directly from 
their computers or mobile phones. To 
leverage the collective intelligence of 
the Networked Newsroom commu-

-

tended to all in this virtual newsroom. 
Diverse users—each bringing unique 
perspectives—supplement each oth-
ers’ work to develop more meaningful 
and robust stories through collabora-

public wiki.

Origami: Enfolding Real and  
 

Jonah Model, Long Island City, NY

can talk with via email and text mes-
sage. It promotes ad hoc learning 
spaces using a visual tag for linking 
physical spaces with existing collab-
orative software such as wikis, social 
bookmarking, and groupware sys-
tems. The Origami tag is designed for 
readability and can be hand-drawn or 
converted into sign language, Braille, 

students to trade learning resources 
quickly and easily without interrupting 
conversation, lectures, or meetings.

Black Cloud
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2008 Award Winners  

Innovation Award Winners
 
Black Cloud: Environmental  
Studies Gaming 
Greg Niemeyer, University of  
California, Berkeley Center for New 
Media, Berkeley, CA,  
Antero Garcia, Manual Arts High 
School, Los Angeles, CA
$238,000
Black Cloud is an environmental 
studies game that mixes the physical 
with the virtual to engage high school 
students in Los Angeles and Cairo, 
Egypt. Teams role-play as either real 
estate developers or environmental-
ists using actual air quality sensors 
hidden through the city to monitor 
neighborhood pollution. Their goal is 
to select good sites for either addi-
tional development or conservation. 

experiences, students collaborate, 

including working cross-culturally 
between cities.

HyperCities 
Todd Presner, University of  
California-Los Angeles,  
Los Angeles, CA
$238,000
Based on digital models of real cities, 
HyperCities is a web-based learning 
platform that connects geographical 
locations with stories of the people 
who live there and those who have 
lived there in the past. Through col-
laboration between universities and 
community partners in Los Angeles, 

will develop and offer a participatory, 
open-ended learning environment 
grounded in space and time, place 
and history, memory and social inter-
action, oral history and digital media.

Mobile and Immersive Learning for 
Literacy in Emerging Economies 

 
Matthew Kam, John Canny,  
University of California-Berkeley, 
Berkeley, CA
$238,000
Mobile and Immersive Learning for 

Literacy in Emerging Economies, a 

promotes literacy through language 
learning games on mobile phones, 

MILLEE’s mobile phone games are 
designed to create rich storytelling 
environments that enable language 
learning.

Mobile Musical Networks  
Daniel Trueman, Princeton  
University, Princeton, NJ
$238,000
Mobile Musical Networks will build an 
expressive mobile musical laboratory 
for exploring new ways of making 
music with laptops and local-area-

in designing these technologies. In 
the process, they will learn about a 

acoustics, networking, instrument 
design, human-computer interfac-
ing, procedural programming, signal 
processing, and musical aesthetics.

Sustainable South Bronx Fab Lab 
Miquela Craytor, Jon Santiago,  
Sustainable South Bronx, Bronx, NY
$100,000

people to turn digital models into real 
world constructions of plastic, metal, 
wood, and more. Part of a broader 
MIT-led initiative, this particular 

personal fabrication to learning about 

examine connections between virtual 
and physical spaces, collaborative 
design, and the potential for impact 

Mobile Musical Networks
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Tim Lenoir, Natalia Mirovitskaya, 
Jerry Heneghan, Kacie Wallace
Duke University, Durham, NC
$238,000
Virtual Peace is a digital humanitar-
ian assistance game that creates a 
learning environment for young peo-
ple studying public policy and inter-
national relations. The game will be 
developed by repurposing an existing 
military simulation into a tool for hu-
manitarian training. Learning within 
the game will focus on leadership 
skills, cultural awareness, problem 
solving, and adaptive thinking—all of 
which are necessary to coordinate 
international humanitarian assistance 
for natural disaster relief.

YouthActionNet Marketplace 
Ashok Regmi, International Youth 
Foundation, Baltimore, MD
$100,000
The YouthActionNet Marketplace is 
a dynamic digital networking plat-
form for young leaders to engage in 
social entrepreneurship and address 
critical social problems. Young social 
entrepreneurs can link to a global 
community of innovators to share, 
collaborate, customize, and evaluate 
information and ideas, and showcase 
them to a general public searching 
for new ways to address old issues.

Knowledge Networking 
Award Winners

Critical Commons 
Steve Anderson, University of  
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
$61,000
Critical Commons is a blogging, 

social networking and tagging plat-
form specially designed to promote 
the fair use of copyrighted material 

will engage and organize academic 
communities to articulate their needs, 
models, and ethical principles of fair 

strong, legally viable, and expanding 
conception of fair use, especially in 
support of learning.

FollowTheMoney.org: Networking 
Civic Engagement 
Edwin Bender, FollowTheMoney.org,
Helena, MT
$30,000
FollowTheMoney.org: Networking 

is an online interactive site and users 
guide that supports civics research 
by young people and promotes their 
understanding of—and engagement 
with—electoral politics and legisla-
tive activities. Teacher and student 
collaborators will guide development 
and testing of this interactive site for 
networking youth civic engagement.

Fractor: Act on Facts 
Ben Robison, Fractor Corporation,
Long Island City, NY
$72,000
Fractor is a web application that 
matches news stories with opportuni-
ties for social activism and commu-

organized on a single, intuitive page 
where every news story is linked to 
real-world actions that users can 
pursue. Fractor gives news readers 

-
ing them to a world of dynamic social 
involvement and activism.

Let the Games Begin:
A 101 Workshop for Making Social 
Issue Games 
Suzanne Seggerman, Games for 
Change, New York, NY
$58,000
The Let the Games Begin work-
shop is a soup-to-nuts tutorial on 
the fundamentals of social issue 
games. Appealing to those who are 
new to designing learning games 
but passionate about social issues, 
the workshop will feature leading 
experts on topics including game 
design, fundraising, evaluation, 
youth participation, distribution, and 
press strategies. The workshop will 

Games for Change Festival, and will 
be extended for the rest of the year 
through an online community dedi-
cated to learning about social games.

Mobile Movement 
Leba Haber Rubinoff, Interactive 
Filmmaking, Brooklyn, CA
$72,000
Mobile Movement network will con-
nect young African social entrepre-
neurs with young North American 

technology, which is now wide-
spread, this network will facilitate 
both micro-funding and the exchange 

successes, lessons learned, and 
new ideas for scaling toward future 
collaborative and transnational youth 
partnerships.
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Networking Grassroots  
Knowledge Globally
Victoria Dunning, The Global Fund 
for Children, Washington, DC
$72,000
Networking Grassroots Knowledge 

for Children, is a new community 

include blogs, video clips, sound 
slides, podcasts, and photographs 
to help share innovative practices for 
helping marginalized and vulnerable 
children. The commons will allow 
grassroots practitioners and margin-
alized young people to harness and 
share new models for learning, orga-
nizing, and communicating around 
the world.

Ohmwork: Networking Homebrew 
Science 
Laura Allen, Vision Ed. Inc.,  
New York, NY
$40,000
Ohmwork is a new social network 

and podcast site where young people 
can become inventive and passion-
ate about science by sharing their 

They can also contribute to one an-

and collaborate as part of their col-
lective digital learning. Developed by 
Vision Education, Ohmwork aspires 
to become an online network for DIY 
science.

RezEd: The Hub for Learning and 
 

Barry Joseph, Global Kids, Inc.,
New York, NY
$70,000

Virtual Worlds will be developed to 
serve as an online hub to promote 
the use of virtual worlds as rich learn-
ing environments. The participating 
community will share best practices, 
encourage dialogue, provide ac-
cess to the leading research, provide 
podcast interviews with community 

leaders, and feature the latest news 
on learning in virtual worlds.

Self-Advocacy Online 
Jerry Smith, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN
$72,000

-
tional and networking website for 
teens and adults with intellectual 
and cognitive disabilities, targeted at 
those who participate in organized 
self-advocacy groups. In supporting 
greater networking, peer exchange, 
collaboration, and communication to 

-
line will extend the reach of and inter-
action among people with disabilities 
so that they can more effectively 
speak up for themselves and make 
their own decisions.

 
Howard Rheingold, Stanford  
University, Mill Valley, CA
$61,000

will develop an online community for 
teachers and students to collaborate 
and contribute ideas for teaching and 
learning about the psychological, in-
terpersonal, and social issues related 
to participatory media. This digital 
learning space will both feature and 
analyze the use of blogs, wikis, chat, 
instant messaging, microblogging, 
forums, social bookmarking, and 
instructional screencasts for teachers 
and students.

Mobile Movement
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About the Digital Media and Learning Initiative  
The MacArthur Foundation’s Digital Media and Learning Initiative seeks to determine how digital technologies 

are changing the way young people learn, play, socialize, and participate in civic life. Answers are critical to  

developing educational and other social institutions that can meet the needs of this and future generations. 

More information about the Initiative can be found at www.macfound.org/reimagine and on the MacArthur  

spotlight.macfound.org.

About the MacArthur Foundation 
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation supports creative people and effective institutions  

the Foundation works to defend human rights, advance global conservation and security, make cities better 

places, and understand how technology is affecting children and society. For more information, visit  

www.macfound.org. 

About HASTAC  
A consortium of humanists, artists, scientists, social scientists, and engineers from universities and other civic 

Collaboratory) is committed to new forms of collaboration for thinking, teaching, and research across  

communities and disciplines fostered by creative uses of technology. More information is available at  

www.hastac.org. 

 

website at www.dmlcompetition.net.

www.dmlcompetition.net


